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In this dissertation, I introduce the Spanish painter, poet, essayist, and novelist Eugenio Fernández 

Granell and his seminal surrealist work, Isla cofre mítico. Granell was born in Galicia, Spain, in 

1912 and can easily be described as a key figure within the surrealist movement in the second half 

of the twentieth century. Isla cofre mítico was Granell’s first published book, and it is the fullest 

published discussion about André Breton’s short work Martinique charmeuse de serpents, giving 

followers of Surrealism a deeper understanding of Breton’s time in Martinique. 

When you first pick up Granell’s book Isla cofre mítico, you are immediately struck by the cover’s 

fantastic, mythical creature composed of vibrant colors and amorphous features. The image is a 

pictorial representation of Granell’s island book that is Isla cofre mítico. The book represents the 

act of translation in all senses of the word. In it, Granell translates his violent experiences from the 

Spanish Civil War into words and images. He translates the foreign sights and sounds of the 

Caribbean geography and culture as he tries to make sense of the place that becomes his temporary 

home. He translates his experience of the world in the aftermath of the Second World War. For 
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Granell, the aesthetic vision of André Breton is the only mode of expression capable of translating 

his experiences and thoughts into visual images and words.  

Isla cofre mítico is a visual, textual, and auditory experiment in translation for the original author 

and for me, the translator. In Isla cofre mítico, Granell translates the soundscapes of the island 

through the sounds created in and between words. He translates French passages from André 

Breton’s Martinique charmeuse de serpents into Spanish, as well as passages from other literary 

texts and historical documents. He translates images into words, and he juxtaposes words to 

produce sound and create meaning. How does one approach the translation of such a complex 

work? This dissertation presents an analysis of the complex textual environment of Granell’s text 

as well as my interpretive act of translation. I present a number of considerations for the translation 

process, including approaches to recreating complex patterns of repetition and textual musicality. 

I highlight the problematic role of textual ambiguity created by the author as translator from French 

into Spanish and my role as translator from Spanish into English. I also bring in translators who 

have contributed to the discussion of translation as an act of violence, and I attempt to demonstrate 

that Granell challenges previous notions of translation violence through his clashes of textual 

juxtapositions.
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 In my dissertation, I will feature Eugenio Fernández Granell, a major writer in the context 

of 20th-century Spanish literature whose work has not received the recognition it deserves. The 

main focus of the dissertation is the translation of Isla cofre mítico [Island Mythical Coffer], which 

he published in 1951 in Puerto Rico. In addition to his multiple literary works in novels, poetry, 

and essays, he has created numerous paintings, most of which are housed in his museum 

foundation in Galicia.  

 I saw my process of translating Isla cofre mítico in the larger context of discussions that 

have been addressed by translators and scholars. 

 Granell’s Isla cofre mítico places considerable demand on the translation process because 

of its textual and intertextual juxtapositions, dissonant verbal and visual imagery, fragmented 

appearance of structural elements, and the violence that it carries over from Breton’s book, 

Martinique charmeuse de serpents. These various elements take place throughout Granell’s work 

and create multiple challenges, both as they work in conjunction throughout the text and on 

multiple levels, thus producing a textual wholeness, and as they work independently from one 

another and take on the appearance of textual fragments as well as acquire independent meanings. 

 Lawrence Venuti frames the discussion of textual fragments within the concept of 

foreignization. For me, as the translator, this argument suggests that my approach to translating 

textual fragments will result in the foreignization of the English translation, at least in those 

moments of fragmentation. If I recreate the fragmented nature of the text, maintain any French 
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words from Granell’s Spanish work in my English translation, and so on, then I have no other 

recourse than to foreignize the work in English. 

 The work that Granell has published in Spanish undoubtedly produces tension between the 

“foreign” elements in the text (e.g., French words, prolific quotations of varying and seemingly 

unrelated sources, textual fragments) and the Spanish audience for which the text was intended. 

How does one produce a translation of Isla that maintains this tension without foreignizing the 

translation for the English reader? The paradox of Venuti’s domestication/foreignization 

dichotomy is that if I recreate the original dissonant elements, the very elements that already give 

the original text a foreign atmosphere, then I am foreignizing the text in my translation. If I 

“smooth out” those elements so that the text reads more fluently in the English translation, then I 

am domesticating the text. Is there no possibility to make the foreignness that was intended in the 

original appear as foreign in my translation without “foreignizing” the text? Is there no way to 

make the parts that were intended to read fluently, and fluidly, in the Spanish original read with 

similar fluency and fluidity in English? Or do both of these considerations enact inevitable 

violence? David Bellos also approaches this paradox with a question, and I found one of his 

answers to be the solution to my questions. 

In “Fictions of the Foreign: The Paradox of ‘Foreign-Soundingness,’” David Bellos asks 

what the best way to represent the “foreignness of the foreign” in the receiving language is. In one 

of his assertions, he claims that maintaining a work’s “foreign-soundingness” in an English 

translation is viable option for a translator only when “working from a language with which the 
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receiving language and its culture have an established relationship.”1 This works particularly well 

between languages that have a longstanding relationship of linguistic and cultural interaction.  

To illustrate this, Bellos points out the long relationship between the English and French 

languages. Because of this relationship, Bellos claims that maintaining certain French words and 

phrases in the English translation can be effective in recreating foreignness. This is especially 

applicable to my translation of Isla.  

In Isla, Granell includes French titles, words, and phrases in his Spanish work, so I 

followed suit. In this way, I was able to maintain the “foreign foreignness” present in Granell’s 

work in my translation. In one example, when a passage references Breton’s book Mad Love by 

its French title, I maintained the French title: 

“En L’Amour fou, Breton había disparado hacia adelante una nostálgica queja profética: 

“Lamento haber descubierto tan tarde estas zonas ultrasensibles de la tierra.”2 

 

[In L’Amour fou, Breton had proclaimed a nostalgic and prophetic lament: “I regret having 

discovered so late these ultrasensitive parts of the earth.”] 

 

Granell maintains the title in French but translates the actual quotation into Spanish. Given this 

particular situation, I maintain the foreignness of the French title, but then I quoted from the Mary 

Ann Caws English translation. I took the same approach for a similar situation involving the title 

of Benjamin Péret’s article “La nature dévore le progrès et le dépasse.” I maintained this approach 

with all of the foreign-language (i.e., not Spanish) words and titles in my English translation. 

                                                 

1 David Bellos, “Fictions of the Foreign: The Paradox of ‘Foreign-Soundingness,” in In Translation, edited by Esther Allen and 

Susan Bernofsky, New York: Columbia University Press, 2013, pp. 31–43, 37. 

2 Granell, Isla, 18. 
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Bellos frames his argument for maintaining the foreign-soundingness within the dominant 

discussion of foreignization versus domestication. I do not argue that the choice to maintain foreign 

words in a translation is one of the very ways in which foreignization takes place. However, in the 

case of Isla, Granell incorporates foreign words into his text even though he translates the 

quotations from those foreign texts into Spanish. I feel that my approach to maintain the same 

foreign words and titles in my English translation falls within the overall atmosphere and intention 

of the work, the intention.  

 One of the major ideas that guided me through my translation of Isla is Benjamin’s notion 

of a kinship between languages, which is particularly relevant to the overall atmosphere of 

Granell’s work. Benjamin understands that the word on the page is more than the appearance and 

the immediate meaning of the word. What he tries to reach and wants to see in a translation has to 

reconstruct the inner workings of words, what he refers to as intention, which is particularly 

relevant to the translation of Isla. Intention is not the immediate alikeness of the words between 

two languages, the historical relatedness of the languages, or what the words mean, but how the 

words come to mean as they establish associations from word to the next word.  

While translating a work that relies heavily on word associations, I continually returned to 

the question of how words come to mean. The chapter “Bibliomancia,” for example, is both a word 

game and an experiment in automatic writing. 

In this particular chapter, I was faced with the question of how to recreate the newly formed 

words of the game and then how to integrate them into the story. Obviously, not all of the English 

translations are direct spellings from the letters B-R-E-T-O-N, for instance: BOTE = BOAT and 

RETO = RHOECUS. I also faced the challenge of a word’s multiple meanings when Granell 
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played on both meanings. Not only does BOTE mean “boat,” but it also means “bounce”; in 

addition to the Greek centaur “Rhoecus,” RETO also means “dare” or “challenge.” The single sign 

in Spanish denotes both meanings, whereas one single sign in English maintains one denotation. 

How would I deal with this in the passage? 

“Bibliomancia” begins as a surrealist word game. Games invented and practiced by the 

surrealists produced, by the very nature of the game, startling juxtapositions and unexpected 

associations that gave words and ideas new meaning. Often, new meaning was formed out of a 

word’s multiple meanings. My goal in translating this chapter, and other passages that functioned 

in a similar way, was to allow the reader to experience the text as was intended. To do so, I 

attempted to integrate the words in English so that they seemed natural and so that the passage 

flowed in the style of automatic writing. Ironically, this technique “domesticates” the very function 

of automatic writing, which is to disrupt traditional standards of writing.  

Would the effect of the passage collapse if I didn’t impose a domesticating technique? Yes. 

If I attempted to foreignize the passage would it read as automatic writing? No. Would 

foreignization prohibit the reader from following Granell’s associative thought process? This last 

question will lead to an even longer debate than I intend. I placed more weight on what I believed 

to be the overall atmosphere.  

 The question of how words come to mean also applied to the way in which Granell pieces 

together fragments of other works, which originate in other languages and geographical 

atmospheres, to construct a new work in a Spanish and Caribbean context.  
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 Though Isla is not a poem, it possesses many aspects of poetry that give it a strong poetic 

atmosphere. Because of Isla’s poetic quality, I continually recall approaches to translation 

discussed by translators of poetry.  

 I am particularly interested in Octavio Paz’s argument in his essay “Translation: Literature 

and Letters.”3 that translation of poetry is possible. Poetry may be one of the most problematic 

genres to translate, according to Paz, because each word possesses multiple connotations that 

become multiplied when combined with other words in each line.  This “preservation of a plurality 

of meanings” is what distinguishes poetry from prose.4 Paz offers a theoretical approach, or 

considerations, for translating poetry that I find particularly insightful. He bases his considerations 

on his own aphorism: “poetry is expressed in language, but it goes beyond language.”5 Of course, 

this recalls the “pure language” that underlies Benjamin’s intention. 

 I was particularly intrigued by Margaret Sayers Peden’s approach to analyzing a poem’s 

underlying structural frame through the notion of deconstruction and reconstruction. Peden applies 

her approach to the sonnet form, specifically a sonnet by Sor Juana Inés de la Cruz.6 I am extremely 

aware that Granell’s text is not a clearly defined poetic structure, and I do not believe that Peden’s 

method can be used in any textual scenario; however, I felt that there were instances in which a 

passage took on a purely poetic function and possessed a structural frame that, if compromised, 

                                                 

3 Paz, Octavio. “Translation: Literature and Letters.” Theories of Translation, eds. Rainer Schulte and John Biguenet. Chicago: 

University of Chicago Press, 1992. 152–162. 

4 Ibid., 158. 

5 Ibid., 159. 

6 See Margaret Sayers Peden, “Building a Translation, the Reconstruction Business: Poem 145 of Sor Juana Inés de la Cruz,” in 

The Craft of Translation, eds. John Biguenet and Rainer Schulte (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1989), 13–27. 
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would undermine its intention. The idea of looking at a passage from the point of view of 

deconstruction added to a better understanding of how the words were presented on the page by 

Granell and how they created meaning that transcended the words’ denotations. The ensuing 

process of reconstruction gave me a better insight into how the unusual dissonant syntax of his 

work came to shine. I reiterate that I only took the practice of looking at Granell’s passages with 

the technique that Peden had applied to the poem, whereas I am walking through a prose text that 

often assumes poetic dimensions. I go into depth about how I applied this particular technique to 

Granell’s text later in my reconstruction of the translation process. 

 I have always thought that one of the strongest demonstrations of how a translator should 

approach a work has been articulated by John Felstiner. He has demonstrated that the most intense 

and accurate reconstruction of a text can be approached from the translator’s point of view in his 

comments on Paul Celan, as well as in his book Translating Neruda: The Way to Macchu Picchu. 

Felstiner points out the migrations that occur in Celan’s poetry, often moving between elements 

that deal with identity and language. Migration, thus, represents an attempt to reconcile places of 

opposition. Places not only refer to real, geographical places, but also internal places of struggle. 

In the latter, Celan often migrated between his Jewish and German identities, and the cultural and 

linguistic implications wrapped up in those identities. 

 Similarly, Granell’s art and writing have come out of migration and migrate between his 

various linguistic and cultural identities: Granell the artist and Granell the writer, Granell the 

Spaniard and the Galician, the Granell from Spain and the Granell in Latin America. 

 In Isla, Granell continuously “migrates back and forth” between his own words and those 

of other writers. These migrations move between author and contributor, and between Granell the 
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creator and Granell the receiver, especially when migrating between his work and that of André 

Breton: 

Pez Mujer, Serpiente, Colibrí: Eva Negra en la selva de la isla negra. El colibrí verde nuncio 

de la aparición de la Reina Negra, en cuya garganta rutila el “claro crepúsculo de las rosas 

del Senegal” (Breton) y cuya “mano completamente amarilla toca las verjas del palacio” 

(Breton).7 

 

[Fish Woman, Serpent, Hummingbird: Black Eve in the forest of the black island. The 

green hummingbird, harbinger of the Black Queen’s appearance, on whose rutilant throat 

glows the “twinkle in the dusk of Senegal roses” (Breton) and whose “completely yellow 

hand plays along the bars of the palace gate” (Breton).] 

 

But Granell’s migrations are not limited to others’ works; he also moves between modern and 

older forms of Spanish. Migrations of that sort not only move the text between old and new forms 

of Spanish, they also migrate between identities: Granell the Spaniard from before the war with an 

older way of thinking and being and Granell after the war in exile with his new way of thinking 

and understanding the world. 

 In Translating Neruda, Felstiner articulates the dynamic internal movement within and 

between lines. His concept of dynamic form regards the simultaneous external movement of the 

words on the page and internal movement of the meaning of the words: “images in which stillness 

and motion combine.”8 In Isla, this is particularly relevant to the constant ebb and flow of the 

words on the page and the internal movement of meaning and sound created through the words. 

Such is the case with the metaphor for islands as “constelaciones clavadas en el cielo movedizo 

del mar, estrellas errantes” [constellations nailed to the moving sky of the sea, wandering stars].9 

                                                 

7 Granell, Isla, 48. 

8 John Felstiner, Translating Neruda: The Way to Macchu Picchu, Stanford University Press, 1980, 75. 

9 Granell, Isla, 17. 
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This line also adds to Isla’s recurring ocean motif. The ocean comes not just from the meaning of 

a word or an image. It also comes through the words: the ocean moves in the constant fluidity of 

word associations. 

 Often, stillness and silence come in the pauses within a line. The silence can appear 

physically between parentheses, thereby stopping movement. Such is the case with the following 

line: “Libertad y belleza se identifican: ‘La belleza es ( . . . ) el gran refugio’ (Breton)” [Liberty 

and beauty combine as one: “Beauty is ( . . .) the great refuge” (Breton)].10 In this case, the silent 

space highlights the relationship between the words on either side.  

 But stillness and silence also come in the pauses that place a line between two paragraphs. 

In Granell’s work, quoted lines of speech often appear in stillness on a page, surrounded by empty 

space—space that disrupts the flow of paragraphs and ideas. Such is the case when an exclamation 

spoken by André Masson abruptly appears on the page and sits in stillness: 

André Masson colabora en la obra como poeta y como dibujante. El pintor y el poeta 

mantienen intenso diálogo en el corazón de la isla, elevada a categoría de oasis redentor. 

 

      En el corazón de la selva, ¡cómo amo esta frase! (Masson). 

 

 Lam había ilustrado Fata Morgana, obra inédita de Breton, cuyo manuscrito 

llevaba consigo el poeta, prohibida por la censura de Vichy complaciente con las nazis.11 

 

[The painter André Masson collaborates on the work as poet and illustrator. The painter 

and the poet sustain an intense dialogue in the heart of the island—elevated to the category 

of redeeming oasis. 

 

      In the heart of the forest, how I love that expression! (Masson). 

 

                                                 

10 Ibid., 60. 

11 Ibid., 14. 
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 Lam had illustrated Fata Morgana, an unedited manuscript that Breton brought 

with him, prohibited by the Nazi-complaisant Vichy censorship.] 

 

The line does not interact physically with the paragraphs. In this way, the function of the empty 

space is as important as the words to the dynamic form of the text: the text’s movement and 

meaning migrate together between a state of stasis and of flux. I view Felstiner’s dynamic form as 

an essential part of my overall approach to recreating Isla’s textual atmosphere and return to that 

concept when I discuss how Granell uses the repetition of words, syllable length, and the sound 

quality of words to produce wave-like movement as lines move across the page. 

 Rabassa, the prolific translator of Latin American literature, especially of Gabriel García 

Márquez, has articulated probably the most refined notion about translating metaphors in his essay 

“No Two Snowflakes Are Alike: Translation as Metaphor.” He starts his consideration with the 

notion that a word is nothing but a metaphor for an object or perhaps for another word. In my 

translation of Granell’s work I continuously had to face the difficulty that many of his words 

appeared to be metaphors that could be used to create the mythical atmosphere of his landscapes. 

Such is the case in a previously mentioned quote in which islands are fixed constellations in a 

moving sky juxtaposed with islands as wandering stars in a fixed sea. 

 Rabassa also states that translation could really be considered a transformation. That notion 

certainly applies to Granell’s style where he is continuously involved in transforming the language 

of other writers, especially Breton, into a somewhat new and often dissonant language. We see a 

skillfully crafted example of how such a transformation takes place in the following passage:  

La intuición de Isaías conectándose con la supersensibilidad de Colón, fue lo que 

aprovechó al hallazgo de las Indias. “Experiencias aisladas son como fragmentos,” según 

Novalis. O, como Breton precisa, “la simpatía que existe entre dos o diversos seres parece 
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situarlos en el camino de soluciones que en vano perseguían separadamente.” Madariaga 

explica que “todo el mundo creía en islas en aquellos tiempos.”12 

 

[Isaiah-like intuition linking up with Columbus’ supersensibility, was what aided the 

discovery of the Indies. “Isolated experiences are as fragments,” according to Novalis.13 

Or as Breton specifies, “the sympathy existing between two or several beings seems to lead 

them toward solutions they would have never found on their own.”14 Madariaga explains 

that “everybody in Columbus’ days believed in islands.”] 

 

In this case, the transformation intensifies between Granell’s words and multiple authors’ words. 

Rabassa highlights the additional challenges of language to see translation as transformation: 

“More deadly than personal and cultural nuances in hindering an ‘exact’ translation is the very 

sound of languages and the words that constitute them.”15 This is especially true for the sounds 

created within and between the words of Granell’s poetic language, including when he transforms 

others’ words into his poetic language through translation. How do I, as the translator, recreate 

those sounds or sound situations while maintaining the “intention” of the words? 

 Suzanne Jill Levine describes the translator as a subversive scribe, arguing that the 

translator destroys the original text in an attempt to uncover underlying meanings and reproduce 

those meanings in another language. When dealing with quotations, the translator must also 

consider the sources of the source text as part of the translation process. Isla is a work that is full 

of quotations, oftentimes lacking source information, an omission that cannot be overlooked 

during the translation of Isla into English. This fact is particularly important to keep in mind when 

                                                 

12 Granell, Isla, 28. 

13 Source unknown. Translation mine. 

14 Breton, Mad Love, 34. 

15 Gregory Rabassa, “No Two Snowflakes are Alike: Translation as Metaphor,” in The Craft of Translation, eds. John Biguenet 

and Rainer Schulte, University of Chicago Press, 1989, pp. 1–12, 2. 
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considering Levine’s stance, which she attributes to J. P. Sullivan,16 that the translator must “travel 

back to the source of the source” in order for a translation to have a similar effect on the reader as 

that of the original text on its reader. That is to say that the translator must understand the use and 

abuse of the source material within the text to be translated so as to “(re)produce the original’s 

effect on its reader.”17 This was especially the case when considering the copious number of texts 

that Granell incorporates into Isla. In the following example, Granell lists the name of a person 

associated with the line that follows his name but does not list the source: 

HENRY MILLER.— El mundo en mi torno se disuelve, dejando acá y allá islotes de 

tiempo.18 

 

[HENRY MILLER.— The world around me is dissolving leaving here and there spots of 

time.]19 

 

Locating the source of the source would uncover that the English original reads “spots of time” 

and Granell’s translation uses islotes, which would read as “islands of time.” How or why did the 

transformation from “spots” to “islands” take place? 

 In considering my translation, it bears mentioning that the act of translation is not a hard 

science governed by unchanging laws. As such, translation inherently allows for multiple 

interpretations of a text and, unlike science, the translation process does not allow for an absolute 

right or wrong decision as long as the translation remains grounded in the text. This is not to 

suggest that a translator is infallible or that all translations are flawless; to the contrary. In fact, 

                                                 

16 J. P. Sullivan, trans. and intr., The Satyricon, Middlesex, England: Penguin Classics, 1969. 

17 Suzanne Jill Levine, The Subversive Scribe: Translating Latin American Fiction, Champaign and London: Dalkey Achive Press 

edition, 2009, 90. Emphasis mine. 

18 Granell, Isla, 52. Emphasis mine. 

19 The source text is Henry Miller, Tropic of Cancer, Obelisk Press, Paris 1934. 
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William Weaver asserts that the worst translation mistake is for a translator to “reassure himself 

by saying, ‘that’s what it says in the original,’ and renouncing the struggle to do his best.”20 One 

can imagine textual situations that would cause grief for any translator: idiomatic expressions, 

nonexistent lexicon between languages, bifurcating etymologies for shared root words, and non-

compatible grammatical functions—lack of gender for all nouns in English, especially for 

inanimate objects, and the frequent omission of subject pronouns in Spanish. The struggle becomes 

more apparent when the translator uses the “fidelity” excuse for translating words but not meaning 

(intention) or, in the case of Isla, the associative thinking and internal movement of the text. 

 In his essay “On Linguistic Aspects of Translation,” Roman Jakobson provides valuable 

insights that support Weaver’s claim of what constitutes the worst translation mistake. Jakobson 

acutely points out that the translator must think situationally: “if some grammatical category is 

absent in a given language, its meaning may be translated into this language by lexical means.”21 

His study of linguistics led him to the belief in creative transposition, through which any 

seemingly “untranslatable” situation in one language, especially when dealing with poetic forms 

of language and art, may be rendered through the available features of the language into which it 

is being translated. This contextualizing approach keeps in mind that words “come to mean” as 

they acquire hidden connotations within the context of their surrounding words, punctuation, or 

even their placement on the physical page. This is particularly the case throughout Isla. 

 

                                                 

20 William Weaver, “The Process of Translation,” in The Craft of Translation, eds. John Biguenet and Rainer Schulte (Chicago: 

University of Chicago Press, 1989), pp. 117–124, 117. 

21 Roman Jakobson, “On Linguistic Aspects of Translation,” in Theories of Translation: An Anthology of Essays from Dryden to 

Derrida, eds. Rainer Schulte and John Biguenet (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 192), pp. 144–151, 148. 
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 On a final note, I found comfort in Mary Anne Caws’ expertise in the area of translating 

surrealist works. In her coda to Surprised in Translation, Caws addresses the difficulty in 

translating works that present unexpected and unmimetic moments that “surprise.” She discusses 

the paradoxical nature of surrealist works and the paradox of translating them: 

“[M]istakes” or inappropriate reactions and their upsets of our rational and habitual ways 

of thinking and speaking exemplify one of the more crucial parts of the surrealist enterprise. 

If the very being of its most intimate poetics is based on this kind of paradox, might not 

our best response as translators be paradoxical in nature? Might we not find ourselves 

experiencing a necessary first step of losing, perhaps both our way and wits, as we move 

toward a participatory place of surrealist poetry and poetics?22 

  

Throughout the process of translating Isla, I would revisit Caws’ Surprised in Translation to see 

if she had encountered similar jolting “surprises” that jumped out at me. Caws admits that she felt 

a sense of “pre-failure” after translating Breton’s L’Amour fou. The uncertainties in Breton’s work 

led to her own uncertainties. In her preface to her translation of that work, she acknowledges a 

certain, and often unavoidable, impossibility in translation. 

 

  

                                                 

22 Mary Ann Caws, Surprised in Translation, Chicago and London: The University of Chicago Press, 2006, 127. 
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CHAPTER 2 

EUGENIO FERNÁNDEZ GRANELL AND ISLA COFRE MÍTICO 

 Granell was born in Galicia, Spain, in 1912 and began his studies in music in 1928 at the 

Madrid Royal Conservatory. Unbeknownst to him, he would spend most of his adult life away 

from his native land. During the Spanish Civil War (1936–39), Granell was a member of the 

Workers’ Party for Marxist Unification, during which time he openly criticized Franco in a number 

of local newspapers. At the conclusion of the war in 1939, he was forced to flee from persecution 

in Spain as a result of his anti-Franco political leanings. While in exile, he lived in France, the 

Dominican Republic, Guatemala, Puerto Rico, and New York before finally returning to Spain in 

1985.  

 I have chosen to translate Granell’s work Isla cofre mítico for two reasons: I believe it has 

not gotten the attention that it should have received, and at the same time, I was particularly 

attracted to his style and vision. Granell wrote Isla cofre mítico under the spreading influence of 

André Breton’s Manifestoes of Surrealism. One of the great contributions of surrealism was a more 

aggressive style and the association of unusual and often irritating verbal and visual images.23 The 

novel Isla cofre mítico clearly demonstrates that Granell is very closely connected to the practices 

of the surrealists. Part of Granell’s literary complexity includes the language that he uses; he 

                                                 

23 Many scholars have written extensive analyses about André Breton and Surrealism’s earlier experimentation. For works focusing 

on Breton and experimentation in verbal output, see Clifford Browder, André Breton: Arbiter of Surrealism, Geneva: Librairie 

DROZ, 1967; Anna Balakian, André Breton: Magus of Surrealism, New York: Oxford University Press, 1971; Mary Ann Caws, 

André Breton, New York: Twayne, 1971; Mary Ann Caws, The Poetry of Dada and Surrealism: Aragon, Breton, Tzara, Eluard 

& Desnos, Princeton: University Press, 1971. For surrealists’ experimentation in the visual arts, see Fiona Bradley, Surrealism, 

London: London Tate Gallery, 2009; Mary Ann Caws, Surrealism, London and New York: Phaidon, 2010. For a study that 

encompasses the literary and the visual arts together, see Mary Ann Caws, Surrealist Painters and Poets: An Anthology, 

Cambridge, Mass.: The MIT Press, 2001. 
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manipulates the syntax, employs various combinations of rhetorical devices, and extends the 

semantic associations of words. Because of his formative education in music and painting, his 

innovative language recreates the atmosphere of visual and musical works.  

 Since Granell lived for many years in the Caribbean, approximately 1939 to 1957, Isla 

cofre mítico is also important because it exhibits many of the cultural and social characteristics of 

the Caribbean. In fact, Isla cofre mítico possesses all of the characteristics that scholars identify as 

unique to the surrealist movement in Latin America, including: (1) fantastic beings and landscapes 

characteristic of a utopian Old World; (2) an indigenous view of land as a sacred place where the 

possibility of a fusion between man and nature exists; (3) indigenous myths, historical past, and 

present vestiges of a former worldview; (4) daily reality through oneiric descriptions; and (5) 

energy derived from the fusion of different races in the region.24 In light of these characteristics, 

Isla constitutes an exemplary text for analyzing the surrealist movement in Latin America, yet it 

remains largely inaccessible. 

 

GRANELL: THE ARTIST AND WRITER 

 During the 1940s and 1950s, Granell’s artistic style was influenced by the tropical climate 

of the Caribbean and his friendship with André Breton.25 Granell’s paintings and drawings from 

his time in the Caribbean often exhibit bright contrasting colors, anthropomorphic shapes, and 

                                                 

24 Mary Crow, “El surrealism latinoamericano,” in La torre: revista general de la Universidad de Puerto Rico, 9, no. 34, pp. 193–

200, 197. Crow compiles a complete list of characteristics based on surveys of surrealism in Latin America by Stefán Baciu, 

Angel Pariente, Carlos Martin, Manuel Durán, Octavio Paz, Anna Balakian, and Graciela de Sola. 

25 For correspondence between Granell and Breton in Spanish and French, see Guillermo de Osma Galería, Los Granell de André 

Breton: sueños de amistad, Madrid, 2010. To my knowledge, the letters have not been translated into English.  
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dreamlike scenarios or objects, all of which are typical surrealist elements. Granell’s first art 

exhibit was in 1943 at the Galería Nacional de Bellas Artes in the Dominican Republic and 

included his series of Autorretratos [self-portraits]. The scenes and objects in the Autorretratos 

were described as irreal [unreal] and espectáculo maravilloso [a marvelous spectacle] by one 

critic.26 Another critic characterized the works in terms of their duality and oneiric imagery: 

La realidad visible se muestra en su pintura con un sentido más allá de lo percibido a simple 

vista. La inteligencia deforma lo corporal con ayuda del sueño. O, si lo prefieren ustedes, 

el sueño preside la concepción corporal del mundo pictórico de Granell. 27  

 

[Visible reality is presented in his paintings with a meaning that goes beyond that which is 

perceived at first glance. The mind deforms the corporeal with the aid of the dream world. 

Or, if you prefer, the dream world informs the corporeal design of Granell’s pictorial 

world.] 

 

Granell’s inclusion of dreamlike images in realistic scenarios, or vice versa, was a defining trait of 

the surrealist movement. In fact, Manuel Valldeperes, who wrote for La Nación with Granell, 

likens paintings from Granell’s 1943 exhibit to surrealist works by Tanguy, Miró, Chirico, and 

Picasso.28 During the same time at which Granell developed his techniques for creating visual 

imagery that produced the unreal and oneiric scenes, double meaning, and altered reality of his art, 

he transferred those techniques into his writing to produce similar effects through verbal imagery.  

 In 1944, Granell published two short stories in the journal La poesía sorprendida, “El 

hombre verde” [The Green Man] and “La moldura” [The Molding], which demonstrate his 

                                                 

26 Eugenio Rodríguez S., “En la Exposición de Autorretratos,” La Nación, Ciudad Trujillo, DR, 25 agosto 1943. (Granell archives, 

n.p.). This article discusses works exhibited in Granell’s Exposición de Autorretratos at the Galería Nacional de Bellas Artes. 

27 Pedro René Contín Aybar, “Granell, pintor surrealista,” La Opinión, Ciudad Trujillo, DR, 3 septiembre 1943. (Granell archives, 

n.p.) 

28 Manuel Valldeperes, “El surrealismo de E. Fernández Granell,” Crónica de Arte section, La Nación, Ciudad Trujillo, DR, 17 

agosto 1943. (Granell archives, n.p.) 
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experimentation with verbal imagery. Manuel Valldeperes, who wrote about Granell’s art exhibit 

the year before, wrote a review of Granell’s two short stories and noted that, similar to Granell’s 

paintings, reality becomes infused with images that are characteristic of dreams and the 

unconscious.29 This is especially the case with “El hombre verde,” in which images move freely 

between dream and reality and become transformed, which Estelle Irizarry also underscores in her 

2003 study titled La inventiva surrealista de Eugenio Fernández Granell.30 Granell’s story is 

imbued with the color green, as though it were a painting with words, and the color green can 

suggest anything, which, along with the story’s automatic style of writing, recalls the automatic 

writing and surrealistic images from Breton’s Soluble Fish, in which he describes green objects 

throughout multiple passage: “an extremely rare green diamond … a sort of green halo the color 

of the diamond … The guards let her pass; they were green plants … Her glances were green.”31  

 In Isla, Granell resumes his experimentation with the color green and automatic writing 

that he began in “El hombre verde.” At the end of the chapter “Bibliomancia,” a chapter that is full 

of quotations and reference to islands, Granell quotes the title of a work by William Blake, “Una 

isla en la luna” [An island on the moon], which leads to a green moon that “proyecta sombras de 

islas verdes movedizas” [casts shadows of moving green islands]32 onto Granell’s bedroom wall. 

It should be noted that the Granell’s reference to Blake is not just the quoted text that appears on 

                                                 

29 Manuel Valldeperes, “‘El Hombre Verde’ de Fernández Granell,” La Nación, Crónica Literaria section, Ciudad Trujillo, DR, 30 

junio 1944. (Granell archives, n.p.) 

30 Estelle Irizarry, La inventiva surrealista de Eugenio Fernández Granell, 1967, n.p. This work is currently out of print and only 

accessible online through the Biblioteca Virtual Miguel de Cervantes. 

31 André Breton, Manifestoes of Surrealism, translated by Richard Seaver and Helen R. Lane, Ann Arbor: The University of 

Michigan Press, 1972, 71–79. All translations from Breton’s Manifestoes come from this work. 

32 Eugenio F. Granell, Isla cofre mítico, Río Piedras: Editorial Caribe, 1951, 54. 
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the page but also the meaning behind Blake’s treatment of writing and understanding of what 

constitutes a text. 33 This reference provides insight into Granell’s approach to verbal and visual 

creation; Blake is not merely an instrument that Granell uses to transition to his own descriptive, 

oneiric scene of green moonlight and shadows that follows. 

 From the “island on the moon,” the moon materializes green island shadows. Those 

shadows later transform into silhouettes of women, who dance in and out of the vertical louvres of 

his window, and then the shadows oscillate between women and islands until they become one 

floating green woman. At the onset of the passage, the green moon is grounded in reality, as 

clarified in a parenthetical: “Esta luna verde (a causa del polvillo atmosférico verde de un volcán 

del África, según los periódicos)” [This green moon (caused by the green atmospheric dust from 

a volcano in Africa, according to the newspapers)].34 Nonetheless, the oneiric imagery and verbal 

play are linked together by associations that are characteristic of unconscious thought and dreams. 

This type of imagery and verbal play will be the predominant surrealist technique Granell employs 

throughout Isla cofre mítico.  

 Granell’s artistic and literary corpus is vast yet generally unknown outside of the Spanish-

speaking world. Granell has produced hundreds of works of art, including paintings, sculptures, 

automatic drawings, and ready-mades, most of which are now housed in his personal museum at 

the Fundación Eugenio Granell in Santiago de Compostela, Spain, established in 1995. A truly 

                                                 

33 W.J.T. Mitchell investigates interactions between the verbal and the visual in a broad range of works, paying particular attention 

to literature and the visual arts, in Picture the Theory: Essays on Verbal and Visual Representation, Chicago & London: The 

University of Chicago Press, 1994. For a discussion about Blake’s work, see chapter 4 “Visible Language: Blake’s Art of 

Writing,” 111–150. 

34 Ibid. 
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international homme des arts, Granell exhibited paintings in a number of individual and 

collaborative exhibits around the world, including the 1947 Exposition Internationale du 

Surréalisme35 at the Galerie Maeght in Paris, a solo exhibition in 1954 at the À l’Étoile Scellée 

Gallery, directed by André Breton, as well as Breton’s 1959 Exposition Internationale du 

Surréalisme at the Cordier Gallery. Although most of Granell’s artistic works are located at the 

Fundación Eugenio Granell, the Centro de Arte Reina Sofía in Madrid and the Museum of Modern 

Art in New York also possess some of his artwork. 

Among his literary publications, he has published Arte y artistas en Guatemala (1949), an 

encyclopedic work of artists during Granell’s time in Guatemala alongside his own reflections on 

art, life, and other related themes; various novels, including Isla cofre mítico (1951), La novela del 

indio Tupinamba (1957), El clavo (1967), and Lo que sucedió (1967); books of short stories, 

including Federica no era tonta y otros cuentos (1970) and La Leyenda de Lorca y otros escritos 

(1973); a book of poetry, Estella de presagios (1981); and a doctoral thesis written in English, 

Sociological Perspectives of Guernica, which was published as Picasso’s Guernica: The End of a 

Spanish Era (1967). Additionally, Granell published essays and opinion pieces in journals and 

newspapers all over the world during his forty-six years in exile, some of which were included in 

the 1998 publication of collected writings titled Ensayos, Encuentros e invenciones.36   

Granell has been recognized for both his artistic and literary merits. In 1957, he received 

an award from the William and Norma Copley Foundation in New York, and the Spanish 

                                                 

35 Granell’s artwork L’Heure d’été (1946) appears in the exhibition’s catalog. 

36 Published in Madrid by Huerga & Fierro editors with prologue by Cesar Antonio Molina. 
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Government awarded Granell the Medal of Gold for Fine Arts in 1994. Regarding Granell’s 

written works, his novel Lo que sucedió won Mexico’s Premio Novela Don Quijote in 1967. After 

his return to Spain, Isla cofre mítico was adapted into a theatrical performance and later translated 

into French by Paul Aubert in 1992.37 The work was then re-published by one of Granell’s good 

friends, Emmanuel Guigon, in 1993 as Les Iles Fortunées with original lithographs.38 Most 

recently, his 1957 novel La novela del indio Tupinamba [The Novel of the Indian Tupinamba] was 

translated into English and published by City Lights Publisher in 2018. In spite of this recognition, 

many of Granell’s scattered writings remain unknown to a broader international audience.39 Such 

is the case with Granell’s formative text Isla cofre mítico, which has not been translated into 

English and is only briefly mentioned, if not overlooked completely, in studies documenting 

surrealist literature in the Caribbean.40 

 

ISLA COFRE MÍTICO: THE WORK 

In part, Isla cofre mítico is a commentary on Martinique charmeuse de serpents 

[Martinique: Snake Charmer], Breton’s book about his time in exile on the island of Martinique. 

The commentary is immediately apparent at the beginning of Isla as it simulates the opening 

                                                 

37 Aubert’s French translation first appeared in 1992 as Le coffre mythique in the journal Pleine marge, vol. 15, Juin (1992): 113–

139. 

38 Granell’s daughter indicated that Guigon and Granell were good friends. Publication information was also provided by his 

daughter. Personal electronic correspondence, January 20, 2017. 

39 Because most of Granell’s literary output occurred during his time in exile in the Americas, his work falls outside of the Spanish 

literary canon. Likewise, because he is Spanish his work falls outside of the Latin American canon. For efforts to establish a 

canon of Spanish exile literature, see Carmen Cañete Quesada, El exilio español ante los programas de identidad cultural en el 

Caribe insular, 1934–1956, Madrid: Iberoamericana, 2011. 

40 See Richardson 1996; Rosemont 2008, 2009; Ades et al. 2012; Cullen et al. 2012; and Nicholson 2013. 
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chapter of Martinique with Breton’s arrival on the island in 1941 and includes direct quotations 

from the work. Granell’s commentary is not confined to the beginning of his text. Rather, it is 

spread across multiple chapters and pieces together various moments about Breton’s overall 

experience. From his commentary, the reader learns that Breton, in the company of some 

intellectual acquaintances, fled the violence of Europe’s Second World War and ended up on the 

island of Martinique during a stopover on his way to political asylum in New York. Upon his 

arrival in Martinique, Breton was immediately placed in an internment camp at Point-Rouge, 

where he spent his first five days without leave. After being released, he was able to explore parts 

of the island, which was when he met a group of local writers that included Aimé Césaire, Suzanne 

Césaire, and René Ménil. After departing from Martinique, Breton had a short stopover in Santo 

Domingo, which is when he met Granell. When the war in Europe ended, Breton returned to 

France, where he compiled his collection of prose and free verse poems, literary essays, reportage, 

and illustrations about Martinique into a single manuscript that was published in 1949 as 

Martinique charmeuse de serpents (hereafter Martinique). 

In addition to literary commentary, Isla simultaneously presents itself as book about an 

almost-forgotten island myth. The chapters alternate between Granell’s commentary about 

Breton’s book and his own surreal writing about a “nuevo mito” [new myth] centered on an island 

motif where islands become places of freedom endowed with marvelous qualities and magical 

abilities to entice travelers. Often, Granell uses commentary and quotations from Martinique to 

lead into to his fictional writing. Additionally, the overall structure of Isla defies traditional literary 

genres as it physically resembles the fragmentary composition of Breton’s book by juxtaposing 

textual fragments and illustrations, which is typical of surrealist texts. 
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Despite any disjointed physical appearance of the work, Granell incorporates seemingly 

unrelated textual fragments into the narration in such a way that they form cohesive units. My use 

of cohesion in this context looks beyond the physical appearance of the lines and paragraphs, 

though that is not to imply that fragments always appear abruptly and disrupt. In Isla, cohesion 

can exist because of the energy that passes between and through the fragments. This idea is 

probably best understood in terms of the energy that produces the wholeness of automatic writing. 

I delve into this idea of cohesion through energy when dealing with the surrealist concept of 

analogy in a later chapter. 

Textual fragments in Isla include quotations from Granell’s interviews with other 

surrealists, historical and literary in-text citations and footnotes, as well as his own artistic 

illustrations. When Breton left Europe in 1941, Granell met him and other surrealists in the 

Dominican Republic and interviewed them for local newspapers and journals,41 some quotes from 

which also appear in Isla. As a result of their encounter, Granell and Breton formed a friendship 

maintained through personal letters and artistic collaboration, which gives Isla a sense of accuracy 

and authority when detailing events surrounding Breton’s life during his time in the Caribbean. In 

this way, Granell’s book becomes partly biographical, yet he intertwines biographical information 

about Breton with quotations from numerous literary and historical sources that date as far back 

as the thirteenth century. At times, Granell integrates quotations seamlessly into the narration such 

that they blur the lines between Isla and Martinique, as well as between Isla and other texts. Other 

times, quotations appear abruptly, physically splitting paragraphs in half. These juxtaposed 

                                                 

41 See Lopo, “Juego,” 59. 
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fragments represented on the page amplify the book’s discordant and explosive island atmosphere 

of the text itself. 

As with Martinique’s assemblage-like composition, Isla does not easily fit into a single 

literary genre. In her in-depth study on Granell’s literary corpus, Estelle Irizarry refers to Isla as a 

hybrid work that contains a bit of poetry, essay, biography, literary study, and “lyrical 

digression,”42 a description that Fernando Castro Flórez echoes in his own commentary about the 

work: 

This text opens up a new literary category, configures its own space that, as an 

approximation, might be called an exercise of admiration: multiple commentary of a book 

(Martinique charmeuse de serpents, by Breton), a journey, a place and an image crossing 

the culture (island). Unique writing with its shores, its own vegetation and fauna: a book 

in the form of an island. “This book is the anticipator of a new myth.” Granell continues 

the breath of the dialogue between Breton and Masson: impressionist proses [sic], 

marvelous drawings, animals, breasts, magnetic forms.43 

 

Unfortunately, this unique literary space that Isla creates for itself isolates it from the world, just 

as an island is isolated from a continent. Perhaps Isla’s defiance of genre classification has 

contributed to its largely overlooked status. 

Comprehensive scholarly research concerning Isla remains sparse. Among the earliest and 

most in-depth studies in Spanish is Irizarry’s previously mentioned study, La inventiva surrealista 

de E. F. Granell (1976), which analyzes the surrealist influences in a number of Granell’s literary 

works up to the year of her study’s publication. In the chapter regarding Isla she describes the 

work as a “spiritual and literary journey” that is not only a tribute to Breton’s book but also “a 

                                                 

42 Irizarry, La inventiva, n.p. 

43 Fernando Castro Flórez, “From the Exhibition in Cuenca, Encantador de serpientes, Cuenca, 1993,” translated by Desmond 

Joyce, in Eugenio F. Granell, Granell en Puerto Rico: 1950–1957, Exposición Fondos de la Fundación, Fundación Eugenio 

Granell, pp. 59–60, 59. 
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chronicle of the rediscovery of the dreams, legends, and freedom of America.”44 Irizarry examines 

a number of surrealist literary techniques present in Isla that “stimulate the imagination, starting 

from chance encounters—les chances merveilleuses—and moving toward an expansion of the 

spirit,” including the juxtaposition of images, automatic writing, and word games.45 

The most detailed analysis of Isla in English, which consists of only three paragraphs, was 

written by Franklin Rosemont in his “Introduction” to the 2008 English translation of André 

Breton’s Martinique. In it, Rosemont places importance on Granell’s book for being the “fullest 

published discussion” about Martinique because it “expands our consciousness of surrealism’s 

ecological dimension: the ecology of the marvelous.”46 Lamentably, Rosemont limits the 

importance of myth in Isla to “the mythological aspect of Breton’s island adventure.”47 I would 

argue that Granell’s lyricism and extensive inclusion of historical references in Isla move beyond 

the confines of Martinique to create its own autonomous island myth, a sentiment shared by Antón 

Castro.48  

Scholarly works focusing on Granell’s literary production increased after the founding of 

his Museo-Fundación in 1995 in Galicia, Spain. The Museo-Fundación Granell sponsored two 

important works concerning Isla in 1997 and 2000. In 1997, the Museo-Fundación Granell 

organized an exhibition focusing on Granell’s artistic and literary production during his time in 

                                                 

44 Irizarry, La inventiva, Chapter 1, n.p. All translations of Irizarry are my own unless otherwise noted, though I maintain any 

foreign words or phrases in their original language as they appear in Irizarry’s Spanish text. 

45 Ibid. I have maintained all of Irizzary’s use of words or phrases in French. 

46 Franklin Rosemont, “Introduction,” in Martinique: Snake Charmer by André Breton, pp. 1–36, 34. 

47 Ibid. 

48 See X. Antón Castro, “Eugenio Granell. La pintura y el lenguaje cómo transgredir a Marchel Duchamp y a Raymond Rousell,” 

Tintas. Quaderni di letterature iberiche e iberoamercane, 3 (2013), pp.111–119. 
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Puerto Rico. The exhibition displayed the original illustrations used in Isla and produced a catalog 

containing interviews, peer reviews, opinion pieces, and personal letters to the author regarding 

his book.49 Although this catalogue doesn’t provide scholarly analysis per se, it presents a valuable 

collection of writings that historicize Isla’s reception and, therefore, deserves mention.  

In 2000, Isabel Castells published her thematic analysis of Granell’s work, Un felicísimo 

encuentro: poesía, amor, y libertad en la obra de Eugenio Granell, utilizing the triangle motif of 

freedom-love-poetry, whose origins are found in Isla, as an entry point into Granell’s later works 

of poetry, short stories, and novels. More importantly, Castells’ work aims to create a space for 

Granell’s literary production: “Este libro pretende, pues, contribuir a la reivindicación de una labor 

literaria […] verdaderamente original y prodigiosa, que merece un puesto de excepción no sólo en 

la cartografía surrealista sino en el contexto de la llamada literatura española del exilio” [This 

book attempts to contribute to the claim of a literary work … truly original and prodigious, that 

deserves a place of privilege not only on the surrealist map but also within the context of the so-

called Spanish exile literature].50 

Carmen Cañete Quesada also places Granell’s work within Spanish exile literature. In her 

2011 study El exilio expañol ante los programas de identidad cultural en el Caribe insular, Cañete 

Quesada analyzes Isla as a text about navigating identity in exile. She approaches intertextuality 

in Isla as part of a larger discourse about insularity and identity politics, grouping Isla with the 

works of some of Granell’s fellow Spanish exiles in the Caribbean, including a collection of prose 

                                                 

49 The catalog is currently out of print.  

50 Isabel Castells, Un felicísimo encuentro: poesía, amor y libertad en la obra de Eugenio Granell, Santiago de Compostela: 

Fundación Eugenio Granell, 2000, 10. Translation mine. 
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poems by Juan Ramón Jiménez, posthumously published as Isla de simpatía (1981), and Isla de 

Puerto Rico: nostalgia y esperanza de un mundo mejor (1940) by María Zambrano. In the 

introduction to her study, Cañete Quesada asserts that “el marcado discurso eurocéntrico de 

Jiménez, Zambrano y Granell les lleva a ‘redescubrir’ al sujeto colonial bajo las categorías de lo 

exótico, lo irracional y lo sexual, usando como mayor referente las antiguas escrituras de los 

primeros expedicionarios en América” [their noticeable Eurocentric discourse leads Jiménez, 

Zambrano, and Granell to “rediscover” the colonial subject under the categories of the exotic, the 

irrational, and the sexual, using the earliest writings from expeditions to America as a primary 

point of reference].51 While I agree that Isla contains the perception of an “exotic other” through 

the European gaze, I would argue that it is actually a misperception—a refusal; Granell subverts 

the Eurocentric view in Isla as part of the surrealist aim of complete and total liberation.  

Castells and Cañete Quesada have placed Granell’s literary output within the canon of 

Spanish exile literature, but they have not fully explored Granell’s work within the context of the 

surrealist movement. Castells and Irizarry discuss the surrealist and poetic aesthetic of Isla, yet 

neither scholar fully explores the work’s intricate relationship with Breton’s Martinique. In the 

sections that follow, I will examine these aspects as well as how the work explores Rosemont’s 

idea of surrealism’s ecology of the marvelous.52 

                                                 

51 Carmen Cañete Quesada, El exilio español ante los programas de identidad cultural en el Caribe insular, 1934–1956, Madrid: 

Iberoamericana, 2011, 20. Translation mine. 

52 Op. cit. 
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Figure 2.1. Front cover of Isla cofre mítico. 
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CHAPTER 3 

GRANELL AND SURREALISM 

Granell’s writing was greatly influenced by European surrealists. In general, this influence 

stemmed from his friendship with Breton. In a letter of condolence to the recently widowed Elisa 

Breton in 1966, Granell expresses the impact their friendship had on him: “La dicha de haber 

conocido a André fue el acontecimiento moral e intelectual más extraordinario de mi vida, y nada 

me ha causado más honda satisfacción que la amistad que tuvo la bondad de dispensarme” [The 

joy of having met André was the most extraordinary moral and intellectual event of my life, and 

nothing has given me greater satisfaction than the friendship that he had the kindness to grant 

me].53 From the beginning of their twenty-five-year friendship, Granell stood firm in his 

admiration for Breton and in his adherence to the surrealist ideology espoused by Breton; for 

Granell, it was more than an ideology. In a letter to Breton, dated 28 April 1952, Granell praises 

his friend and exalts surrealism: 

Quiérase o no, después del Renacimiento, el surrealismo es la única nueva forma valedera 

de contemplar la vida. El surrealismo, gran heredero de lo válido pasado y potente 

proyector hacia el futuro.  

Hubo surrealistas—los hay aún, probablemente—que acaban entregados al límite 

de su especialidad: surrealistas pintores, surrealistas poetas, etc. No alcanzaron su plenitud 

surrealista porque el surrealismo no pudo ser una especialización. Al especializarse, 

revelaron su impotencia. Para serlo, se precisa vivirlo: y la vida no es desde luego una 

especialidad.54 

 

[Like it or not, after the Renaissance, surrealism is the only valid new way to contemplate 

life. Surrealism, the great heir of the valid past and powerful spotlight into the future. 

                                                 

53 Guillermo de Osma Galería, Los Granell de André Breton: sueños de amistad, Madrid, 8 April to 28 May 2010, 138. 

54 Ibid., 123. 
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There were surrealists—there probably still are—that end up defined by their 

specialty: surrealist painters, surrealist poets, etc. They didn’t reach their surrealist 

plenitude because surrealism cannot be reduced to a specialization. By making it their 

specialty, they revealed their powerlessness. To be a surrealist, you must live surrealism: 

life is not, after all, a specialty.]  

 

Surrealism was a way of life for Granell. It became his life and work’s guiding philosophy, and he 

propagated Breton’s surrealist ideology in every phase of his exile, hence Isla.  

Isla is the product of Granell’s friendship with Breton and his involvement in the Surrealist 

movement that started in the early years of the 1940s. He was directly involved with the Paris 

surrealists through correspondence,55 collaboration on projects, and participation in Paris-based 

exhibitions. His “membership” in the movement was established unequivocally with his 

participation in the 1947 International Exhibition of Surrealism. 

After the conclusion of the Second World War, the 1947 International Exhibition of 

Surrealism signaled the movement’s public reemergence in Paris. During the years of the Second 

World War, the surrealist movement disappeared from the public eye of the literary and artistic 

landscape of Paris. In part, this resulted because many of the surrealists fled Europe for political 

exile in the Americas. Others who were involved in the movement but remained in Paris continued 

their activities clandestinely. The 1947 exhibition was a moment of revitalization for the 

movement and signaled its future direction via the exhibition’s different themes which included, 

                                                 

55 For correspondence between Granell and Péret, see María Lopo, “Misivas de bucaneiros. A correspondencia entre Eugenio 

Granell e Benjamin Péret,” Moenia 16 (2010), 35–82. 
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among others, the Major Arcana of the Tarot, mythical beings and objects (which included 

Breton’s “The Great Transparent Ones” [1941], occultism, and the zodiac.56 

In a sense, the themes of the 1947 exhibition brought the postwar future of Surrealism back 

to its earlier experiments in parapsychology—phenomena like clairvoyance, telepathy, and 

telekinesis. This was not, however, a new exploration of such ideas and abilities. Breton began 

experimenting with such phenomena of parapsychology in the 1920s, including in The Magnetic 

Fields (1920) with Philippe Soupault, where they practiced the art of psychic automatism that came 

to define surrealism in the first Manifesto of Surrealism in 1924. In 1925, Breton wrote “A Letter 

to Seers” in which he esteems the “Mesdames” for their gift of clairvoyance, standing in solidarity 

with them because he, too, endeavors to experience what he has not done,57 not to mention 

Communicating Vessels (1934), an experiment in telepathy in which Breton reconceptualizes the 

dream in physiological and biological images, such as “capillary tissue,” that allows 

communication between the world outside of the human body with the interior “world of 

emotions”; there is a constant communication taking place between opposites that leads to a 

unification and wholeness.  

The title of the work refers to the communicating vessel principle in physics regarding a 

balance of energy. According to this principle, a liquid introduced into a system of vessels of 

different heights will flow between the vessels based on different energy levels. The direction of 

flow will move from higher to lower states of energy until there is a balance of energy. The very 

                                                 

56 In Breton’s letter to Granell dated 12 January 1947, he gives a detailed description of the exhibition’s thematic design and specific 

works that would be included already, and he indicates specific ways in which Granell could contribute. See Osma Galeria, Los 

Granell de André Breton, 95–99. 

57 Breton, Manifestoes, 202.   
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title Communicating Vessels suggests that the work is an experiment, or presents a theory, based 

on scientific premises.58  

In Isla, Granell adopts ideas and imagery present in Communicating Vessels. Allusions to 

energy exchange appear in quotations that are either from, or refer to, scientific sources. The 

islands in Isla possess a “stimulating force” (el estimulante) or energy that calls out to people and 

passes from the exterior world into the interior mind and body: 

Islas incógnitas, lejanas, inasibles, llaman a la mente ardiente, sacuden el cerebro y hacen 

brotar chispas del embotamiento a que lo reducen la lucha por la vida y el agobio del 

trabajo. Más tarde, dolorosa cuña tratará de impedir el menor resquicio de luz en la 

circunvolución cerebral.59 

 

[Mysterious islands, distant, inaccessible, call out to the ardent mind, shock the brain, ignite 

sparks from the dulled state to which it has been reduced by the fight for life and the burden 

of work. After sparks ignite, a grievous lever will try to obstruct the slightest filtering of 

light through any cerebral convolution.] 

 

Influence from the exterior world (e.g., daily struggles, burden of work, and a “grievous lever”) 

sustain a division between the external and internal. But even though the islands are distant and 

inaccessible, they store up a “dense magnetic charge” that will eventually flow from a high state 

of energy to a lower state of energy according to the communicating vessel principle.  

Just as the scientific principle of communicating vessels is reflected in the title of Breton’s 

work, the idea of a communicating magnetic energy is reflected in the chapter title “Carga 

                                                 

58 There are a number of scholarly works dealing with Breton’s ideas in Communicating Vessels, see Ch. 6 in Mary Ann Caws, 

André Breton, Revised edition, Farmington Hills, MI: Twayne Pulishers, 1996; Ch. 7 in Anna Balakian, André Breton: Magus 

of Surrealism, New York: Oxford University Press, 1971; Ch. 6 in Clifford Browder, André Breton: Arbiter of Surrealism, 

Geneva: Librairie Droz, 1967. 

59 Granell, Isla, 18. 
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Mágnetica” in Isla. In this chapter, Granell cites (pseudo)scientific studies that would suggest a 

reconciliation of external and internal, but in the context of sight, insight, and foresight: 

Merejkovsky, citando a Burrienne, siente en esta profecía alucinante una especie de doble 

vista magnética—como si la memoria estuviese formada de analogías con el futuro. Vista 

doble que ya buscaba con afán Leonardo de Vinci, como lo observa con certero ojo clínico 

Walter Pater. Doble vista, pleno estado de videncia latente en la poesía toda de Breton y 

que éste reclama sin cesar como objetivo supremo del surrealismo. 

Densa carga magnética es lo que atesoran las islas. De ahí que ejerzan atracción—

ni si están. Como el imán arrastra hacia sí las virutas del acero, que no lo ven ni lo saben.60 

   

[Merezhkovsky, citing Bourrienne, senses in this fascinating prophecy a kind of magnetic 

double vision—as if memory were made up of analogies61 with the future. Double sight 

that Leonardo de Vinci avidly sought to possess, as Walter Pater observes with an unerring, 

clinical eye in his analysis of Renaissance artists. Double vision, a latent state of full 

clairvoyance in all of Breton’s poetry, which he never ceases to proclaim as the supreme 

objective of surrealism. 

A dense magnetic charge becomes stored up in the islands. And from that, the 

islands exert an irresistible attraction even when you do not see them or know where they 

are—or if they are even there. Just as a hidden magnet pulls at steel shavings that do not 

see it or know it.] 

 

This passage presents Breton’s exploration of an “internal vision” communicating with the 

external reality. In Isla, vision now acts as a communicating vessel in that one can receive 

clairvoyance, “double vision,” through the channeling of energy by means of the islands’ “dense 

magnetic charge.” One must be open to “double vision”—seeing clearly by truly seeing—if there 

is to be a resolution of the tension that exists between the seen and the unseen.  

The correspondences between the communicating vessel exploration in Breton’s work and 

that in Granell’s are unequivocal and vital to the overall structure of Isla. Each chapter may appear 

                                                 

60 Granell, Isla, 24. 

61 Granell uses the term analogy in the surrealist sense of a “connection established under certain conditions between two things 

whose conjunction would not be permitted by common sense,” as defined by Breton in “Ascendant Sign.”  See Mary Ann Caws, 

Surrealist Painters and Poets: An Anthology, 13. I provided a fuller discussion of the surrealist use of analogy in another section 

of this dissertation. 
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to the reader’s eye as a fragment among other fragments, placed in isolated from each other by 

illustrations and blank pages, but it is only in appearance. The reader is only using one type of 

vision. To see the interconnectedness, the reader must see the energy that is communicating 

between the chapters with a “double vision.” Thus, part of the wholeness of Isla is the tension 

between its disparate elements that waits in anticipation for the reader to know what is there, even 

if he cannot see it. 

The correspondences between the two works have further significance for the surrealist 

movement internationally. Granell began writing Isla in the latter part of the 1940s and published 

Isla in 1951. The first Spanish translation of Breton’s book was not published until 1968, which 

places Isla as one of the first books, if not the first, to present Breton’s ideas in Communicating 

Vessels to the Spanish-speaking world.  

In his study Futures of Surrealism, Gavin Parkinson discusses the surrealists’ return to such 

“extra-scientific phenomena” in the 1940s and the 1950s and laments that “Surrealism’s awareness 

of and contribution to parapsychology in this post-war period are far less well known than its 

explorations of the 1920s.”62 Parkinson’s publication, in part, intends to shed light on the surrealist 

movement’s relevance in the later phase of the movement. He refers to his work as a “fragment” 

of a broader and “still more entirely untold history of Surrealist encounters from the 1940s to the 

1960s and beyond,”63 precisely the period in which Granell becomes involved in the movement. I 

agree with Parkinson that many critics and historians of art and literature are misguided in their 

                                                 

62 Gavin Parkinson, Futures of Surrealism: Myth, Science Fiction and Fantastic Art in France, 1936–1969, New Haven and 

London: Yale University Press, 2015, 100. For a fuller list of phenomena that are grouped under parapsychology, see chapter 4, 

“Surrealism and Everyday Magic in the 1950s: Between Paranormal and Fantastic Realism.” 

63 Ibid., 1.  
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opinion that “the continued existence of Surrealist groups in the 1950s, 1960s and beyond [is] best 

forgotten.”64 I use the term misguided because of artists and writers whose works have fallen into 

obscurity because of the displacement of the Second World War and its aftermath. This is why 

Granell’s work deserves more attention and consideration within the surrealist movement—to tell 

part of the untold history of Surrealism’s encounter with the Spanish-speaking Caribbean in the 

1940s and 1950s.  

The frequent correspondence between Granell and Breton throughout the decade of the 

1940s provided Granell earlier access to Breton’s ideas. The exchange of ideas through their letters 

placed Granell in a position to experiment with the concepts Breton put forth in the surrealist 

publications of the time, Médium (1952–1955), before the broader public had access to them. It is 

quite possible that Isla presents one of the first published works to re-explore the concepts of 

telepathy, clairvoyance, and extra-sensory perception that were at the center of surrealist activity 

during the 1950s and into the 1960s.  

The most evident experiment in telepathy in Isla is evidenced in the surrealist idea of l’un 

dans l’autre [one inside the other]. Parkinson contends that the game of L’Un dans l’autre soon 

became very popular among the surrealists after its publication in Médium in February of 1954. 

He compares the importance of l’un dans l’autre in the 1950s to that of the earlier and well-known 

“The Exquisite Corpse.” In both games, there is the underlying premise of juxtaposing objects to 

                                                 

64 Ibid. Parkinson provides an extensive list of scholarly works that attempt to examine Surrealism after the war, and he includes a 

number of English translations “since 2000 that have encouraged more detailed and thematic study of Surrealism in France and 

elsewhere after the Second World War by charting its activities broadly,” but there is no mention of Granell or scholars who 

have studied Granell’s involvement in the movement. See note 2, page 189.  
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reveal unconscious images to the conscious mind or shared, but hidden attributes (Baudelaire’s 

“correspondences”) to the conscious plane.  

“Exquisite Corpse” involved the physical juxtaposition of written words or drawings on 

paper. After a player took his turn, he folded the paper and passed it to the next person, and so on. 

After all players finished, the paper was unfolded and read. The physical artifact that was created 

through this process constitutes a unified whole, in spite of the fragments that came to make up 

the artifact. The structural appearance of Isla resembles that of an artifact produced by a game of 

“Exquisite Corpse”: it is both fragmented and whole.     

Granell walks the reader through steps of the game “L’un dans l’autre” when a sequence 

of associations present Napoleon Bonaparte and the island as one object inside the other. The game 

starts with the first player who “thinks” up the initiating object. In the present example, the thought 

is of Josephine: 

En lo primero que se piensa al deletrear Mar-ti-ni-ca es en Josefina. Esta idea conduce a la 

de Napoleón. Pero ya en la idea de Napoleón está la idea de la isla. Nacido en una isla, la 

isla preside su destino. Córcega - Elba - Santa Elena, triángulo del cabal itinerario. 

 

[The first image we picture when writing Mar-ti-ni-que is of Josephine. Her image carries 

us on to Napoleon. And once we imagine Napoleon we are in the idea of the island. 

Napoleon born on an island, the island holds sway over his destiny: Corsica – Elba – Saint 

Helena, triangle of divine itinerary.] 

 

The thought of Josephine initiates the play. Napoleon is “revealed” as the “collectively” chosen 

object, who is inside an island, which is inside the island and, therefore, Napoleon is also inside 

the island and inside the thoughts of three islands—Corsica, Elba, and Saint Helena—figuratively, 

as well as literally “inside” (buried). This play of one inside the other, and inside the other, 

produces the “divine itinerary.” This type of “doubling revealed” gives passages a marvelous and 

mythical quality as objects materialize out of objects. The island becomes enchanting; it 
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“materializa los ensueños” [materializes dreams].65 One thing comes to reveal a shared quality 

with another through analogy, and moments of doubling recur in future chapters. 

Granell was unwavering in his friendship with Breton and in his dedication to the surrealist 

ideals that Breton espoused. Isla cofre mítico is a result of that friendship and an example of 

Granell’s adherence to the surrealist philosophical ideal of total liberation, especially the liberation 

of poetry and artistic creation.  

  

                                                 

65 Granell, Isla, 46. 
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CHAPTER 4 

THE SURREALIST CONCEPT OF ANALOGY IN ISLA COFRE MÍTICO 

The surrealists’ interest in and exploration of analogical thinking increases in the 1940s 

and 50s, and the surrealist use of analogy plays an important role in the formation of myth in Isla 

because of its connections to the unconscious mind. Breton defines the surrealist use of analogy in 

his essay “Ascendent Sign,” referring to analogy as “the spontaneous, clairvoyant, insolent 

connection established under certain conditions between two things whose conjunction would not 

be permitted by common sense.”66 Under these conditions, a surrealist analogy is not a comparison 

that explains or clarifies, nor is it a correspondence of similarities. Rather, analogy works to 

illuminate and expand an aspect or quality of an object or idea that might not normally be 

associated with that object or idea. In a sense, Breton’s exploration of analogy appears to be an 

evolution of automatic writing, given that, as Breton contends, analogy is “anything that flares up 

suddenly out of nowhere and thus breaks the thread of discursive thinking,” and as a result, “what 

comes to light at that moment is an infinitely richer network of relations whose secret, as 

everything suggests, was known to early mankind.”67 Analogy, thus, is rooted in Breton’s attention 

toward primitive cultural traditions, non-European mythologies, and the creation of a new myth, 

the need for which he crystallizes in his 1942 “Prolegomena to a Third Surrealist Manifesto or 

Not.”68  

                                                 

66 André Breton, “Ascendant Sign” in Surrealist Painters and Poets: An Anthology, Ed. Mary Ann Caws, Cambridge: MIT Press, 

2001, pp. 134–137, 134. 

67 Ibid. 

68 André Breton, “Prolegomena to a Third Surrealist Manifesto or Not,” in Manifestoes of Surrealism, trans. Richard Seaver and 

Helen R. Lange, University of Michigan Press, Ann Arbor Paperback edition, 2010, pp. 287–288. 
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Correspondence between Granell and Breton illuminates Granell’s thinking and provides 

insights into the surrealist concepts of analogy and analogical thinking that Granell not only 

alludes to in Isla but also uses as a technique to link dissimilar images and seemingly unrelated 

passages. One such letter from Granell to Breton, dated 27 May 1949, written in Guatemala, 

presents three tropes that are pivotal to Isla’s narrative development: entrapment by society, man’s 

need for rescue, and the need for physical and spiritual renewal.  

At the letter’s onset, Granell commiserates with Breton about his current circumstances—

his continuous work and ill health—and laments the toll that society takes on a person, which, 

according to Granell, eventually leads to conformity: “el hombre está cogido y atrapado entre las 

ruedas dentadas de la doble o de la misma necesidad física y espirituales, sin duda, un esfuerzo 

que obliga a conformarse” [man is caught and trapped between the double cogs (or maybe they 

are one and the same) of physical and spiritual necessity, undoubtedly, a force that pressures one 

to conform].69 Granell likens man’s monotonous, over-worked life to the mechanical function of 

cogs in a wheel as an analogy to critique the reductive effect that current societal, political, and 

governmental institutions have on man, a view that he and his surrealist comrades hold. This 

analogy also appears in Isla. In the second chapter, we read a similar description of society’s toll 

on man’s physical and spiritual needs, particularly in societies that emphasize scientific knowledge 

and value economic capital or political gain over man’s well-being:  

El embotamiento a que lo reducen la lucha por la vida y el agobio del trabajo. Más tarde, 

dolorosa cuña tratará de impedir el menor resquicio de luz en la circunvolución cerebral; 

                                                 

69 Guillermo de Osma Galería, Los Granell, 105. 
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cuña racionalista, incrustada con torpe crueldad entre la pared sudorosa del quehacer 

cotidiano y la fría pared de las exigencias perentorias.70 

 

[The dulled state to which [the mind] has been reduced by the fight for life and the burden 

of work. After sparks ignite, a grievous lever will try to obstruct the slightest filtering of 

light through any cerebral convolution; rationalist lever, wedged with clumsy cruelty 

between daily labor’s sweaty wall and the cold wall of collective society.] 

 

This passage from Isla warns against the utilitarian demand that dulls man and the rationalist belief 

that knowledge and truths are reached by means of observable evidence rather than through any 

intuition or tradition. The intellectual emphasis on knowledge and truth has removed man from his 

spiritual wholeness, the solution for which, according to the surrealists, lies in a return to the 

integration of intuition and tradition—opposites of reason. 

In fact, analogy is the opposing force to reason. Reason institutes barriers and restricts; it 

reduces the identity of an object by exclusion. In contrast, analogy functions akin to an internal 

magnetic force, or carga mágnetica, to borrow Granell’s metaphor. In the sense of a positively 

charged magnet, the force of analogy pulls elements toward the object and joins them through the 

magnetic charge, causing expansion rather than reduction. Nora Mitrani, who joined the Surrealist 

Group of Paris in 1947, explores the concept of analogy in terms of its power of identity expansion 

and fulfillment in her article “Scandal with a Secret Face.”71 Mitrani asserts that there is a conflict 

that exists “between the exterior object and a certain image—lived, already sensed, adored—of 

this same object. No identity is offered, it will need to be discovered by the analogy that would 

suddenly have materialized that precise joy of adequacy of the object to its image, of reality to its 

                                                 

70 Granell, Isla, 18. 

71 Nora Mitrani, “Scandal with a Secret Face” in Surrealist Women, ed. Penelope Rosemont, London: Athlone Press, 1998, pp. 

226–230.  
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myth.”72 Her explanation that the analogy brings about the discovery is reminiscent of the mental 

“sparks” created in the subconscious by experiments in the juxtaposition of startling images that 

Breton put forth in his earlier manifestoes. And in a similar fashion to those earlier experiments, 

and to Pierre Reverdy’s “cardinal law: ‘The more remote and accurate the connections between 

two realities that are brought together, the stronger the image—the stronger its emotional potential 

and its poetic reality.’”73 Mitrani contends that “the greater the conflict, the more audacious the 

analogies to be discovered,” analogies through which some observers “would be able to glimpse a 

certain equation so esoteric in its verbal essence as it is common in its lived expression, like 

vertigo, simultaneously fascinating and detestable, humiliated and princely.”74 The surrealist 

exploration of analogy was in full play during the time in which Granell became more involved in 

the movement. This was especially the case with Granell’s participation in the 1947 International 

Exhibition of Surrealism at the Galerie Maeght in Paris. Thereafter, the surrealists’ preoccupation 

with analogy influenced Granell’s thinking and writing in Isla. Unfortunately for Granell, his 

surrealist views were not always welcomed during his time in Guatemala. In fact, in the same letter 

of May 27, 1949, Granell tells Breton about personal attacks he received because of his artistic 

and intellectual activities.     

As the letter goes on, Granell continues to commiserate with Breton by describing details 

about his own hardships, including personal persecution by the Guatemalan government and 

Stalinist sympathizers in the press and in intellectual circles. Nonetheless, the letter’s tone becomes 

                                                 

72 Ibid., 229. 

73 Breton, “Ascendant Sign” in Caws, Surrealist Painters, 136. 

74 Mitrani, Scandal, 229. 
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optimistic when he describes the public, and risky, support from some of his friends who spoke 

out in his defense, which unexpectedly set in motion a larger movement of leftist artists and writers 

against the Stalinists.75 This burgeoning coalition inspires in him a foreseeable hope; he writes, 

“ya han hablado de la conveniencia de publicar un folleto que podría ser la voz de los artistas e 

intelectuales independientes de izquierda,”76 [they have already talked about the advisability of 

publishing a pamphlet that could serve as the voice of leftist independent artists and intellectuals], 

and believes that the only way to confront the “catarata” [waterfall] of Stalinist sympathizers is if 

independent groups of artists and writers from around the world come together to create a strong 

front. At this point in the letter, Granell references the surrealist use of analogy to draw a line to 

the trope of a great cleansing flood, along with other recurring images in Isla: 

Primero, contener; después, canalizar. (Y la analogía con las creencias más antiguas debe 

tener alguna fuerza de seducción; uno espera, si fuese posible, otro diluvio; y en la antigua 

mitología de los mayas, también hay un episodio de destrucción del mundo mediante el 

agua.) El diluvio ya ha comenzado su gran ascenso y uno no puede hablar en vano. Hay 

que ponerse ya, inmediatamente, a construir la segunda Arca. Usted mismo lo dijo: Primero 

una frágil alusión insular "en una tableta de la Isla de Pascua;" después, "el viaje en masa 

del pez..." y "la barba de Marx hace espuma" y, entre sus palabras: "...dos inmensas masas 

de hombres, de las que una demagogia pueril o furiosa se dedica a infectar las quejas, que 

se retan y no aspiran más que al momento de abandonar su pelea, para acabar llevando el 

agua a su propio molino. En esta ocasión un agua que es de aceite a un molino que es un 

volcán." ¿Por qué no desviar el volcán hacia el Arca?77 

 

[First, contain; then, channel. (And the analogy with the oldest beliefs ought to have some 

kind of seductive force; one hopes, if it were possible, another flood; and in the ancient 

                                                 

75 A public support of confidence, “Dan Voto de Confianza a E. Granell,” was published on April 28, 1949, in the Guatemalan 

paper Nuestro Diario, Guatemala. This article affirms a vote of confidence by the APEBA (Spanish acronym for Association of 

Professors and Students in the Fine Arts) and refutes a claim made by a poet named Raúl Leiva that Granell is a fascist agent 

whose activities aim at spreading fascist doctrine within the country. The article also notes that Granell shot back by claiming 

that Leiva is a communist, escalating the tensions to the point that Granell was now facing expulsion from Guatemala. The article 

concludes by stating that this is nothing more than a political-literary boxing match between Granell and Leiva. 

76 Guillermo de Osma Galería, Los Granell, 106. 

77 Ibid., 107. 
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mythology of the Maya, there is also an episode the destruction of the world by water.) The 

flood has already begun its great ascent and one cannot speak in vain. One must start, 

immediately, to build the second Ark. You said it yourself; First a fragile island allusion 

“on a tablet from Easter Island”; then, “the en masse journey of fish…” and “Marx’s beard 

produces foam” and, among your words: “…two immense masses of men, of those kind 

that a puerile and furious demagoguery dedicates itself to infecting complaints, that 

challenge and aim for nothing more than the moment in which they can abandon their fight, 

so that they can end up taking the water to their own mill. In this case, water that is oil to 

a mill that is a volcano.” Why not divert the volcano to the Ark?] 

 

This part of the letter not only contains explicit images that appear in Isla—flood, Easter Island, 

Ark of salvation, and volcano—but it also exemplifies Granell’s intertextual use of quotations, a 

topic I discuss at length in another section. It should also be noted that Granell begins his 

parenthesis by referring to analogia [analogy], a concept that André Breton outlines in his essay 

“Ascendant Sign” as a way of connecting characteristics of objects, events, or ideas from the past 

with the present.  

In Granell’s letter, he uses the word catarata [waterfall] to connote the unexpected, 

overwhelming cascade of Stalinist sympathizers, the “catarata de los S.S.”78 The figurative use of 

the word, the sounds of the explosive initial /k/ and syllabic length of the word followed by the 

repeated sibilant /s/ of the S.S., evokes the aqueous, rushing qualities of the word’s literal meaning.  

The overlapping figurative and literal conjuring of the word sets Granell’s analogical thinking in 

motion, replicating a process similar to automatic writing. Thus, by way of analogical thinking, 

the idea of a cascading waterfall leads Granell to the topic of flood and destruction, which reminds 

him that there is an ancient Mayan myth of global destruction by water.79 This recollection causes 

                                                 

78 Ibid. 

79 It is unclear to which Mayan flood myth Granell is referring. In the Popul Vuh, for example, there is a flood episode that destroys 

the wood people race to make way for a new race. For an in-depth explanation of flood episodes in Mayan mythology, see 
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a branching of tangentially related images and ideas: the need for a second Ark, an exodus of fish 

en masse, two masses of men fighting until they get what they want, until every miller draws the 

water to his own mill, water that is oil to a mill that is a volcano, why not point the volcano at the 

Ark? At first, each new idea is only connected to the previous idea by means of a single word or 

image. As this process continues, there is an increase in the quantity of images associated with the 

ideas of water and destruction that were first suggested by Granell’s use of “catarata” to refer to 

the Stalinist sympathizers. The inherent destructive qualities of each image seem to also increase 

in intensity until the destruction no longer comes from water but from a volcano. This process 

reconstructs Granell’s line of thinking, but the “lines” that he used to compose this part of the letter 

are not his thoughts; he “borrows” them from Breton. He introduces the progression of images by 

stating, “Usted mismo lo dijo” [You said it yourself], and then gives instructions using adverbs 

such as primero [first] and después [after; then]. It appears, then, that this moment in Granell’s 

letter offers a glimpse into his process of analogical thinking, thereby providing a key to 

understanding myth-building passages in Isla.  

One such passage occurs in “Triángulo Isleño” [Island Triangle], where Granell creates a 

mythical island magnetism by connecting objects that repeat in threes: 

Tres de los grandes descubrimientos de Breton son tres isleños: el poeta Aimé Césaire, de 

la Martinica; el pintor Wifredo Lam, de Cuba; el pintor-sacerdote Héctor Hippolyte, de 

Haití. Tres descubrimientos en tres islas, como fueron tres las carabelas de Colón, como 

tres fueron las islas napoleónicas, como “la gran flor enigmática del cañacoro,” que Breton 

encontró en el corazón de la selva martiniquesa, “es un triple corazón jadeante en la punta 

de una lanza.”80 

 

                                                 

Gabrielle Vail and Christine Hernández, Re-Creating Primordial Time: Foundation Rituals and Mythology in the Postclassic 

Maya Codices, Boulder: University of Colorado Press, 2013.  

80 Granell, Isla, 30. 
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[Three of Breton’s greatest discoveries are three islanders: Aimé Césaire, the poet from 

Martinique; Wifredo Lam, the painter from Cuba; Héctor Hippolyte, the painter-priest from 

Haiti. Three discoveries on three islands, as three was the number of Columbus’ caravels, 

as was three the number of Napoleon’s islands, just as “the huge enigmatic canna flower,” 

which Breton encountered in the heart of the Martinican forest, is a “triple heart gasping 

on the tip of a lance.”] 

 

In this passage, Granell connects the idea of island discovery to three people that Breton 

“discovered.” Subsequent images that are based on history and founded in reality, Columbus’ 

caravels and Napoleon’s islands, lead the passage toward the fictional reality of Martinique.  

The internal logic of the passage depends on progression of the images via analogical 

thinking. The chronology of the events themselves oscillates between present and past in four 

movements. The first movement begins in the present with the discoveries of Césaire, Lam, and 

Hippolyte. These three “islanders” lead to the second and third movements, where the passage 

moves into the distant past with a reference to Columbus and then to a more recent past with a 

reference to islands associated with Napoleon. The passage returns to Breton in the real present, 

where a canna flower in the figurative “heart” of Martinique’s (the island) forest becomes a literal 

heart in the island forest of Martinique (the work). The associative thread that joins the images is 

the number three. Thus, via the process of analogical thinking, Granell connects three individuals 

from different geographical regions and periods in history as part of a mythical island power. 

Granell employs surrealist analogies throughout Isla in order to create the mythical 

environment of his story. He often alludes to a mythical island power through the ideas of 

magnetism and force: carga magnética [magnetic charge] and el estimulante [stimulating force]. 

In many instances, Granell utilizes the recurring image of Saint Helena to foster both ideas. For 

example, in the third chapter, “Carga Magnética” [Magnetic Charge], the island of Saint Helena 

takes on the role of a symbol, in the Jungian definition, and becomes charged with new meaning 
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after each appearance. As Granell “interprets” this symbol, he makes a direct reference to 

analogical thinking, thus providing the reader with a cipher to understand the complex nexus of 

dissimilar images and ideas:  

Estremece leer al comienzo de El Criticón, de Gracián, editado en 1650, la definición de 

la isla como trampolín entre los continentes, en precisa referencia a la que Bonaparte 

entrevió en su adolescencia, símbolo de su destino: “Sirve, pues, la isla de Santa Elena en 

la escala de un mundo al otro, de descanso a la portátil Europa.” El cuaderno escolar de 

Napoleón es prólogo lejano del Memorial, tal como esta inesperada definición isleña viene 

a ser prólogo a la obra dicha de Gracián. La memoria trenzando analogías con el futuro da 

robusta vida a la imagen que de ella trazó el mismo Gracián, presentándola como 

introductora de la Historia, ninfa de doble rastro, uno arrugado muy de vieja, fresco el otro 

de tan joven. La memoria y la historia se identifican. Pero, sobre todo, hay que ver en cada 

rostro, que hacen juntos uno doble, una vista: doble vista, por tanto.81 

 

[How startling it is to read at the beginning of Gracián’s El Criticón, published in 1650, 

the definition of that island, referring to the very one that Bonaparte glimpsed in his 

adolescence, as a trampoline between continents, a symbol of its destiny: “This isle of St. 

Helena (for so it is called) serves, in the passage from one world to the other, as a place of 

rest for the transportable Europe.” Napoleon’s school notebook is a distant prologue to his 

Memorial,82 just as this unexpected island definition ends up being a prologue to Gracián’s 

aforementioned work. Memory, weaving analogies with the future, comes fully alive in the 

image that Gracián wove into his own work’s plot as the introducer of History: the double-

faced nymph, one face wrinkled and old, fresh and young the other.83 Memory and History 

become as one in the other. But, above all, each face must be seen, though together they 

make one doubled, as one vision: double vision, therefore.] 

 

In this passage, Granell uses the island of Saint Helena as an example of the island magnetism that 

has attracted historical figures throughout time. In its symbolic function, Saint Helena is 

interpreted as both a good and bad desired place: as a resting stop at the beginning of the traveler’s 

journey and as a burial/resting place at the end of Napoleon’s life-journey.  

                                                 

81 Granell, Isla, 24–25. 

82 This refers to Napoleon’s The Memorial of Saint Helena, first published in 1822. 

83 The scene about memory (la memoria) and History (la Historia) takes place in Segunda Parte, Crisis IV, El Museo del Discreto. 
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Granell quotes a seventeenth-century Spanish text in reference to Napoleon’s nineteenth-

century text to illustrate a dual symbolic function of Saint Helena. The loose connection of 

prologue (the literal prologue of El Criticón and the metaphoric “distant prologue” of Napoleon’s 

biographical work) strengthens in meaning as Granell explains it further, albeit obscurely through 

another metaphor. These types of connections are mimetic in that they function similarly to 

dreams. In the language of dreams and the unconscious, the way in which the unconscious 

“weaves” images and events disregarding the constraints of reality and conscious constraints of 

time and place. Yet there is a completeness or wholeness: the conscious and the unconscious offer 

two versions of a (particular) reality—external and internal, spiritual and physical, visible and 

invisible; they create a unity, just like the two faces of Gracián’s double-faced nymph have the 

potentiality of unity: they “must be seen … as one vision.” As with Mitrani, Granell uses the sense 

of vision to facilitate the understanding and conceptualization of analogy. 

Stuart Inman, a member of the London Surrealist Group in Leeds, links the power of 

analogy to sight and desire. He asserts that “analogy is always a demand that we should be able to 

see things, not just as reason or power demands that it is, but as desire demands that it should or 

could be.”84 In Isla, the island desires to be seen, and often that desire appears in threes: Saint 

Helena jumps out at the reader from Gracián’s work, it jumps out at the reader from Napoleon’s 

work, and it jumps out at the reader from Granell’s. But the island comes in unexpected variations 

of three: three islands, three islanders, three caravels, a triple heart, and so on. But the reader should 

not fall into the trap of expecting or assuming what or how the island will be. Inman warns that 

                                                 

84 Stuart Inman, “Analogy,” in The Overflowing Milkmaid with Curved Feet, London Surrealist Group: Lulu.com, 2012, accessed 

February 10, 2017, n.p. 
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“analogy is meaning linked to non-identity, no longer as a one-to-one ratio, but as a free and 

variable magnetic field of passional attractions.”85 In Isla, analogy is linked to magnetic attraction 

in situations that cannot be reasoned out according to normal logic or in situations that require 

“double vision” to look at and look in what might be present but hidden. 

The hidden commonality of the two works, Gracián’s El Criticón and Napoleon’s 

Memorial, or better yet, their underlying potentiality, joins the dissimilar works. The potentiality 

of the prologue in El Criticón lies in the idea that it could become a trampoline to launch the reader 

into the work, just as the islands have the potentiality to function as trampolines. The connections 

brought to light by this passage enforce the surrealist use of “analogy” and recall Breton’s belief 

that “nothing exists gratuitously, that quite to the contrary there is not a single being or natural 

phenomenon that does not carry a message to be deciphered by us.”86 It is possible that Saint 

Helena is delivering a message that Granell must decipher; this would explain why Saint Helena 

and Napoleon continue to appear at later moments. 

Moreover, the repeated appearance of Saint Helena creates the notion of a cyclical time 

structure. This comes about as Saint Helena reappears in a similar role, but under different 

historical circumstances: chronology moves forward though events appear to repeat, only slightly 

altered. In both works mentioned in the previously quoted passage, Saint Helena appears in the 

prologue position and serves as an island trampoline. What’s more, these images repeat in other 

places throughout the work, such as in the chapter that follows, “Triángulo Isleño” [Island 

                                                 

85 Ibid. 

86 Breton, Free Rein, “Ascendant Sign,” 104.    
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Triangle], when Granell strings together a long list of “isleños singulares” [remarkable islanders] 

that “se agolpan en nutrido archipiélago” [abound in archipelagos aplenty], taking advantage of 

the associative progression involved in analogical thinking to move between “isleños nativos y 

adoptivos” [native and adopted islanders].87 He bounces from one name to another and includes 

Napoleon as one of the “adopted” islanders because of his association with Saint Helena. In a later 

chapter, “Pechos Flotantes” [Floating Breasts], Napoleon bounces from island to island via the 

words on the page: “Josefina en la isla (Napoleón lejos, de isla en isla, y en isla), los pechos 

brotándole como pechos flotantes de mujer muerta ahogada” [Josephine on the island (Napoleon 

far away, from island to island, and to island), her breasts bobbing like the floating breasts of a 

woman drowned to death].88 The repeating appearance of, and allusion to, Saint Helena acquires 

deeper significance through new associations. Moreover, Napoleon moving on the island (de isla 

en isla) becomes Napoleon both on and in the island (y en isla), reinforced by its inclusion inside 

the parentheses that, at the same time, insulates and isolates Napoleon from the text outside of the 

parentheses. Each time the island appears, its role in history and, consequently, in Granell’s story 

is expanded because of analogy. 

In Isla, Granell expands our understanding of the surrealist use of analogy, one of Breton’s 

concepts that remains relatively overlooked. Isla is a valuable text for studying important surrealist 

concepts that were practiced during the 1950s, yet some of the ideas expounded in the work had 

not yet reached their widespread popularity. But Granell was dedicated to the surrealist movement 

                                                 

87 Granell, Isla, 29. 

88 Ibid., 35. 
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and dedicated to propagating its philosophical beliefs and aesthetic approaches, which shows 

through in Isla. Numerous passages in Isla resemble instructions or university lecture notes about 

how to write in the style of psychic automatism, perform word games, employ surrealist analogical 

thinking, and prime oneself for surrealist experiences like objective chance (hasard objectif) and 

found objects (trouvailles). Additionally, I would argue that Granell’s fidelity to surrealism’s 

European foundation is particularly evident in Isla by his prolific references to European 

surrealists’ works, the most important being Breton’s Martinique charmeuse de serpents. 

Figure 4.1. Page 40, word game from the chapter “De 

Norte a Eon.”  
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CHAPTER 5 

INTERTEXTUAL CONNECTIONS IN ISLA COFRE MÍTICO 

In Isla cofre mítico, the reader enters a world in which the most populated continents are 

over-industrialized and ravaged by war, and the general population of those continents is 

defenseless against oppressive tyrants because of fear tactics, imposed labor, and the suppression 

of independent thought. There is hope for salvation in this turbulent time, but it is hidden in signs 

from the universe, and these signs can only be deciphered by “visionary” prophets. As the stability 

of the continents declines, the signs increasingly point to the world’s islands as the path toward a 

physical place of total liberation.   

Utilizing the sea voyage trope, Granell takes the reader on a quest to revisit and 

“reinterpret” signs that man may have overlooked, or not been able to see in the first place. In Isla, 

the signs appear in the form of external source texts that the reader encounters during the reading 

“voyage” from the first to the last pages of Isla. The textual quest for signs revisits historical 

moments, places, and people to reinterpret their significance and inform the present. The narrative 

moment of the quest begins in the middle of the Second World War, at the moment in which a 

group of surrealist artists and writers arrive in the Caribbean after fleeing Europe, and then moves 

between past and present and various geographical regions, mostly regarding islands. The back 

and forth movement of the narration recreates the back and forth movement of maritime voyages. 

Moreover, fragments of poetry or quotations appear in italics between paragraphs, forming textual 

islands that are physically and visually isolated from the surrounding text. The alternating 

appearance of the text on the page combines with the temporal shifts in the narration. Because of 

this unregulated structure, Fernando Castro Flórez describes Isla as a “libro en movimiento, 
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sacudido por el oleaje, sintetizando la intensidad poética y la reflexión literaria” [book in 

movement, tossed by the waves, synthesizing poetic intensity and literary reflection].89  

Textually, Isla is a synthesis of different levels of language and literary genres. This results 

from a combination of seamless shifts in narrative content or structure, between chronicle, 

instructional manual, literary criticism, historiography, and biography, and in narrative language, 

from prosaic to poetic. Frequently, these shifts between unlike modes or genres occur when the 

presence of cited text causes a narrative divergence. Here, text refers not only to a word or 

arrangement of words but also to a whole work, and in many of these instances, the cited text refers 

to a work that is external to Isla and whose inclusion carries meaning only within the internal logic 

of Isla. For example, a reference to works by Breton and Gracq, as well as cited passages from 

Gracq’s work, precede a narrative shift in the chapter titled “Prestigio de las Islas” [The Islands’ 

Prestige]. In the following example, what begins as a literary comparison of works by Breton and 

Gracq turns into a log of historical figures that impacted, or were impacted by, Easter Island:  

En L’Amour fou, Breton había disparado hacia adelante una nostálgica queja profética: 

“Lamento haber descubierto tan tarde estas zonas ultrasensibles de la tierra.” Julien Gracq 

recoge esta lamentación, pero es extraño que al enumerar dicho autor lo que movía el 

entusiasmo medieval … y dar por cerrado el tiempo de la vaga y difusa aventura, “la de las 

novelas de la Tabla Redonda como la de Robinson Crusoe,” omita el estimulante de las 

islas, vigente ya en el antiguo precedente hispánico al Robinson que Gracq precisamente 

alude. 

El estimulante de las islas. Su potencia evocadora volverá a actuar durante siglo y 

medio en torno a la de Pascua, descubierta por el holandés Roggeven, a la cual llegó 

después el español González Haedo; la que buscó, sin hallarla, el comodoro Byron, abuelo 

del poeta; la que visitó el Capitán Cook durante uno de sus viajes alrededor del mundo … 

la que animó incluso a Pierre Loti a pintar en ella a la acuarela. Tierra insulana ésta de 

Rapa-Nui, que el capitán chileno Toro … incorporó a Chile en 1888.90 

                                                 

89 Fernando Castro Flórez, “Territorio del deseo,” prologue to 1951 Editorial Caribe Facsimile Reproduction of Isla cofre mítico 

by E. F. Granell, 1996, n.p. Translation mine. 

90 Granell, Isla, 19. 
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[In L’Amour fou, Breton had proclaimed a nostalgic and prophetic lament: “I regret having 

discovered so late these ultrasensitive parts of the earth.”91 Julien Gracq takes up this 

lament, but it’s strange that after he lists all the things that stirred medieval enthusiasm … 

and closes the era of the vague and diffuse adventure, like “that of the tales of the Round 

Table or like that of Robinson Crusoe,” he omits the stimulating force of the islands, 

already in effect in the old Hispanic precedent, long before the Robinson that Gracq alludes 

to. 

The stimulating force of the islands. Their rousing potency will take effect, time 

and again, for a century and a half concerning that of Easter Island, discovered by the 

Dutchman Roggeveen. Later came the Spaniard González Haedo to that island; the island 

sought out by Commodore Byron, … the island visited by Captain Cook during one of his 

journeys around the world … the island that even inspired Pierre Loti to paint its landscapes 

in watercolor. This island region of Rapa-Nui that the Chilean captain Toro … incorporated 

into Chile in 1888.] 

 

Granell includes the quoted text from Gracq’s work to illustrate Gracq’s lack of originality and 

authority. More importantly, it allows for a shift from a paragraph dominated by a literary tone to 

one that is historiographical and poetic. The linguistic shift from prosaic to poetic is not jolting; it 

flows naturally between the two, in part because of the repetition of the phrase “estimulante de las 

islas.”  

Like the example above, the use of hinge phrases92—repeated phrases that join dissimilar 

paragraphs or phrases and allow for multi-directional movement—provides a smooth flow so that 

the shift becomes almost imperceptible to the reader. Oftentimes, iterations of these hinge phrases 

or echoes of previously cited text appear in later chapters, which simultaneously move the text 

forward and pull it backward, leaving the reader with multiple impressions of a single event. 

                                                 

91 André Breton, Mad Love, translated by Mary Ann Caws, Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1987, 73. Here Breton is 

referring to his visit to Mount Teide, a volcano on the island of Tenerife in the Canary Islands. All English quotations from Mad 

Love are from Caws’ translation.  

92 Mary Ann Caws also uses the hinge metaphor, but with a different function that what I call hinge phrases. Caws puts forth the 

idea of “hinge words” while discussing Mallarmé’s translation of the Tennyson poem “Mariana.” For Caws, the performative 

function of a hinge word is as a syllepsis, “having two meanings and thus the clue to something else.” See Caws, Surprised in 

Translation, 38. 
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Because of the above examples, I would argue that Granell’s combined use of cited text and hinge 

phrases allows for a type of free movement that functions similarly to the internal thought 

progression of automatic writing. Additionally, the combined techniques help build an oneiric 

atmosphere within the narration, reminiscent of what Sigmund Freud referred to as the associative 

threads of a dream’s content. Like Freud’s associative threads, cited text and repeated phrases in 

Isla often cause the narration to “branch out in two or more directions” and appear “to be put 

together out of two or more impressions or experiences.”93 We see an example of this in the chapter 

“Carga Magnética” [Magnetic Charge] when André Breton and André Masson are surrounded by 

tropical forest in the middle of the island of Martinique. In this scene, the narration branches out 

in multiple directions and comprises three impressions of death: 

CUANDO André Breton pisó la tierra húmeda—húmeda bajo el sol ardiente—de la 

Martinica, sintió el vértigo que produce la sensación de una catástrofe. En medio de la 

tupida vegetación tropical, al borde del abismo colmado de lianas y plantas gigantescas, de 

variada forma, habiendo dejado caer al precipicio una piedra tras otra, dice a André 

Masson: “Se siente más deseo de arrojarse de este puente que del de la calle de Roma. No 

vuelvo sin tristeza al camino. Una sombre nuestra se habrá desprendido aquí, y habrá sido 

una levísima, fugitiva premonición de muerte, pero mientras tanto la muerte ha pasado: 

atención, el suelo está mojado, resbaloso; las hojas, barnizadas.” El suelo todo, de toda la 

tierra, estaba resbaloso entonces, cuando una leve sombra de la muerte pasó fugitiva por 

entre las plantas chorreantes de sudor tropical de la selva martiniquesa. 

Selva en la cual “la vida ama y mata, acaricia apasionadamente con mano asesina 

lo que adora,” como en toda selva ocurre, según nos lo advierte Péret en “La nature dévore 

le progrès et le dépasse.” 

En lo primero que se piensa al deletrear Mar-ti-ni-ca es en Josefina. Esta idea 

conduce a la de Napoleón. Pero ya en la idea de Napoleón está la idea de la isla. Nacido en 

una isla, la isla preside su destino. Córcega - Elba - Santa Elena, triángulo del cabal 

itinerario. De niño, un día, sobre la hoja en blanco de un cuaderno escolar, el futuro 

emperador escribió, impulsado por no se sabe qué, el nombre de su lejana tumba: “Santa 

                                                 

93 Sigmund Freud, On Dreams, translated and edited by James Strachey with Biographical Introduction by Peter Gay, New York: 

W.W. Norton & Company, 1989, 27. 
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Elena, pequeña isla…” Esta vez, la premonición casi imperceptible de la muerte rasgó la 

tersa hoja de papel, no estremeció la de suave planta tropical.94 

 

[WHEN André Breton stepped out into the humid Martinique—humid beneath the burning 

sun, a sensation of vertigo overcame him, producing the strong impression of a catastrophe. 

In the thick of the dense tropical vegetation, on the brink of a cliff overwhelmed by a vast 

array of lianas and other gigantic plants, having dropped into the abyss below, one stone 

after another, he says to André Masson: “one feels more like jumping off this bridge than 

the one on the rue de Rome. It’s not easy for me to return to the road. Our shadow has come 

free here, it was like a faint, fleeting premonition of death; but still death passed on by: be 

careful, the ground is slippery wet, and the leaves are glossy.”95 The entire ground in the 

entire area was slippery right then, when a faint shadow of death passed quickly between 

the soaked plants dripping with tropical sweat from the Martinican forest.   

The forest, where “life loves and kills, passionately caresses everything that—with 

a murdering hand—it adores,” for in every forest it so happens, as Péret warns us in “La 

nature dévore le progrès et le dépasse.”96 

The first image we picture when writing Mar-ti-ni-que is of Josephine. Her image 

carries us on to Napoleon. And once we imagine Napoleon we are in the idea of the island. 

Napoleon born on an island, the island holds sway over his destiny: Corsica – Elba – Saint 

Helena, triangle of divine itinerary. As a child, one day the future emperor wrote on a blank 

sheet of paper in a school notebook, inspired by who knows what, the name of his future 

tomb: “Saint Helena, small island ….” This time, the almost imperceptible premonition of 

death scratched on a smooth leaf of paper, rather than the leaf of the glossy tropical plant.] 

 

In this scene, Breton is overcome by a dizzying sensation and senses death’s shadow pass over 

them. The three paragraphs are united by the images of vegetation and death, or rather “la 

premonición de muerte” [the premonition of death]. This present moment of Breton’s distressing 

impression of death on an island echoes in the subsequent passage about Napoleon, but in the past. 

Through associations of death, forest, and island, the narration shifts from Breton on Martinique 

(chronicle), to Péret’s article “La nature dévore le progrès et le dépasse” (literary citation), and 

                                                 

94 Granell, Isla, 23–24. 

95 Breton, Martinique, 50–51. 

96 The original French quote reads: “La vie aime et tue, caresse passionnément d’une main assassine ce qu’ell adore.” Benjamin 

Péret, “La nature dévore le progrès et le dépasse,” Minotaure, N.10, troisième série, quatrième année, hiver 1937. 
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then to information about Napoleon’s childhood from his Memorial (biography). In surrealist 

parlance, the Freudian associative threads that connect these three paragraphs recall Breton’s fils 

conducteurs [conducting wires], which serve as channels for passing creative energy between 

objects or people.  

  

 

TWO ISLANDS DIALOGUING 

Isla cofre mítico is a text that is infused with material from external sources. The narration 

begins with the line, “Este es el libro de una isla” [This is the book about an island], followed by 

a referential note to Breton’s work in its original French title: Martinique charmeuse de serpents. 

This note sets up the close intertextual relationship that links Isla to Martinique from the onset. 

Intertextuality, as defined by Gérard Genette, is as “a relationship of copresence between two texts 

or among several texts: … the actual presence of one text within another.”97 Defined as such, 

Genette presents three forms of intertextuality: 

In its most explicit and literal form, it is the traditional practice of quoting (with quotation 

marks, with or without specific references). In another less explicit and canonical form, it 

is the practice of plagiarism (in Lautréamont, for instance), which is an undeclared but still 

literal borrowing. Again, in still less explicit and less literal guise, it is the practice of 

allusion: that is, an enunciation whose full meaning presupposes the perception of a 

relationship between it and another text, to which it necessarily refers by some inflection 

that would otherwise remain unintelligible.98 

 

                                                 

97 Gérard Genette, Palimpsests: Literature in the Second Degree, translated by Channa Newman and Claude Doubinsky, Lincoln: 

University of Nebraska Press, 1997, 1–2. 

98 Ibid., 2. 
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Gennette’s three forms of intertextuality create an explicit relationship between texts that 

interconnects various forms of expression and vision with the same text, but within the greater 

context of the “text” as a written work. Of the three forms of Gennette’s intertextuality—quoting, 

plagiarism, and allusion—the use of quotations is the prevalent form of intertextuality in Isla.  

Numerous and lengthy quotations from Martinique reinforce the intertextual relationship 

between Granell and Breton’s texts and position Martinique as the source text of primary 

importance in Isla. In fact, in one chapter, “Pechos Flotantes” [Floating Breasts], Granell translates 

two of the prose poems from Martinique, “El rompeolas” [The Breakwater] and “Herretes de la 

Reina Negra” [The Black Queen’s Buttons], and quotes them in their entirety. 

Figure 5.1. Page 35, the prose poem “El 

rompeolas.” 
Figure 5.2. Page 36, the prose poem 

“Herretes de la Reina Negra.” 
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The significance of this is twofold: First, Granell presents the Spanish-speaking world with 

the first Spanish translation of the passages from Martinique. Second, he places them at the 

midpoint in Isla and uses them to influence the direction of the plot thereafter. Through 

associations, Granell uses images from the French poems—a statue of Josephine, colorful fish in 

a market, and the color black—to give rise to a paradise-fish-bird that morphs into a Black Queen 

that sits on an island throne in his Spanish text. Consequently, I would argue that this not only 

reinforces the textual relationship between the two but also suggests Isla’s dependence upon 

Martinique. 

Additionally, Breton’s prose poems in Martinique serve as models of intertextuality for 

Granell. To begin, each poem was originally written on the back of a postcard that contained a 

captioned picture on the front. In the poem “The Breakwater,” the poem opens in the present tense 

with the image of Josephine Beauharnais-Bonaparte’s statue in La Savane park and then transports 

the reader to a historical past through visual and verbal associations. The poem alludes to moments 

of slavery and oppression through references to Josephine’s Empire dress, to African elements in 

the daily life of the Martinicans and their “Creole talk,” to the historical battles of Marengo and 

Austerlitz, and, ultimately, to the plantation that appears in the picture on the front of the postcard. 

Via plagiarism, the ending of the poem incorporates the caption from the front of the postcard: 

“under the tittering roof tiles of La Pagerie Plantation.”99 Likewise, “The Black Queen’s 

Buttons”100 appears on the back of a postcard with a picture of fishermen’s huts along the shore 

                                                 

99 Breton, Martinique, 54. 

100 Seaman attributes the title of the poem to an episode in Alexandre Dumas’s The Three Musketeers in which the heroes must 

retrieve the queen’s diamond buttons from the Duke of Buckingham to preserve her honor. Breton, Martinique, translator’s note 

6, 110. 
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and references the revolt of 1848 that led to the abolition of slavery on the island. These two poems 

appear within a section of prose poems that Breton placed between two longer essays, “The Creole 

Dialogue” and “Troubled Waters,” and they both introduce verbal imagery and allude to historical 

events that reappear in subsequent sections of Martinique. Serving as a model for Granell, the 

placement and content of these poems in Martinique are mirrored in Isla. 

In addition to Martinique, Breton’s other works strongly influenced Granell’s writing in 

Isla, serving as models for writing techniques and sources of quotations. The works include: 

Manifesto of Surrealism, Arcanum 17, Mad Love (mentioned by its French title, L’amour fou), and 

the essay “Flagrant Délit.”101 Of these additional source texts, I contend that Breton’s Manifesto 

of Surrealism is the second-most influential work after Martinique for Granell’s writing in Isla.  

In his manifesto, Breton disrupts traditionally accepted views of artistic and poetic creation 

through the juxtaposition of dissimilar objects, whether visual images or written words. In his 

view, such juxtapositions have the potential to produce mental sparks through subconscious 

associations and are, therefore, valid forms of poetic and artistic creation. As an illustration, Breton 

mentions visual works of art by Picasso and Braque that incorporate pieces of paper into the works 

and compares the inclusion of the pieces of paper to “the introduction of a platitude into a literary 

analysis of the most rigorous sort,” and in the verbal realm he opens up poetic possibilities to 

include “the most random assemblage possible … of headlines and scraps of headlines cut out of 

the newspaper.”102 Undoubtedly, Breton’s poetics of “random assemblage” influenced Granell’s 

                                                 

101 Granell typically refers to Martinique charmeuse de serpents by its French title. The titles L’Amour fou and “Flagrant Délit” 

[Caught in the Act] always appear in French.  

102 Breton, Manifestoes, 41. 
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writing in Isla, especially the chapter titled “Bibliomancia” [Bibliomancy], which is almost 

entirely composed of randomly assembled headlines and other quoted text. (See Figure 5.3.) 

“Bibliomancia” is an intertextual experiment in “random assemblage” that also exemplifies 

Breton’s concept of objective chance. At the onset of the chapter, Granell explains his process for 

finding passages about islands through random selection and fate. He opened up random books, 

magazines, and newspaper clippings around him, allowing “intuition” to take over and guide him: 

La aparición de la primera isla se hizo tardar. Pronto, la intuición, estimulada, halló más 

fácilmente, una tras otra, las islas perdidas en el confuso mar de tantas páginas. La última 

apareció a la primera mirada. Nada más abrí el libro, allí estaba. Me saltó a los ojos, se me 

clavó en ellos.103 

[The appearance of the first island took a while. Soon, intuition, becoming stimulated, more 

easily located, one after another, the islands lost in the chaotic sea of so many pages. The 

last one appeared on the first glance. I simply opened the book, there it was. It leapt up at 

my eyes, imprinted on them.]  

Thus, it was not Granell but rather a supernatural power that found the islands. Granell becomes a 

vessel for creative powers to work through, and in the end of the process it is not he who finds the 

last island; the island finds him. The random assemblage of quotations follows, which consists of 

entirely random fragments of text that are interconnected by islands.  

Though the juxtaposed textual fragments might be viewed as incongruous, the work as a 

whole acquires meaning through the interplay of its parts. In spite of their apparent incongruity, 

the parts work together in such a way that the reader experiences the text through “a serial 

movement of disconnections, overlappings, [and] variations,” which Barthes refers to as “the 

103 Granell, Isla, 51–52. 
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infinity of the signifier” or playing.104 Playing via word games, card games, hypnotism sessions, 

séances, and other playful inventions were important activities for surrealists; games unleashed 

creative power.  

104 Roland Barthes, Image, Music, Text, translated by Stephen Heath, New York: Hill and Wang, 1977, 158. 

Figure 5.3. Page 52, “random assemblage” of quoted text, 

from the chapter “Bibliomancia.” 
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In Isla, word games and card games are present in various chapters, and Granell quotes 

Pierre Mabille’s article “Le jeu de cartes surrealist” [“Surrealist Card Game”].105 Moreover, “the 

logic regulating the Text is not comprehensive (define ‘what the work means’) but metonymic; the 

activity of associations, contiguities, carrying-over coincides with a liberation of symbolic 

energy.”106 It is this type of metonymic logic that regulates Isla, which results precisely from the 

intertextuality that permeates Isla’s narration and that constitutes the book’s structural 

composition, including: epigraph, chapter division, chapter titles, and illustrations. 

The source texts that Granell uses range in type (books, magazines, journals, newspapers), 

field (science, history, religion, literature), language (French, Spanish, Galician, English), and time 

period. Of equal importance is the method by which Granell incorporates each quotation into his 

work: either as integrated into the text—using introductory phrases and forms of in-text citation, 

or as isolated from the text—via block and floating quotations. At times, Granell’s extensive use 

of intertextual sources imparts academic and scientific tones to his narration, yet his freedom of 

composition and poetic prose maintain the overall literary atmosphere of the work and remind the 

reader that the work is fiction. Furthermore, although Breton’s works are key, they only gain 

deeper significance as they come in contact with other intertextual sources. Collectively, thus, the 

historical and thematic variations of source texts in Isla work toward constructing a narrative 

mythical structure on two levels: (1) transcendence of time and space and (2) foundation in oral 

tradition. 

                                                 

105 Granell, Isla, 37. Granell’s citation: Pierre Mabille, Le jeu de cartes surrealist. Vrille, 25 de julio de 1945. Paris. 

106 Barthes, Image, 158. 
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TRANSCENDING TIME AND SPACE 

In Isla, Granell includes source texts from various historical periods and regions that refer 

to islands and then links those references to Breton’s situation in the present. Through this 

technique, Granell uses intertextuality to distort chronological time and spatial distance, producing 

a similar fluidity of time and space that is characteristic of dreams and of the narrative structure of 

myths and legends. This is particularly crucial in attributing the figure of Breton to the archetypal 

role of the hero who undertakes a long journey, during which he faces obstacles that he must 

overcome, and returns home transformed and victorious.  

The sources that Granell uses to suggest an atemporal supernatural connection between 

Breton, the islands, and Columbus include Columbus’ travel diaries, biblical passages from the 

book of Isaiah, Granell’s interview of Pierre Mabille, and Breton’s own works. Over the course of 

three chapters, Granell highlights similarities between Breton and Columbus in three specific 

ways: the fated trajectory of both men’s voyages, both men’s “visionary” intuition that led them 

to act counter to their respective societies’ expectation, and the historical implications of each trip:  

De la Martinica, excepto Masson, los amigos pasaron a la isla de Santo Domingo; Lam 

seguiría a la de Cuba, su tierra de origen. […] Igual que hace más de cuatro siglos, la rosa 

de los vientos distribuía por América a los recién llegados a la Isla Española. 

[…] 

La expedición del grupo surrealista que con Breton tocó primero en la Martinica 

para enseguida correr por otras islas—Haití, Santo Domingo, Guadalupe, Cuba, hasta la de 

Buenaventura—equivale a la gesta de los pioneros de la civilización profetizada.107 

 

[From Martinique, except for Masson, the friends moved on to Santo Domingo; Lam would 

continue on to Cuba, his place of birth. […] Just as more than four centuries ago, the 

compass rose distributed the recently arrived foreigners on the island of Hispaniola 

throughout America. 

                                                 

107 Granell, Isla, 14, 25. 
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[…] 

The surrealist group’s expedition that stopped first at Martinique with Breton and 

then right away continued on to other islands—Haiti, Dominican Republic, Guadeloupe, 

Cuba, even Buenaventura, is the equivalent of the epic feat of the pioneers of the 

prophesied civilization.] 

 

The island of Hispaniola (shared by Haiti and the Dominican Republic) provided Columbus and 

his men a point of departure to travel throughout the Americas in 1492, and it was the same point 

of departure for Breton and the other surrealists in 1941, implying that Breton’s voyage is a 

repetition of Columbus’. Furthermore, the two men undertake their long oceanic voyages guided 

by their same visionary thinking and process of discovery: 

Nuevos videntes que, como los que acompañaron a Colón, creyeron, vieron y tocaron—

que es todo lo contrario del proceso racionalista de tocar, ver y creer.108 

 

[These new visionaries, like those who accompanied Columbus, believed, saw, and 

touched—quite the opposite of the rationalist process of touching, seeing, and then 

believing.] 

 

Following the same route and the same process, both Columbus and Breton arrive in the Antilles 

where we are witnessing the birth of a new civilization expressed in a quote that Granell attributes 

to Pierre Mabillea, “se asiste al parto doloroso de una nueva civilización” [we are witnessing the 

painful birth of a new civilization].109 This suggests that the Antilles possesses a generative role 

of producing “new civilizations,” which parallels the change that Columbus enacted in 1492 as a 

result of his voyage. Now, a century later, it is Breton and the surrealists, the “new visionaries” 

following in Columbus’ footsteps, who have revived the Antilles’ generative power and will cause 

a change in the world similar to that of their predecessors. 

                                                 

108 Ibid., 25. 

109 Ibid., 25. 
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The correspondences between the two seafaring heroes, Columbus and Breton, reach the 

expansion of a new level of similar life experiences in the chapter “Triángulo Isleño” [Island 

Triangle]. Granell presents these correspondences by combining a variety of quotations from the 

Bible, Columbus’ diary, interviews, and other random historical texts, thereby exemplifying 

Barthes’s notion of textual playing and Breton’s reconsideration of poetic and artistic creation 

through “random assemblage.” As Granell “plays” with the various assembled texts, they place 

Breton in the category of a “visionary,” with Columbus and the biblical prophet Isaiah, whose 

writings influenced Columbus, and they fortify Breton’s transformation toward mythical hero: 

Colón insistió en eso … se cumplió lo que había predicho Isaías. Aparte la razón y la 

ciencia, la intuición de Isaías conectándose con la supersensibilidad de Colón, fué lo que 

aprovechó al hallazgo de las Indias. ‘Experiencias aisladas son como fragmentos,’ según 

Novalis. O, como Breton precisa, ‘la simpatía que existe entre dos o diversos seres parece 

situarlos en el camino de soluciones que en vano perseguían separadamente.’ Madariaga 

explica que todo el mundo creía en islas en aquellos tiempos.’ Estaba generalizada, pues, 

esa simpatía colectiva … traspasó [la muchedumbre crédula] desde Isaías a Colón, en quién 

Breton exalta su encumbrada hazaña al proclamar que ‘no es la locura lo que nos forzará a 

plegar la bandera de la imaginación … Se precisaba que Colón fuese con locos a descubrir 

América. Y véase cómo esta locura tomó cuerpo, y subsiste.’110 

 

[Columbus insisted on this point … the words of Isaiah were fully accomplished.111 Setting 

aside reason and science, Isaiah-like intuition linking up with Columbus’ supersensibility, 

was what aided the discovery of the Indies. “Isolated experiences are as fragments,” 

according to Novalis.112 Or as Breton specifies, “the sympathy existing between two or 

several beings seems to lead them toward solutions they would have never found on their 

own.”113 Madariaga explains that “everybody in Columbus’ days believed in islands.”114 It 

                                                 

110 Ibid, 28. 

111 Salvador de Madariaga, Christopher Columbus: Being the Life of the Very Magnificent Lord Don Cristobal Colon, New York, 

Macmillan, 1940, 100. Madariaga cites Columbus’ journal, which Granell translates into English without attributing the source. 

The English text reads: “‘I have said,’ he wrote to the King and Queen in 1502, ‘that in the carrying out of this enterprise of the 

Indies neither reason nor mathematics nor maps were any use to me: fully accomplished were the words of Isaiah.’” 

112 Novalis, unknown source. (Translation mine) 

113 Breton, Mad Love, 34. 

114 Madariaga, Christopher Columbus, 106. The quotation is really a paraphrased translation of the line: “Everybody, of course, in 

Colón’s days and in Portugal, believed in islands.” 
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was widespread, yet, that collective allure … passed right through the credulous masses, 

skipping from Isaiah to Columbus, in whom Breton exalts his haughty endeavor when he 

proclaims that “it is not the fear of madness which will oblige us to leave the flag of 

imagination furled … Columbus should have set out to discover America with a boatload 

of madmen. And note how this madness has taken shape and endured.”115] 

 

The juxtaposed intertextual “fragments,” along with similarities of both men’s voyages, suggest 

that the two men have the same historic role and that both were chosen by the same divine spirit 

to fulfill this role. The insinuation of a singular divine spirit that passed from Isaiah to Columbus 

and to Breton contributes to the distortion of time and space. At this moment, time becomes 

extremely fluid, oscillating between past and present via historical and literary references, and the 

figures of Columbus and Breton become one and the same: heroes of a prophesied civilization. 

 

CONSTRUCTING AN ORAL TRADITION 

In Isla, Granell places quoted written words into his story in a way that presents them as 

though they were initially spoken. This transformation occurs when he quotes materials from 

unrelated works and places them within the new context of his story. In this way, the 

recontextualized quotations generate new meaning and poetic qualities vis-à-vis Breton’s 

previously mentioned surrealist poetics of random assemblage.116 Although the idea is that the 

assemblage of fragments be at random, in Isla the choice and placement of quotations seem to be 

determined by their maximum ability to create sounds and rhythms typical of poetry and speech; 

such careful consideration would facilitate Granell’s inclusion of novel, travel diary, biography, 

                                                 

115 Breton, Manifestoes, 5–6. 

116 Op. cit. 
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academic essay, and poetry as part of a re-imagined maritime world via a myth that lives on in the 

present through oral tradition.  

I would argue, then, that Isla is very much a subversion of authorship, originality, and mode 

of transmission; Granell blends words from other texts into his own and blurs the distinction 

between written and spoken language within the story that he has recorded in writing. It might be 

said that Granell does not write a new myth into being; rather, he borrows the words of others and 

combines them into stories about historical roles that islands have played in man’s constant search 

for knowledge. In a sense, Granell undermines his own role as author by craftily distancing himself 

from parts of the text, so as to infuse the stories with the impression of a deeply rooted oral 

tradition. The oral story that emerges in Isla is an important component of myths. In fact, Joseph 

Campbell, renowned American scholar of mythology, defines myths as stories because of their 

inherent nature; they are “stories of our search through the ages for truth, for meaning, for 

significance ….”117 Within this context, the word story connotes oral transmission: an account of 

events that is generally told. Myths originate as spoken words and become recorded in writing as 

time goes on. Likewise, Isla is the written archive of “almost forgotten” stories that seem to have 

their origins in an oral tradition.  

Oftentimes, Granell creates textual orality by manipulating words and syntax of the written 

text. Three predominant techniques that Granell uses include incorporating quotations that suggest 

speech, contextualizing quotations with verbs that indicate speech, and formatting and punctuating 

quotations to resemble dialogue. In the first chapter of Isla, “Crisol Mágico” [Magic Crucible], the 

                                                 

117 Joseph Campbell and Bill Moyers, The Power of Myth, New York: Doubleday, 1988, 5. 
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reader encounters an italicized line attributed to Masson that is integrated into the narration but 

also isolated from the surrounding paragraphs:  

Su autor se vio inducido a conceder una parte al lenguaje lírico, otra al lenguaje de simple 

información. André Masson colabora en la obra como poeta y como dibujante. El pintor y 

el poeta mantienen intenso diálogo en el corazón de la isla, elevada a categoría de oasis 

redentor. 
 

 En el corazón de la selva, ¡cómo amo esa frase! (Masson)  
 

Lam había ilustrado Fata Morgana, obra inédita de Breton, cuyo manuscrito 

llevaba consigo el poeta, prohibida por la censura de Vichy complaciente con las nazis. 

Víctor Serge, que formaba parte del grupo sin pertenecer a él, salvado de perecer en una 

aislada prisión polar stalinista … 118 

 

 

[Its author, André Breton, felt induced to devote a part of this book to lyrical language and 

the other part to the simple language of mere facts. The painter, André Masson, collaborates 

on the work as poet and illustrator. The painter and the poet sustain an intense dialogue in 

the heart of the island, elevated to the category of redeeming oasis. 
 

 In the heart of the forest, how I love that expression! (Masson)119 
 

Lam had illustrated Fata Morgana, an unedited manuscript that Breton brought 

with him, prohibited by the Nazi complaisant Vichy censorship. Victor Serge, who formed 

part of the group but didn’t belong to it, was saved from perishing in one of Stalin’s remote 

polar camps …] 

 

Initially, the parenthetical attribution to Masson gives the quote an academic appearance with a 

particular level of accuracy, although the lack of quotation marks and exact source citation allow 

for doubt of its origin and mode of communication. In addition to the lack of quotation marks, 

there is no adverbial dialogue tag, such as “he said” or “he exclaimed,” and the line maintains the 

first-person voice. It is as if Masson’s voice were speaking in Granell’s story or as if it were an 

echo of his voice. Furthermore, the quoted line adds no new information to bolster the previous 

                                                 

118 Granell, Isla, 14. 

119 The italicized line attributed to Masson is from Breton, Martinique, 49–50. 
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statements, nor does it connect directly to the paragraph that follows; thus, its function seems 

rhetorical rather than informative. All of these structural elements, or lack thereof, suggest that 

Granell includes the statement in italics more as an utterance, followed by its locutor in 

parentheses, to place emphasis on the orality of the words rather than their written form. 

In the second chapter, Granell repeats this visual and textual pattern of quotations to 

highlight speech as a way to establish connections between three important elements of his myth 

story: the desire to discover islands, the freedom associated with exploration, and the spirit of 

liberation characterized by the surrealist movement: 

Las islas señalan el horizonte invisible, pero presentido, de la imaginación. Hacia ellas se 

encamina toda idea de ensueño, de fábula, de felicidad, de armonía, de calma, de pereza, 

de liberación: 
 

  

 En el itinerario oculto del surrealismo su nombre verdadero es:  

liberación. (Julien Gracq. Andre Breton).120 
 

Isla, libertad, surrealismo son los lados que componen un mismo triángulo –

geometrización la más escueta de la isla. Una isla viene a ser como un fin. Punto final sobre 

la extensa hoja azul cielo y mar de los planes fantásticos del hombre. 

 

 

[The islands signal the unseen, though sensed, horizon of the imagination. Heading out for 

the islands is every idea of fantasy, tales, happiness, harmony, calmness, idleness, 

liberation: 
 

 In the hidden itinerary of Surrealism is its true name: liberation. 

(Julien Gracq. Andre Breton). 
 

Island, liberty, surrealism: three sides that make up the same triangle—

geometrification of the utmost island precision. An island becomes a sort of end. An end 

point on the expansive sheet of blue sky and sea of fantastical adventures of man.] 

  

                                                 

120 Granell, Isla, 18. 
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This isolated and italicized quotation originally appears in Gracq’s work about Breton to underline 

one of the major concepts of surrealism, mainly liberation. It also reflects resonances of the 

Biblical creation story in the book of Genesis when “in the beginning was the word,” and Adam 

was to name all living things. Similarly, in Isla, the word liberation, which was once hidden, is 

spoken into existence. There is an even deeper connection here, as well, between sound and 

silence: there is the silent call from the islands and silence calling for the word. This would suggest, 

therefore, that the islands in Granell’s myth story possess a divine creative power.  

For the surrealists, liberty bears a relationship similar to the word of God in that it has 

existed from the very beginning; it existed before man and exists independently of man. Campbell 

notes that the word spoken into existence is both sound and silence: “All final spiritual reference 

is to the silence beyond sound. The word made flesh is the first sound. Beyond that sound is the 

transcendent unknown, the unknowable. It can be spoken of as the great silence, or as the void, or 

as the transcendent absolute.”121 This relationship also appears in Isla as part of the mythical 

importance of the Caribbean.  

In Isla, the idea of listening to the islands and hearing their message places the “visionary 

poets” in juxtaposition to the masses. yet it is a powerful “great silence” that the poets must listen 

to; silence was the beginning of all things and will return to prominence in Granell’s island myth. 

Granell enlightens this message through a poem by Eunice Odio in which a “great silence” opens 

up and both “orders” and “gives order to” fruit and islands and all that is to come: 

¿Resurgimiento de qué? Sin duda, de la libertad y la poesía: de la vida. Pues no sólo el 

testimonio antillano de Césaire, unido a los de Apollinaire y Breton, lo atestigua; otro poeta 

                                                 

121 Campbell, Power of Myth., 98. 
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centroamericano, la costarricense Eunice Odio, en su poema titulado Génesis 

reveladoramente, y editado en papel de color verde, indica que 
 

Un gran silencio se abre 

ordenando los frutos y las islas 
 

Es el gran silencio anunciador del acontecimiento próximo.122 

 

 

[Resurgence of what? Undoubtedly, of liberty and poetry: of life. And not only Césaire’s 

Antillean testimony, along with those of Apollinaire and Breton, attest to it; a Central 

American poet, the Costa Rican Eunice Odio, in her poem “Genesis,” tellingly titled and 

published on green-colored paper, signals that 
 

A great silence opens 

ordering the fruit and the islands123 
 

It’s the great silence heralding an event that is to come.] 

 

 

One of the striking stylistic characteristics of Granell’s writing has to be anchored in how 

he perceives and enacts quotations. He is at ease to take a statement from a given source and 

transform it into a quotation that appears to be dialogue. The dialogue-formatted quotations 

throughout Isla and the extensive presence of intertextuality and orality established in the first 

chapter, suggest great importance on the oral quality of the quoted material. In fact, Breton, 

Masson, Pierre Mabille, and Granell, the narrator, all have speaking parts interspersed throughout 

the first chapter, “Crisol Mágico.” Granell-narrator appears at the end of the chapter and proclaims 

adamantly that he has not forgotten and will not forget what Pierre Mabille told him, a declaration 

just as important as Mabille’s actual words since it associates the fundamental role of memory 

with the ability to retell a story accurately:  

                                                 

122 Granell, Isla, 50. 

123 Translation mine. 
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No olvidaré —no lo olvidé—que en Santo Domingo, Mabille me dijo lo que sigue: 

 

[I will not forget—I did not forget—that in Santo Domingo, Mabille told me the following:] 

 
 

Granell’s statement inserts himself into the myth story that he is creating and initiates his role as 

narrator-oracle of his island myth. Additionally, Granell-narrator’s interjection fits within the 

pattern of spoken statements that appear visually on the page as isolated from the surrounding 

paragraphs. Ironically, Granell will never forget Mabille’s words because they are from Granell’s 

interview with Mabille, which Granell published in the newspaper where he was working during 

that time. This also suggests veracity in Granell’s ability to retell the story with accuracy. 

There are two lengthy quotations from the interview that Granell includes in Isla to give a 

location and birth to his island myth. In the first, Mabille declares the Caribbean to be a consecrated 

place where “se mezclan la sangre europea con la sangre Africana y la sangre india de otros 

tiempos” [European blood is mixed with African blood and the indigenous blood from the past].124 

In the second, Mabille compares the present role of the Antillean islands in the Caribbean to that 

of the islands that constituted Ancient Greece in its former glory. These quotes establish the 

Antilles as magical and central to Granell’s island myth. 

There is additional significance in the last line of Mabille’s quote regarding the structure 

of time in myths.125 In it, Mabille states, “Los poetas ‘visionarios,’ escrutando con mirada profética 

                                                 

124 Granell, Isla, 14–15. 

125 Regarding time and myths, Pierre Mabille writes in Mirror of the Marvelous, “Being tiny and ephemeral fragments of the 

evolving world, how can we make sense of it as a formed object outside of ourselves? How can we apply our usual thought 

patterns, which are products of time and space, to what lies beyond time and space? And still, we continue to be haunted by the 

desire to know how the universe began, to understand how we arrived on earth. Up against such an impossibility, the mind 

reaches desperately toward the unknown. This exploration leads to the frontiers of the marvelous.” See Pierre Mabille, Mirror 

of the Marvelous, Rochester, Vermont: Inner Traditions, 1998, 50. 
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hacia lo lejos en el tiempo y el espacio, son los únicos guías serios” [The ‘visionary’ poets, able to 

look far off into time and space with a prophetic gaze, are the only credible guides],126 which 

alludes to a previous quote attributed to Breton in which the two poets’ sight through the binoculars 

instantly erases the space between dream and common perception: “‘los gemelos sobre la costa 

del norte de la isla cubren al instante la distancia que separa la percepción común del sueño de los 

poetas’ (Breton).”127 Mabille’s line is essentially a repetition of Breton’s, but with slight alterations 

as it passes through Granell-narrator’s oral retelling. The text proceeds in a forward linear 

direction, yet this altered repetition leaves the reader with the impression of an echo of a previous 

moment in the text, creating a circular notion of time: the narration’s textual present transports the 

reader back to its textual past while continuing to advance in its similar, but altered textual present. 

In this way, this oral story takes on an aspect of timelessness because of the circularity, which is 

an important characteristic of myth stories. 

At the end of the chapter, the circular narrative structure returns to the present as Granell 

ties all of the intertextual moments together and reinforces the concept of textual orality. The final 

sentence concludes: “Breton, poeta vidente, da cuenta en este libro del primer contacto válido con 

las Antillas, cofre del nuevo mito” [Breton, the visionary poet, recounts in this book the first truly 

valid contact with the Antilles: coffer of the new myth].128 First, Granell’s description of Breton, 

poeta vidente [visionary poet] followed by his choice of verb, da cuenta [recounts], suggests 

greater emphasis on the orality of Breton’s words rather than their written form. Second, this line 

                                                 

126 Granell, Isla, 14. 

127 Ibid, 15, 13. 

128 Ibid., 15. 
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gives a mythical sense of a promised land and a fulfilled prophecy since it is the “primer contacto 

válido con las Antillas” [first truly valid contact with the Antilles]. Lastly, it suggests a temporal 

and spatial convergence of both fiction and reality: doubled textual-fictional present (Martinique-

Breton and Isla-Breton) into a singular historical-real present in which Granell, as author and 

narrator, retells the story that he did not and will not forget in this book.  

In the second chapter, “Prestigio de las Islas” (The Charm of the Islands), Granell 

establishes the genesis of an oral tradition that tells of a magical island power that begins to build 

up. In this tradition that spans centuries, the exclamation “The islands!” evolved into a “war cry” 

[grito de guerra] for people in search of spiritual peace: “¡Las islas! ¡Las islas! Durante siglos, 

este fue un grito de guerra por la paz del espíritu. Islas incógnitas, lejanas, inasibles, llaman a la 

mente ardiente.”129 People cry out to the islands, and in return, the islands “call” [llaman] out to 

people, though not all are able to hear. Again, we have the notion of silence integral to sound. Of 

those who are able to hear their call is Breton: “Breton descubre las islas” [Breton discovers the 

islands.]130 This begins Breton’s identification with other famous discoverers in the present story, 

particularly Captain Cook and Christopher Columbus, two ship captains at the center of numerous 

maritime legends. These associations lead Isla’s narrative present to momentarily pause its forward 

direction and reflect backward. The narration moves back internally to Breton and Masson’s 

“conversation” introduced in the first chapter of Isla, and to their “Creole Dialogue” that appears 

in Breton’s Martinique. The perpetual associations between past and present are integral to achieve 

                                                 

129 Granell, Isla, 18. 

130 Ibid., 18. 
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the surrealist sublime point—that point “at which life and death, the real and the imagined, past 

and future, the communicable and the incommunicable, high and low, cease to be perceived as 

contradictions.”131 but in Isla it also works to construct a mythical atmosphere. In Jung’s studies 

of cultures and mythologies, he writes that “if we are to see things in their right perspective, we 

need to understand the past of man as well as his present. That is why an understanding of myths 

and symbols is of essential importance.”132  

The back and forth interplay of text and texts continues and mimics dialogue while also 

establishing historical and oral links between the present and past. Granell links Mabille’s quote 

about “visionary poets” to a quote from one of Breton’s preceding works, Mad Love. At one point 

in Mad Love, Breton reflects on the volcanic landscape of Tenerife, one of the Canary Islands, and 

expresses a regret for not having experienced it prior to that moment: “Lamento ….” Breton’s gift 

of prophesy is established through a quote from his work Mad Love: “Lamento haber descubierto 

tan tarde estas zonas ultrasensibles de la tierra”133 [I regret having discovered so late these 

ultrasensitive parts of the earth].134 What’s more, time and distance once again blur when Granell 

quotes from Aimé Césaire’s review, Tropiques: “El encuentro de Breton y las Antillas … Breton 

no vio la Martinica como un turista, sino como un soñador que a la vuelta del camino descubre 

una región de su sueño” [Breton’s encounter with the Antilles is of particular importance … Breton 

did not experience Martinique as a tourist, but rather as a dreamer who discovers a region of his 

                                                 

131 Breton, Manifestoes, 123. 

132 Carl G. Jung, “Approaching the unconscious,” Man and His Symbols. New York: Anchor Books, 1964, pp.18–103, 58. 

133 Granell, Isla, 18. This is Granell’s translation from the French. 

134 Breton, Mad Love, 73. 
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dream at every turn].135 Dreams and being a dreamer take on deeper significance in Isla, moving 

beyond the function of the brain into the realm of myth and prophetic revelation. Again, this 

overlaps the image of Columbus and Breton as great discoverers and visionaries, which Granell 

will further build upon so as to attribute a shared gift of prophecy to both men. 

The suggestion of prophesy about islands begins on the visual and mental planes, the 

silence before the word, and crystallizes when the islands are spoken into existence. Similar to 

Césaire’s review mentioned previously, Granell describes the connections between Columbus, 

Breton, and islands in terms of dreams. It is especially “dreamlike” [como en un sueño] that 

Columbus would know that islands would appear where he said they would, if he traveled west: 

“Él dijo que en la India, resultando en el Mar de las Antillas—en el mar de la Martinica” [In India 

he said, ending up in the Caribbean waters of the Antilles—the waters of Martinique].136 This 

quote emphasizes the act of speaking, él dijo [he said], and suggests a prophetic power of speech, 

since what Columbus spoke came to pass. But Columbus didn’t speak these words; they are words 

that Granell translates and quotes from Salvador Madariaga’s third person biography of Columbus. 

In Granell’s island myth, both “prophetic” travelers, Columbus and Breton, end up in the same 

geographic area, which profoundly changes the earth and humanity. 

There is further suggestion of Breton’s ability of prophecy via thematically related 

quotations from two different works. From his novel Nadja we read, “el corazón humano, bello 

como un sismógrafo” [the human heart, beautiful as a seismograph],137 and from a poem in 

                                                 

135 Granell, Isla, 20. 

136 Ibid., 27. 

137 André Breton, Nadja, trans. Richard Howard (New York: Grove Press, 1960), 160. 
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Martinique, “Estoy Seguro de que una lámpara del antiguo san Pedro funciona todavía” [I assure 

myself that a light formerly of Saint-Pierre still works].138 The two quotes associate the internal 

geologic function of an island’s volcano, which is the source of many islands and contributes to 

the growth of existing islands, to the internal organ that is the core of all human and animal life. It 

should be noted that the works in which the quotes originate were published twenty years apart 

(Nadja 1928, Martinique 1949), yet they appear sequentially in Isla as though they come from the 

same work or refer to the same geologic occurrence. Moreover, the placement of the quotations 

within the text and the parenthetical attributions to Breton emphasize the orality of the quotations 

rather than the written source text. As such, the quotations read as the first-person voice of Breton’s 

character and suggest his ability to prophesy, yet they also function within the story to personify 

nature. In this way, by imbuing the text with an oral quality, Granell can also draw the reader into 

a reality imbued with the marvelous.  

Isla is a chronicle of the marvelous. In fact, Rosemont asserts that Granell’s Isla expands 

the “consciousness of surrealism’s ecological dimension” in Isla, which he calls “the ecology of 

the Marvelous.”139 The surrealist movement’s exploration of the marvelous is one of the aspects 

contained within their desire to fulfill a social, mythical need, which Joseph Campbell refers to as 

a “myth of the planet” that identifies “the individual not with his local group but with the planet.”140 

Breton’s Martinique and Granell’s Isla both work toward bringing the individual into contact with 

                                                 

138 Breton, Martinique, 97. 

139 Rosemont, “Introduction,” 34. 
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the planet through marvelous encounters within island environments, particularly the island of 

Martinique.  

For the Martinican surrealists, oral tradition and poetry are vital to myth and to the 

marvelous. René Ménil, Martinican writer and philosopher who co-founded the journal Tropiques 

in the 1940s along with Aimé and Suzanne Césaire, asserts that stories and poems maintain a 

privileged position within human expression because, through their sounds and colors, they “reveal 

to us a fragment of the world we would like to have lived in or the kind of person we would like 

to have been,” and they provide us insights into the “‘consciousness of our greatness within, of 

which we are unaware’ and represent, in a very coherent and spectacular way, the world we have 

dreamed of inhabiting.”141 The more creative and inventive the images contained within stories 

and poems are, the more our “greatness within” and dream world become illuminated to us. The 

surrealists hold the same belief in an image’s power to illuminate the unconscious when it moves 

beyond its common use into its symbolic function as metaphor. Though the surrealists based most 

of their ideas about the unconscious on Freud’s work, their belief in the symbolic function of an 

image falls more in line with Jung’s definition of a symbol as any type of familiar sign that moves 

beyond its obvious, everyday meaning so that it “implies something vague, unknown, or hidden 

from us.” Within the realms of surrealism and the marvelous, an image in a story or poem becomes 

symbolic, reveals unconscious desires, and draws readers into the marvelous precisely because “it 

has a wider ‘unconscious’ aspect that is never precisely defined or fully explained. Nor can one 

                                                 

141 René Ménil, “Introduction to the Marvellous” (1941), in Refusal of the Shadow: Surrealism and the Caribbean, edited by 

Michael Richardson and Translated by Krzysztof Fijalkowski and Michael Richardson, London/New York: Verso Press, 1996, 

pp. 89–95, 90. 
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hope to define or explain it. As the mind explores the symbol, it is led to ideas that lie beyond the 

grasp of reason.”142 Along with the powerful and symbolic images of stories and poems, Ménil 

highlights their oral/aural power, noting that “through a sort of magical incantation, stories and 

poems transport us into an extraordinary world: the land of the marvelous.”143 The works of Menil 

and the other Martinican writers involved with Tropiques greatly influenced Granell’s thinking at 

that time, and Granell incorporates quotations from Tropiques into Isla, as well as quotations that 

refer to the Martinican writers in some way. 

Granell incorporates a quote from Aimé Césaire’s review, Tropiques, to portray Breton’s 

dreamlike experience on the island of Martinique. The following quote from the chapter “Prestigio 

de las Islas” [Prestige of the Islands] suggests that Breton has an “encounter” with the island that 

brings him in closer relationship to the island’s natural environment:   

En la reseña que en la revista Tropiques, de Aimé Césaire, se hace del paso por la Martinica 

de Breton y sus amigos, resalta la importancia del acontecimiento: “El encuentro de Breton 

y las Antillas tiene una significación singular ... Breton no vio la Martinica como un turista, 

sino como un soñador que a la vuelta del camino descubre una región de su sueño.”144 

 

[In Aimé Césaire’s review, Tropiques, the summary of Breton and his friends’ travels 

around Martinique highlights the importance of the occasion: “Breton’s encounter with the 

Antilles is of particular importance ... Breton did not experience Martinique as a tourist, 

but rather as a dreamer who discovers a region of his dream at every turn.”]145 

 

                                                 

142 Carl G. Jung, “Approaching the unconscious,” in Man and His Symbols, New York: Anchor Books, 1964, 18–103, 20–21. 

143 Ménil, “Introduction,” 90. 

144 Granell, Isla, 20. 

145 “Ce n’est pas en touriste qu’André Breton a vu la Martinique, mais en rêveur qui rencontre au détour du chemin une région de 

son rêve.” (Tropiques, number 3, July 1941) 
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This quote has further significance in its portrayal of how the island interacts with Breton. It is as 

though the island arose out of his unconscious mind. This suggests that the island possesses the 

ability to act upon people as objects. 

Islands continue to be associated with a marvelous natural environment and the spoken 

word. In the following quotes, the reader finds that the attraction that people felt toward islands 

was vocalized and, through speech, those who actively spoke the word would discover the islands 

and spiritual peace: 

¡Las islas! ¡Las islas! Durante siglos, éste fue un grito de guerra por la paz del espíritu. 

Islas incógnitas, lejanas, inasibles, llaman a la mente ardiente, sacuden el cerebro y hacen 

brotar chispas del embotamiento a que lo reducen la lucha por la vida y el agobio del 

trabajo. 

[…] 

Breton descubre las islas. El mismo recordará, en selvático diálogo con Masson, 

que Gauguin hizo idéntico descubrimiento: “Sorprende pensar que Gauguin, entre otros, 

pasó por la Martinica y pensó quedarse aquí.”146   

 

[The islands! The islands! For centuries, this was a call to the war for spiritual peace.  

Mysterious islands, distant, inaccessible, call out to the ardent mind, shock the brain, ignite 

sparks from the dulled state to which it has been reduced by the fight for life and the burden 

of work. 

[…] 

Breton discovers the islands.  It is he who will recall, during his sylvan dialog with 

Masson, that Gauguin had made an identical discovery: “It is striking to realize that 

Gauguin, among others, passed through Martinique and thought about remaining here."]147 

 

In these passages, people who want spiritual peace cry out for “The Islands!” Those who attain 

that spiritual peace are able to not only reach the islands but also to “discover” them, which is not 

only physical but also spiritual. These passages also suggest that people are not the only speakers, 

                                                 

146 Granell, Isla, 18. 

147 The quotation comes from Breton, Martinique, 44.  
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for it is also the distant and mysterious islands that “llaman a la mente ardiente” [call out to the 

ardent mind]. If islands have a voice, then two important turns can take place in this myth story. 

First, the islands can use their voice to call out to men, suggesting that they have agency and can 

act upon man as an object. Second, if speech is the foundation of an oral tradition among groups 

of people, then islands that can speak can also have a long history of oral tradition. If that is the 

case, then the distinction between agent and object becomes ambiguous. 
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CHAPTER 6 

RECONSTRUCTING THE TRANSLATION PROCESS 

In this chapter, I will reflect on the various challenges and difficulties I encountered during 

the translation process. I plan to record in great detail the specific problems that I encountered 

starting with transferal of words, the structure of the sentences, the cultural and historical 

situations, and the overall aesthetic effect of the atmosphere created by Granell. I will also address 

moments in the text that I considered to be untranslatable and what kind of decisions I made to 

carry those passages from the Spanish into the English. I also had to think about the reproduction 

of names and foreign titles that might not be familiar to the English reader, particularly in cases 

where the Spanish text includes the original French for those names and titles.148 In a complex 

work like Isla, the most important task of the translator is to recreate the overall atmosphere of the 

text so that the English reader can experience the text and the sound of the work as it was intended 

in the original language. 

As part of Isla’s overall atmosphere, I will discuss the added challenge of maintaining two 

distinct narrative voices. One voice is dedicated to the use of simple language to relay mere 

information, typically providing details or dates of events and biographical information of people 

involved in those events. The second voice builds dialogue between the poetry as text on the page, 

and the unusual juxtaposition of poetic words moves toward a sound space that leads to moments 

of the marvelous and builds the novel’s island myth. Such sound spaces include sequences of 

                                                 

148 In The Art of Translating Poetry, Raffel Burton argues that the translator should avoid rendering proper names “in any way that 

distorts their true function, making them either an obstacle or a diversion rather than a simple identificatory label.” See Raffel 

Burton, The Art of Translating Poetry, Pennsylvania State University Press, 1988, 177. 
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words that suggest the flapping of a hummingbird’s wings or the sound of crashing waves. Now, 

even though this dialogue can appear in any given chapter, it is important to recognize that certain 

chapters are dealing with only one of the voices. It is conceivable that in one chapter the poetry as 

text is predominant, only to be followed in another chapter by pure geographical or historical 

information, and then in the following chapter the original power of poetic effect is being resumed. 

For example, Granell initiates a discussion about Columbus in “Triángulo Isleño” [Island 

Triangle]149 including quoted material from Madariaga’s biography of Columbus, which he then 

continues four chapters later in “Isla Encantada” [Enchanted Island].150 There are also moments in 

which the two voices intermingle within a single chapter, such as in “Siglo de Islas” [Century of 

Islands]151 when Granell oscillates between prose narration and lines of poetry: 

El pájaro símbolo de la libertad nimbado por el color de la esperanza. El rojo de todas las 

revueltas anuncia siempre el verde. El amarillo, al contrario, es color de vencimiento, de 

sumisión, superchería del negro (“Un paño enluta el banquillo—como el paño es Catalán—

se está volviendo amarillo. Valle Inclán), color con que los inquisidores estigmatizaban a 

sus víctimas, color de la traición, de lo cadavérico y mortecino, como Apollinaire lo 

proclama: 
 

Del rojo al verde todo el amarillo muere 

Cuando cantan los loros en las selvas natales 
 

Es decir, de la revuelta a la liberación se ofusca el lívido resplandor de lo mortal. 

En el mismo poema de Apollinaire, significativamente titulado Las Ventanas, la imagen se 

repite al final como al principio: 
 

Del rojo al verde todo el amarillo muere 

París, Vancouver, Hyéres, Maintenon, Nueva York y las Antillas 
 

Como si Apollinaire hubiera previsto el viaje de Breton y sus amigos a la Martinica. 

Pasando de la revuelta a la libertad, se pierde la persistente amenaza de la traición—muerta 

                                                 

149 Granell, Isla, 27–30. 

150 Ibid., 45–46. 

151 Ibid., 47–50. 
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en el amarillo muerto. “La ventana se abre como una naranja,” concluye Apollinaire. Pero 

Breton, más próximo al acontecimiento, no en París, sino en las mismas Antillas, lo puede 

precisar mejor. No se trata de una naranja, sino de algo que tiene rancio simbolismo, y es 

“una manzana para una Eva que fuese serpiente.”152 

 

 

[The bird, symbol of freedom nimbused by the color of hope. The red of every revolt 

always heralds the green. Yellow, in contrast, is the color of defeat, of submission, black’s 

fraud (“The rag a black stain on the sentencing chair—but since the rag is Catalan—it’s a 

stain of yellowish tan. Valle-Inclán),153 the color with which the inquisitors stigmatized 

their victims, the color of betrayal, of death and dying, as Apollinaire proclaims: 
 

From red to green all the yellow dies 

When the parrots sing in their native forests154 
 

In other words, from revolt to liberation, the livid resplendence of mortality is 

obfuscated. In that same poem by Apollinaire, significantly titled “The Windows,” the 

image repeats at the end like at the beginning: 
 

From red to green all the yellow dies 

Paris, Vancouver, Hyeres, Maintenon, New York, and the Antilles 
   

As if Apollinaire had foreseen Breton and his friends’ trip to Martinique. In passing 

from revolt to freedom, the persistent threat of betrayal is lost—dead in the dead yellow. 

“The window opens like an orange,” concludes Apollinaire. But Breton, nearer to the event, 

not in Paris, rather in those very Antilles mentioned in Apollinaire’s poem, is able to 

identify it more closely. It’s not an orange, rather something tainted with rancid symbolism, 

and it’s “an apple for an Eve who would be a serpent.”155] 

 

This passage shows the descriptive turns from the simple language to the poetic. Granell uses 

innovative juxtapositions of words to reinvigorate them. Such a poetic turn takes place when the 

“threat of betrayal” disappears. The repetition of loss shifts to poetic language and imagery through 

                                                 

152 Granell, Isla, 49–50. 

153 Translation mine. The line comes from the poem “Garrote Vil” (Vile Garrotte) by the Spanish poet and dramaturg Valle-Inclán. 

“Garrote vil” is a sentence of death by garrote, an apparatus used for strangulation. The lines before and after Granell’s extract 

read: “Canta en la plaza el martillo, / el verdugo gana el pan, / un paño enluta el banquillo. / Como el paño es catalán, / se está 

volviendo amarillo / al son que canta el martillo. / ¡Tan! ¡Tan! ¡Tan!” 

154 Translation mine. The line comes from Guillaume Apollinaire’s poem “Les fenêtres” (The Windows). The line in French reads: 

“Du rouge au vert tout le jaune se meurt / Quand chantent les aras dans les forêt natales.” 

155 Breton, Martinique, 47. 
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a literal death (the execution by the “Vile Garrotte”) and a figurative death: “dead in the dead 

yellow.” After the description of the hummingbird’s colors and the symbolism that those colors 

represent, the poetic moments take over. These are moments of transformation, linguistic and 

metaphoric, that ultimately lead to the myth and the marvelous through the coexistence of disparate 

literal and figurative realities: the simple and poetic language of the text and the usual and unusual 

images inhabiting the story’s island landscape. 

Another challenge relates to the prolific allusions to scientific, political, and artistic ideas 

that were popular around the beginning and middle of the twentieth century. For example, in the 

chapter “Carga Mágnetica,” Granell references scientific ideas defended by Merejkovsky and 

Burrienne about vision and clairvoyance: “Merejkovsky, citando a Burrienne, siente en esta 

profecia alucinante una especie de doble vista magnética …” [Merezhkovsky, citing Bourrienne, 

senses in this fascinating prophecy a kind of magnetic double vision].156 He also refers to Walter 

Pater’s essays about Leonardo de Vinci’s writings and illustrations regarding double vision:157  

Vista doble que ya buscaba con afán Leonardo de Vinci, como lo observa con certero ojo 

clínico Walter Pater. Doble vista, pleno estado de videncia latente en la poesía toda de 

Breton y que éste reclama sin cesar como objetivo supremo del surrealismo.158 

 

[Double sight that Leonardo de Vinci avidly sought to possess, as Walter Pater observes 

with an unerring, intuitive eye. Double vision, a latent state of full clairvoyance in all of 

Breton’s poetry, which he never ceases to proclaim as the supreme objective of surrealism.] 

                                                 

156 Granell, Isla, 24. 

157 While discussing various faces in Leonardo’s sketches, Pater writes: “They are the clairvoyants, through whom, as through 

delicate instruments, one becomes aware of the subtler forces of nature, and the modes of their action, all that is magnetic in it 
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work on human flesh. Nervous, electric, faint always with some inexplicable faintness, these people seem to be subject to 

exceptional conditions, to feel powers at work in the common air unfelt by others, to become, as it were, the receptacle of them, 

and pass them on to us in a chain of secret influences.” From Walter Pater’s essay, “Leonardo da Vinci,” 262. 

158 Granell, Isla, 24. 
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This is all to support the notion of a magnetic force that acts upon certain people, altering their 

vision so that they are able to see beyond what the average person sees.  

In “Triángulo Isleño” [Island Triangle], Granell mentions the existence of a certain “fluido 

que opera sobre ciertas sensibilidades raramente dotadas para ligarlas entre sí” [fluid that operates 

upon certain rarely gifted sensibilities so as to link them together].159 Here, Granell is alluding to 

the claim of a “fluid of human sensibility”160 that was put forth by the Viennese polymath Franz 

Anton Mesmer in the late eighteenth century. This also adds to the communicating vessel principle 

on which André Breton based his work Communicating Vessels.161 

Isla also contains references and allusions to numerous world mythologies, international 

historical events, places from around the world, maritime travel, and very old literary and religious 

texts. The profusion and variety of references and allusions required extensive research on my part. 

The translator faced the challenge of how to include any necessary clarifying information into the 

translation to make unfamiliar words and ideas accessible to the English reader. This was 

especially challenging when a specific word or phrase in the Spanish text evoked an image or 

created a sensory reaction in the reader. In order to convey the effect and meaning of the original, 

would it be possible to add words into the text that could explain an image or idea without 

appearing obtrusive? Susan Bernofsky, a translator of German, refers to this strategy as stealth 

                                                 

159 Ibid., 27. 

160 “The Viennese polymath Franz Anton Mesmer captured the imagination of Paris society in the early 1780s with his claim to 

have harnessed the imponderable fluid of human sensibility. He said he could channel this fluid using implements such as wands, 

tubs filled with water and metal, and his own fingers. His assertions were borne out by dramatic results: he could provoke 

powerful sensations, emotional agitation, and dramatic convulsions in his patients.” From Jessica Riskin, Science in the Age of 

Sensibility: The Sentimental Empiricists of the French Enlightenment, University of Chicago Press, 2002, 13. 

161 See my previous discussion about Communicating Vessels in chapter 3. 
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gloss. The idea behind this strategy is to “weave an explanation into the text so that it is part of the 

story, as opposed to reading a footnote,” which presents the translator with “a good way to handle 

cultural information that arrives in passing in stories.”162 In translating Isla, the stealth gloss 

technique worked particularly well in places where the original Spanish evoked an image that 

reflected a cultural or geographical situation of the Caribbean that would come off as obscure to 

the English reader.  

One such moment arises in the Spanish when Granell uses two words for palm trees 

consecutively: las palmeras and los cocoteros. The former is a general term for a variety of palm 

trees that do not necessarily produce coconuts, whereas the latter refers specifically to palm trees 

that produce coconuts. In the English reader’s mind, however, the term “palm tree” already carries 

with it the underlying notion that it produces coconuts. Thus, to render “las palmeras y los 

cocoteros” as “the palm trees and the coconut palm trees” causes confusion, leaving the reader to 

question the difference between the two. To resolve the confusion between the two trees, I 

researched the types of non–coconut producing palm trees native to the Caribbean and then 

compared those to palm trees that might be commonly found in tropical areas around the world 

and to palm trees that are popularly used in tropical landscaping throughout parts of the United 

States. I found a variety of trees within the royal palm family, so I decided that “royal palm” would 

be a good choice to use for “las palmeras.” I also decided that the word “tree” would become 

obvious to the reader and, therefore, not necessary. This created a nice similarity between the 
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Spanish and the English: “las palmeras y los cocoteros” reads as “the royal palms and the coconut 

palms.” 

Cultural familiarity comes into play again when Granell refers to the light of cocuyos. A 

cocuyo is a bioluminescent insect that can be found in tropical forest areas from Mexico to as far 

south as Brazil and the Caribbean.163 The English reader might be familiar with the term firefly or 

lightning bug to refer to a flying insect that flashes light from its abdomen. The cocuyo, on the 

other hand, is actually a fairly large beetle that emits a constant glow of light from two “headlights” 

closer to its head, as well as from underneath. In English, these beetles are referred to as “flying 

candles,” “fire beetles,” and “peeny wallys.” In his History of the West Indies (1516), Peter Martyr 

writes of the cocuyo beetles’ brightness that “the Islanders … go with their good will by night with 

2 Cucuji [cocuyo] tyed to the great toes of their feete: for the travailer goeth better by direction of 

the light of the Cucuji, then if he brought so many candles with him,” and Oviedo writes in 1535 

that “the Indians in fun stained their hands and faces with a paste made from those ‘cocuyos’ to 

scare others not familiar with the ruse.”164 In Isla, the cocuyos have a similar illuminating purpose 

in relation to the body of a female figure that forms part of Granell’s island myth: “Ella se balancea 

en la hamaca que forman las garzas y el río recibiendo en sus pechos la luz de los cocuyos” [She 

sways in the hammock formed by the herons and the river, receiving into her breasts the glowing 

light of the cocuyo fire beetles].165 In my translation, I have maintained the word cocuyo in order 

                                                 

163 Charles Leonard Hogue, Latin American Insects and Entomology, 259. 

164 Cited in Hogue, Latin American Insects, 259. Original spelling maintained. 

165 Granell, Isla, 57. 
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to place the story in the tropical region of the Caribbean, but I added an inobtrusive description to 

let the reader know that it is not a flashing firefly but rather a glowing beetle.  

When the explication of words or references that the reader might find unfamiliar within 

the translated text was not possible, I attempted to produce a moment in the translation that 

recreated the textual atmosphere of Isla. This was most often the case when dealing with 

geographical locations and proper names that were in another language other than Spanish or 

English. I left those words as they had appeared in the original in my translation, such as when 

Granell refers to Easter Island by its native name, Rapa-Nui. At other times, I included footnotes 

to give the English reader clarifying information. I found footnotes to be an acceptable way to 

include explanatory information since it was a resource that Granell took advantage of when he 

wrote Isla. In one case, a footnote occupies three quarters of a page to clarify the reference to the 

“old Hispanic precedent.” (See Figure 6.1.)  

Granell frequently reproduces the titles of foreign language works in their original 

language, especially French titles, such as Breton’s L’Amour fou [Mad Love] and Césaire’s Cahier 

de retour [Journal of a Homecoming]. In this way, the English reader experiences the foreignness 

of those titles in the same way as the reader of the original Spanish. In the following example, 

Granell translates a quote from a work in French by Benjamin Péret and incorporates the French 

title of the work into the sentence:  

Selva en la cual “la vida ama y mata, acaricia apasionadamente con mano asesina lo que 

adora,” como en toda selva ocurre, según nos lo advierte Péret en “La nature dévore le 

progrès et le dépasse.”166 

 

                                                 

166 Granell, Isla, 24. 
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[The fores, where “life loves and kills, passionately caresses everything that—with a 

murdering hand—it adores,” for in every forest it so happens, as Péret warns us in “La 

nature dévore le progrès et le dépasse.”] 

 

The Spanish reader encounters the French title and might infer meaning from certain words due to 

their similar spelling, such as nature, dévore, and progrès. In my translation, I decided to leave the 

title in French so as to reproduce the textual atmosphere in order for the English reader to 

experience the foreignness of the French and extract meaning from the passage in the same way 

as the Spanish reader. 

Figure 6.1. Page 19, from the chapter “Prestigio de las 

Islas.” 
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Before delving into the specific challenges and choices related to the poetic language of 

the marvelous and the mythical, I will highlight general stylistic challenges presented by the text, 

specifically in regard to syntax, lexicon, semantics, and punctuation. 

Granell’s style fluctuates between incomplete sentences made up of short fragments and 

verbose, serpentine sentences in which subjects, objects, and modifiers often become jumbled. 

When possible, I tried to maintain Granell’s style with few or no alterations. However, there were 

instances in which I had to rearrange subject and verb placement in one or more sentences so that 

the English would read more easily and not cause unintended confusion. One such example occurs 

in the first paragraph of the first chapter when Granell, the narrator, sets the beginning of Isla’s 

story on a boat in 1941. The paragraph consists of only two sentences in which the predicate of 

each sentence precedes its subject and verb. In addition, Granell alters the syntax further by placing 

the verb before the subject. Thus, the first sentence, which reads in Spanish, “En el mismo barco 

que transportó a Breton de Europa a América en 1941, iban André Masson, Wifredo Lam, Víctor 

Serge, Pierre Mabille,” would read in English as “On the same ship that transported Breton from 

Europe to America in 1941 were going André Masson, Wifredo Lam, Victor Serge, Pierre 

Mabille.” The subject-verb inversion attributes a poetic quality to the text in Spanish, yet it creates 

an awkward order in English that would sound jarring to the English reader. To read more fluidly, 

I rearranged the subjects, but only slightly, so as not to alter the flow of the paragraph:  

En el mismo barco que transportó a Breton de Europa a América en 1941, iban André 

Masson, Wifredo Lam, Víctor Serge, Pierre Mabille; en fin, alemanes, austriacos, checos, 

españoles, franceses, belgas, cubanos.  Del barco y de la isla a que arribó, de lo que quedaba 

en la estela del navío y de lo que se inauguraba ante su proa—“los gemelos sobre la costa 
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norte de la isla cubren al instante la distancia que separa la percepción común del sueño de 

los poetas” (Breton)—, trata este libro.167 

 

[The same ship that transported Breton from Europe to America, in 1941, also carried 

André Masson, Wifredo Lam, Victor Serge, Pierre Mabille; in short, Germans, Austrians, 

Czechs, Spaniards, French, Belgians, Cubans. The story of that ship and the island where 

it docked, the story of what was left behind in the ship’s wake and what was being unveiled 

before its bow—“binoculars fixed on the north coast of the island leap instantaneously 

across the distance separating common perception from poets’ dream” (Breton)—is this 

book.] 

 

In this paragraph, it was clear that the image of the ship and its role in bringing the characters to 

the Caribbean had to remain at the beginning of the sentence. Granell’s syntactical alterations serve 

two functions: first, to create the false impression that the ship is the subject; second, to establish 

the paragraph’s rhythmic flow that rocks the text forward and backward akin to the rocking motion 

of boat. Furthermore, the iteration of “trata este libro” is prolonged until the end not only as part 

of the syntactical reversal, but also to create a parallel structure between the book’s short 

introduction and the first paragraph of the first chapter, a combined effect that resembles the 

beginning of a myth story and builds intrigue for what is to come, "this book,” by keeping the 

revelation of “this book” until the very end. 

At other times, I had to rearrange the syntax and punctuation of multiple sentences in an 

entire paragraph. For example, in “Prestigio de las Islas” [The Islands’ Charm], there is a paragraph 

in which Granell, the narrator, lists a variety of historical figures who have some connection to 

Easter Island, including Commodore Byron and Captain Cook. The first consideration involved 

the noun for “island” [isla], which appears only once at the beginning of the paragraph, and how 

to render the different Spanish adjectives for “island” [isleñas, insulana, ínsula] into English. The 

                                                 

167 Granell, Isla, 13. 
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second consideration was how to recreate the recurring syntactical structure in which the relative 

pronoun la que [the one that] comes directly after a semicolon and is followed by a verb in the 

third-person past-preterit tense: “la que buscó … la que visitó …” [the one that (he) looked for … 

the one that (he) visited …]. In Spanish, this repetition creates a nice rhythm that produces the 

effect of a back-and-forth rocking motion of a ship on water. In the English translation, I was able 

to recreate the syntactical structure by splitting the second sentence into two and substituting the 

passive voice for many of the verbs: 

El estimulante de las islas. Su potencia evocadora volverá a actuar durante siglo y medio 

en torno a la de Pascua, descubierta por el holandés Roggeven, a la cual llegó después el 

español González Haedo; la que buscó, sin hallarla, el comodoro Byron, abuelo del poeta; 

la que visitó el Capitán Cook durante uno de sus viajes alrededor del mundo (fantásticos 

viajes que dejan los mares cubiertos de inéditas constelaciones isleñas); la que obsesionó 

apasionadamente a franceses, belgas, españoles, ingleses, rusos, norte e hispanoamer-

icanos; la que animó incluso a Pierre Loti a pintar en ella a la acuarela. Tierra insulana ésta 

de Rapa-Nui, que el capitán chileno Toro—de cabeza de toro es la forma de la ínsula—

incorporó a Chile en 1888.168 

 

[The stimulating force of the islands. Their rousing potency will take effect, time and again, 

for a century and a half concerning that of Easter Island, discovered by the Dutchman 

Roggeveen. Later came the Spaniard González Haedo to that island; the island sought out 

by Commodore Byron, the grandfather of the poet, without success; the island visited by 

Captain Cook during one of his journeys around the world (fantastic voyages that left the 

seas riddled with uncharted island constellations); the island that passionately obsessed 

Frenchmen, Belgians, Spaniards, Englishmen, Russians, North and South Americans; the 

island that even inspired Pierre Loti to paint its landscapes in watercolor.  This island region 

of Rapa-Nui that the Chilean captain Toro—irony shaped the island into a bull’s head—

incorporated into Chile in 1888.]    

 

“That island,” “this island,” and “the island” replace the instances of the Spanish relative pronouns, 

and I was able to maintain a similar rhythm to the Spanish in spite of the redundancy of “island” 

in English. For readability and clarity, I split the second sentence into two at Roggeveen’s name 
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and rearranged the syntax in the newly created sentence by placing “to that island” [a la cual] at 

the end, right before the first semicolon. Additionally, the use of the passive voice in the first half 

of the paragraph accomplishes two goals: it allows for a similar verb-name order, “visitó el Capitan 

Cook” [visited by Captain Cook], and it reproduces the rhythmic flow of the Spanish text.  

During the translation process, my goal was to maintain Granell’s voice and recreate the 

linguistic complexities of Isla in English. As previously noted, language in Isla possesses a dual 

function: as simple language to present facts and information and as poetic language to endow the 

text with a quality of sound and the marvelous. While the former function falls within the standard 

conventions of prose, the latter encompasses a creative use of language that is typically associated 

with poetry. As such, any English translation of Isla must take into consideration its poetic 

qualities.  

 

RECREATING REPETITION AND MUSICALITY 

Granell relies heavily on the repetition of words and images. In a literary text, repetition is 

a very important stylistic feature, and the musical dimensions of words contribute greatly to the 

overall effect of a work. The descriptor musicality is typically employed when discussing poetry 

rather than prose. Nonetheless, because of Granell’s musical training, his writing in Isla becomes 

poetic by listening closely to the sound quality of words. Such is the case when Granell combines 

the staccato rhythm of certain words with bursting occlusive /b/ sounds in the line “colibrí libre y 

verde en las voces” to suggest the rapid fluttering of a hummingbird.  

He also studied poetry extensively and was editor of the literary journal La Poesía 

Sorprendida [Surprised Poetry] during his time in the Dominican Republic. Given his musical and 
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poetic sensibilities, it is no wonder that Granell transferred his poetic thinking to the creation of 

his prose. 

One of the notable characteristics of Granell’s prose in Isla is his cunning use of language 

to create meaning not only through his choice of words and their denotations but also though the 

sound qualities of those words. For example, in the chapter “Senos de Fuego” [Breasts of Fire], 

the reader encounters the following line about Granell’s “mujer volante” [flying woman]: “O 

figura la isla o la isla es su figura” [Either the island figures or the island is her figure].169 The 

succinctness of the sentence contrasts with its meaning and underlying complexity. Textually, the 

sentence consists of the same words that repeat within two mirroring clauses. Nonetheless, the 

meaning of the words expands when they are repeated as different parts of speech (figura—first 

as verb and then noun; la isla—first as object and then subject) to present the woman and the island 

as one in the other.170 Moreover, the interplay of the sounds produced by the repeating words 

mimics the textual moments that surround the sentence; the combination of sibilant and fricative 

sounds echoes the wind and flying birds mentioned right before the sentence and the flowing water 

that immediately follows, and we experience a marvelous amalgamation, and interpenetration, of 

woman and island. Granell’s use of sound to create meaning in Isla, especially during moments 

imbued with the marvelous, places primacy on the spoken rather than the written word and, in a 

sense, points language back toward a primitive or mythical past—“an ancient myth, nearly 

                                                 

169 Granell, Isla, 56. 

170 In surrealist parlance, “one in the other” is referred to as l’un dans l’autre. This was a widely popular surrealist game in the 

1950s and thereafter. As the phrase suggests, the game consisted of juxtaposing objects and ideas to find one object inside 

another via hidden correspondences. Mary Ann Caws draws a direct connection between Baudelaire’s theory of correspondences 

and l’un dans l’autre. See Mary Ann Caws, Surrealism and the Literary Imagination: A Study of Breton and Bachelard, The 

Hague and Paris: Mouton & Co., Publishers, 1966.   
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forgotten.”171 Moreover, it opens up the text to emotional resonances that are typical of poetic 

expressions. Georges Bataille refers to such a poetic function of words as “bestowing sight:”  

It is necessary to give words the power to open eyes. Then the word becomes imbued with 

possibilities that are independent of the meaning of the terms, a rhythm which can be 

raucous or pleasant at will, and a voluptuousness of sounds, due to their recurrence and 

their surge. And this rhythm of words—which can even be musical—awakens the 

sensibility and carries us directly to intensity. Reciprocally, emotion leads us to use words 

(which no longer serve the ends of knowledge but of sight, and which respond not to reason 

but to the senses) as if they were no longer intelligible signs but cries, which one could 

modulate at length and in diverse ways.172 

 

Granell’s use of rhythm and sound qualities within Bataille’s context of “bestowing sight” suggests 

that the musical quality of words in Isla serves not only to endow those words with emotion but 

also to awaken the reader’s sensibilities so that the text becomes experiential and performative. In 

this way, Granell has produced a text whose comprehension moves beyond knowledge and reason: 

the reader must experience the text emotionally, through the senses.  

Passages in Isla where words take on this poetic function present special linguistic 

considerations for the translator. Such considerations include: (1) tone and melody (i.e., rhythm, 

rhyme, and the sound quality of a word or of a combination of words); (2) syllabification (the 

combination of short and long syllables); (3) forms of repetition; (4) hyperbaton (i.e., syntactical 

alterations); and various other poetic devices. These poetic devices often occur simultaneously and 

produce a musical quality within the text, as with the following example from which the book 

receives its title: 

La mujer está lejos o cerca, no lo sabemos. Solo sabemos, sí, que está en su isla, isla 

purificada, isla volante. Isla que es ahora el único y primer reducto de la tierra vacío de 

                                                 

171 Ibid., 11. 

172 Georges Bataille, “From the Stone Age to Jacques Prévert” in Absence of Myth, 137. Originally published in the journal Critique, 

3–4, 1946. 
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mal, del cual huyeron todos. La que fue isla carcelera se trocó en isla cofre mítico de la 

mujer niña: del bien—del sumo bien, suma de bienes, libertad.173 

 

[Woman is far or near, we do not know. All we do know is that she is on her island, purified 

island, flying island. Island that is now the only and first redoubt on the earth devoid of 

evil, the island from which all fled. What was once an island incarceration turned into the 

island mythical coffer of the woman child: of good—the highest good, the sum of all that 

is good, liberty.] 

 

Not only does the passage incorporate the poetic devices listed above, it also contains repetitions 

of images from previous chapters that become associated with woman. This passage also 

resembles an exquisite corpse experiment textually and creates correspondences between objects 

akin to l’un dans l’autre. 

Additionally, Granell uses punctuation in a way that regulates the flow of lines and 

paragraphs. Such is the case when Breton steps onto the damp (húmeda) land and the narration 

pauses to reflect on the humidity: “Breton pisó la tierra húmeda—húmeda bajo el sol ardiente—

de la Martinica.”174 Or when Granell explains how Columbus “discovered” America “without 

using reason,” and the narration pauses and repeats that idea in amazement: “no le aprovechó 

razón—¡No le aprovechó razón!—ni matemáticas.”175 The use of punctuation in these examples 

regulates not only the flow of the literal words but also the flow of ideas (the rate at which he 

delays and advances images and ideas), the way in which a composer uses musical annotation to 

guide a musician. I lent special attention to passages in which the sound sequences regulate not 

only the flow of the literal word but also the flow (prolongation or forward movement) of ideas.  

                                                 

173 Granell, Isla, 60. 

174 Ibid., 23. 

175 Ibid., 28. 
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Of the literary devices that Granell employs in Isla, I would argue that the distinct variation 

of his repetitions is one of the strongest stylistic features of his writing. Interestingly enough, his 

repetitions happen on the level of words, images, sounds, and even geographical situations. The 

combination of these repetitions on the multiplicity of stylistic features contributes to creating an 

invigorating poetic atmosphere. It also makes his stylistic language challenging to reproduce in 

English. This confirms what Myers and Wukasch underscore about repetition being “the basis of 

any form of variation in the poem,” which “affects predictability, unity, coherence, emphasis and 

surprise.” 176 These repetitions begin to build the unity and coherence of Isla, because repetition 

occurs at all structural levels, including sounds, words at the sentence level, phrases at the 

paragraph level, and of images, ideas, and segments of text across chapters. 

Repetition in Isla is important on both the thematic and linguistic levels. I will illustrate 

specific moments of repetition in the text and reconstruct my translation process. In the following 

section, I will identify and discuss the specific types of repetition and what they accomplish 

rhetorically and structurally within the overall text of Isla. 

 

FORMS OF REPETITION 

Anaphora is the first form of repetition that appears in Isla and is integral to imbuing the 

text with oral and prophetic qualities. Anaphora is the repetition of a word or phrase at the 

beginning of lines, clauses, or sentences and frequently appears in oratory, sermons, and prophetic 

                                                 

176 Jack Myers and Don C. Wukasch, Dictionary of Poetic Terms, Denton: University of North Texas Press, 2003, 303. 
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poetry.177 The repetition of anaphora is particularly visible in the work’s brief introduction, which 

consists of only three sentences. Each sentence begins on a new line, which gives the appearance 

of being a poem: 

ESTE es el libro de una isla. 

Este es el libro de una isla, situada en medio de la ruta que une un antiguo mito, 

casi esfumado, y la aparición de un mito nuevo que ya se hace sentir. 

Este libro es el libro anticipador del nuevo mito.178 

 

The anaphoric repetition of the phrase este es el libro de una isla [this is the book about an island] 

in the first two lines serves multiple purposes. First, by returning to the same phrase, the line delays 

key information and, in turn, creates suspense and sets a tone of mystery around some unknown 

island. Also, the repeated phrase brings the reader back to a fixed point of origin, which, in 

combination with the contrasting lengths of the sentences, creates a back-and-forth rhythm 

suggestive of the ebb and flow of an ocean wave or the rocking of a boat in water. 

The English translation should attempt to recreate the oral quality of the lines, as well as 

the rhythmic rocking. Immediately, the first sentence begins with an unknown referent, “this.” 

What exactly does este [this] refer to when the line opens? A natural tendency would be to place 

the word “book” [libro] earlier on for clarification, rendering the line as “this book is about an 

island.” This attempt to “clean” up the sentence maintains the meaning, but it flattens the feeling. 

Thus, the first two sentences in English should also start with the possessive pronoun “this” [este]. 

The repetition in this case communicates to the reader the effect of the sound created by the 

repetition of the words: 

                                                 

177 Ibid., 17. 

178 Granell, Isla, 11. 
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ESTE es el libro de una isla. 

Este es el libro de una isla, situada en medio de la ruta que une un antiguo mito, 

casi esfumado, y la aparición de un mito nuevo que ya se hace sentir. 

 

[THIS is the book about an island.  

This is the book about an island, located in the middle of the route that links an 

ancient myth, nearly forgotten, and the emergence of a new myth that has already begun to 

take shape.] 

  

As with the Spanish, the order of the words in the English translation lead the reader to naturally 

stress the words this, book, and an island. Now, the first and second lines read together recreates 

the rocking rhythm of the Spanish:  

 

THIS is the BOOK about AN ISLand. THIS is the BOOK about AN ISLand.  

 
 

The translation maintains the syntactical structure and the repeated phrase and the prosody of the 

original line. As with the Spanish lines, the stress and intonation of the words in the translated 

sentence produce a pattern of rising and falling, suggesting points of wave crests and troughs. 

These effects carry the line smoothly into the subsequent clauses in the second line and then blends 

into the third, and final, line. 

The final line requires equally careful consideration, since it produces an echo of the 

repeated phrase from the first two lines. The line begins as the previous two, yet a new word, libro, 

appears after este (“Este es el libro” > “Este libro es el libro”): 

ESTE es el libro de una isla. 

Este es el libro de una isla, situada en medio de la ruta que une un antiguo mito, 

casi esfumado, y la aparición de un mito nuevo que ya se hace sentir. 

Este libro es el libro anticipador del nuevo mito. 

 

In the third line, Granell’s alteration of the repeated phrase has two important purposes. First, it 

speeds up the forward movement of the narration by increasing the syllable count, which quickens 
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the tempo of the line. Additionally, the second repetition of “el libro” in the last line brings the 

reader back to the realization that all of these repetitions actually happen within the overall 

structure of Isla, the book. Thus, the third line of the passage begins to show that there is another 

mito [myth] in the future, and it is the second repetition of libro that will carry the reader into the 

future.  

Variations in repetition, as in the third line I just highlighted, often leave the reader with a 

sense of something familiar, yet different, and are common in stories of myths and legends. In 

English, the translation should produce the same effect, as much as possible. However, the 

placement of adjectives in English presented a challenge when translating the third line in the 

passage above. In Spanish, descriptive adjectives typically follow the nouns that they modify, thus 

the adjective “anticipador” follows the noun “libro.” In English, the placement is reversed, which 

not only alters the noun-adjective sequence of the original Spanish, but  also disrupts the repetition: 

Este libro es el libro anticipador del nuevo mito. 

 

[This book is the anticipatory book of that new myth.] 

 

In the English line, the adjective distances the two instances of book, and the echo of the repeated 

phrase from the first two lines is weakened. It is possible to maintain a stronger echo using 

alternative forms of “anticipate” or synonyms for anticipatory, such as the following: 

    that anticipates that new myth.  

This book is the book   that antedates that new myth.      

    that foretells that new myth. 

    as antecedent to that new myth. 

 

On a surface level, the above options might seem valid; the phrase at the beginning of the line 

remains intact, and the full sentences express the general idea of the book before the myth. 
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Nonetheless, they all inadvertently change the underlying functions of the book and the myth. For 

example, the first three alternatives include verbs in the latter part of the line, erroneously 

suggesting that the book takes on agency: the book actively anticipates or foretells; whereas in the 

original, there is no action; the book merely exists.  

Additionally, no forms or meanings of the Spanish preposition de are present in the above 

options. The absence of de, in any of its meanings, erases an important linguistic component from 

the last sentence that Granell uses to create ambiguity. As such, the placement of the adjective in 

the middle of the sentence is not as crucial as retaining the semantic effect of de at the end or este 

libro at the beginning.  

The placement of libro after este also has linguistic implications. First, it shifts the 

grammatical function of este from possessive pronoun (este – “this,” taking the place of an 

aforementioned noun) to possessive adjective (este libro – “this book”). This shift adds semantic 

ambiguity to the word este that prompts numerous questions, such as: What book does the pronoun 

este refer to in the first two lines? Is it the same book as este libro in the last line? Since este in the 

last line clearly modifies libro, is it possible that “el libro de una isla” is a metaphor in the first or 

second lines? Does the preposition de take on new meaning with each possibility (e.g., book about 

an island, book from an island, book [written] by an island, book of [belonging to] an island)? 

Granell’s introduction may be short, yet its meaning goes well beyond its length. Moreover, the 

ambiguity present in the introduction remains throughout the text and is left unresolved. In fact, 

Granell has infused multiple layers of meaning throughout Isla that provide textual support for 

each possibility. 
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The impact of the phrase este libro intensifies the poetic flow of the lines and the ambiguity 

of the moment as it reappears throughout the text. For example, the phrase este libro appears for 

the second time as the last two words of the first paragraph in the first chapter, which is the only 

paragraph on the page. The book’s pagination presents the introduction on one page immediately 

followed by the page that consists of only the first paragraph of the first chapter. Visually, the 

position of the phrase este libro on both pages places it in almost the exact spot each time. The 

reader’s awareness is heightened because of this visual layout of each paragraph on their respective 

pages. This instance of verbal and visual repetition suggests that the placement of words on the 

physical page is just as important as their placement within the sentence. 

   Figure 6.2. Page 11, the introductory 

page to Isla. 

Figure 6.3. Page 13, from the first chapter, 

“Crisol Mágico.” 
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Isla is a visual text as much as it is a written text. The repetition of este libro at the end of 

the paragraphs creates a parallel textual, visual, and aural structure, which contributes to the 

mythical atmosphere textually. Moreover, a variation of the opening phrase is repeated later on, 

“este libro tenía que ser el libro de una isla” [this book had to be the book about an island],179 

adding another layer of meaning to este libro.  

Additionally, there is another form of repetition present in this paragraph that warrants 

further discussion—polysyndeton. This is a device used for rhythm and balance that repeats 

conjunctions to create a sense of “measured thought and solemnity.”180 This is accompanied by a 

related rhetorical device, asyndeton: the absence of conjunctions between words or phrases in a 

series. Instead, the phrases or words are separated by commas, which can produce a sense of 

“speed, economy, brevity, and force.”181 When Granell begins his story about Breton’s journey 

from Europe to the Caribbean, he does so in two distinct sentences: the first using asyndeton for 

concise language to present simple facts, and the second employing polysyndeton for lyrical 

language to embellish the journey.  

In the first sentence, Granell list the names of the people on the ship followed by a list of 

their nationalities: 

En el mismo barco que transportó a Breton de Europa a América en 1941, iban André 

Masson, Wifredo Lam, Víctor Serge, Pierre Mabille; en fin, alemanes, austriacos, checos, 

españoles, franceses, belgas, cubanos.182 

 

                                                 

179 Granell, Isla, 20. 

180 Myers, Dictionary, 285. 

181 Myers, Dictionary, 29. 

182 Granell, Isla, 12. 
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[The same ship that transported Breton from Europe to America, in 1941, also carried 

André Masson, Wifredo Lam, Victor Serge, Pierre Mabille; in short, Germans, Austrians, 

Czechs, Spaniards, French, Belgians, Cubans.] 

 

Here, the language is simple and without elaboration. This is part of the first voice of mere 

information and facts, and the absence of conjunctions speeds the pace of the sentence so that the 

reader moves quickly to the next sentence about the journey.   

In the second sentence, Granell emphasizes the boat and the journey. He also slows down 

the pace of the sentence through repetition of the conjunction y, as well as the preposition de and 

the articles that follow it: 

Del barco y de la isla a que arribó, de lo que quedaba en la estela del navío y de lo que se 

inauguraba ante su proa –“los gemelos sobre la costa norte de la isla cubren al instante la 

distancia que separa la percepción común del sueño de los poetas” (Breton) —, trata este 

libro. 

 

[Of the ship and of the island at which it arrived, of that which remained in the ship’s wake 

and of that which was opening up before its bow—“binoculars fixed on the north coast of 

the island leap instantaneously across the distance separating common perception from 

poets’ dream” (Breton)—deals this book.]183 

 

The voice of the Spanish text is more lyrical. The repetition creates a rocking rhythm within and 

between the first two clauses: “del … y de la, de lo … y de lo.” This not only gives his prose a 

poetic tone, but it also adds an experiential quality to the words: it allows the reader to experience 

the words; as the ship moves, so does the sentence.  

In English, the translation should maintain the two distinct tones of the passage and recreate 

the rocking movement of the boat in the second sentence. I previously discussed rearranging the 

syntax of the first sentence, so I will now focus on the second sentence that deals with the use of 

                                                 

183 This English translation recreates the repetition of the parts of speech being discussed, along with verbal moments. It is for 

demonstration purposes only.  
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repetition. The immediate inclination is to translate de as “of” or “from,” yet it becomes clear that 

de relates to the last phrase of the sentence, trata este libro [deals this book], which would be 

written as este libro trata [this book deals] in standard Spanish syntax. As such, de should be 

rendered as either “with” or “about,” depending on the translation of the final phrase: “this book 

deals with” or “this book is about”: 

With the ship and with the island on which it docked, with that which remained in the 

ship’s wake and with that which was opening up in front of its bow—“binoculars184 fixed 

on the north coast of the island leap instantaneously across the distance separating common 

perception from poets’ dream” (Breton)—deals this book.    

 

About the ship and about the island on which it docked, about that which remained in the 

ship’s wake and about that which was opening up in front of its bow—“binoculars fixed 

on the north coast of the island leap instantaneously across the distance separating common 

perception from poets’ dream” (Breton)—is this book. 

    

In both cases, merely reproducing the instances of repetition does not work. In fact, it counteracts 

the intended lyricism; the flow of the sentence is stilted, and the meaning is confusing. This brings 

to mind Gregory Rabassa’s contention that “translation is an approach and not an equivalency and 

that a word-for-word technique can often render the translation pallid and ineffective.”185 

The above examples illustrate how Granell incorporates multiple rhetorical devices into a 

single passage, and between passages, to produce the inherent lyrical quality of language that 

works toward his myth. The English translation should produce the same effect as the Spanish. To 

do so, there are three points to address. First, the subject of the sentence in the Spanish, este libro 

[this book], is not revealed until the end of the passage; therefore, the English must also maintain 

                                                 

184 I address the choice to render the word “gemelos” from the quote in Spanish as “binoculars” in my discussion about translating 

quotations in the section on translating violent clashes of textual juxtapositions.  

185 Gregory Rabassa, “No Two Snowflakes are Alike: Translation as Metaphor,” in The Craft of Translation, Eds. John Biguenet 

and Rainer Schulte, University of Chicago Press, 1989, pp. 1–12, 11. 
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the final position of that phrase. If I were to place “this book is” at the initial position in the 

sentence, it would add clarity to the beginning of the passage, but then I would have erased the 

ambiguity that is present in the Spanish. This is one of those instances of “imaginative delay” that 

Granell uses to build up his myth. The end position of “this book” affects the next two points.  

The sentence should maintain its distinct lyrical tone. In part, this results from repetition 

of de, which would not be properly represented by “with” and “about,” as previously noted. 

Considering the meaning of “this book deals with,” the reader infers that it deals with “the story” 

about the ship and what comes before and after. As such, starting the sentence with the phrase “the 

story of” solves the concern about confusion without revealing the ending phrase, “this book.” 

Moreover, “the story of” can be repeated after the comma to recreate a moment of repetition 

without sounding forced. This also contributes to the third point.  

The choice of words and their arrangement should produce a similar rocking rhythm. In 

the Spanish, the constructions “a que” and “de lo que” contribute to the sentence’s rhythm because 

of their syllable count and alternating sequence of vowels and consonants. This is not the case with 

their common English equivalents, “to/at which” and “of that which,” respectively. The sounds 

fall flat, and the flow becomes stilted, especially when followed by the third-person subject 

pronoun it: “which it.” In the first case, “where” is a common alternative to “to/at which,” and it 

flows smoothly: “where it.” The flow is improved even more if I render “arribó” in English as 

“docked” rather than “arrived.” Similarly, I can substitute “of that which” with the more simple 

“what.” Other choices, such as “left behind” rather than “remained” and “being unveiled before” 

rather than “opening up in front of,” work collectively to produce a rocking rhythm. After 

considering these three factors, I have produced the following translation: 
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The story of that ship and the island where it docked, the story of what was left behind in 

the ship’s wake and what was being unveiled before its bow—“binoculars fixed on the 

north coast of the island leap instantaneously across the distance separating common 

perception from poets’ dream” (Breton)—is this book. 

 

Here, I have begun the line with the phrase “the story of” and then repeated it after the comma. 

This facilitates the reading of the passage by allowing the reader to follow the internal logic. It 

also maintains a moment of repetition from the original, albeit in a new way. The word “story” 

doesn’t appear in the Spanish text, but I am again reminded of Rabassa’s words when he states 

that “a translation can never equal the original; it can approach it, and its quality can only be judged 

as to [its] accuracy by how close it gets.”186 I am satisfied that the English translation successfully 

gets close to the Spanish. 

Another of Granell’s stylistic characteristics is to frequently place the repetitions at the end 

of sentences, referred to as epistrophe.187 His intention is to use the repetition to create a melodious 

effect, emphasize images, and reenergize the poetic progression of thoughts. Granell often employs 

epistrophe using colors. This is particularly evident with the color black. Within Granell’s island 

myth, black becomes associated with renewal: what was trapped within darkness is born into the 

light. In Isla, the epistrophic repetition of the adjective for black in Spanish, negro, is often in the 

feminine form, negra, because it modifies nouns that are grammatically feminine in gender: isla 

[island], selva [forest], and reina [queen]. Take for example the following two instances that 

emphasize a feminine blackness. The first appears in the chapter “Pechos Flotantes” [Floating 

Breasts], and the second appears two chapters later in “Siglo de Islas” [Century of Islands]:       

                                                 

186 Rabassa, “No Two Snowflakes,” 1. 

187 Myers, Dictionary, 125. 
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Del lujo encendido que atesoran los fondos submarinos emerge el Pez Mujer, reina negra 

de las honduras negras, ataviado con la suntuosa vestimenta ya dicha.188 

 

[From burning lusts that have accumulated on the ocean’s floor emerges the Fish Woman, 

black queen of the black depths, donning the sumptuous attire already described.] 

 

 

Pez Mujer, Serpiente, Colibrí: Eva Negra en la selva de la isla negra.189 

 

[Fish Woman, Serpent, Hummingbird: Black Eve in the forest of the black island.] 

 

In both of the above passages, Granell ascribes positive, regenerative powers to the color black, as 

a way to subvert the typical portrayal of Eve as “white” European in Christian religious imagery. 

New associations open up each time Granell juxtaposes the word negra with unexpected words 

and images. 

When Granell places adjectives at the end of the sentences and repeats them, he is able to 

emphasize meaning and create melody simultaneously. However, if one were to repeat that same 

practice of putting an adjective at the end of the sentence in English, then obviously it would not 

work. The order of the words “Eva Negra” and “isla negra” cannot be maintained as “Eve Black” 

and “island black”; it obscures the meaning of the words immediately. Moreover, the inherent 

sound qualities of the words in Spanish cannot be recreated. The syllabic length is reduced, and 

the assonance created by the repetition of the e/a vowel sounds in Spanish is weakened. With that 

in mind, I managed to maintain the repetition of the images and recreate the meaning in my English 

translation. 

                                                 

188 Granell, Isla, 37. 

189 Ibid., 48. 
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In Isla, there are passages in which the reader experiences a sense of looming uncertainty 

or impending doom through the poetic voice of the text. Granell achieves this effect in passages in 

which he produces a moment of epizeuxis repetition by repeating a word with vehemence or 

emphasis.190 This first occurs in “Prestigio de las Islas” [The Islands’ Charm] with the repetition 

of a compound word, “por todas partes” [everywhere], as Granell begins to establish the metaphor 

of surrealism as an island that is already surrounded by destructive, flooding water everywhere: 

Eso es la isla: volcán disparador de lámparas calientes hacia el más allá de los horizontes. 

Por eso es isla el surrealismo, rodeado por todas partes—por todas partes—del agua de un 

mundo que hace agua por infinitos agujeros imposible de restañar. En medio del dramático 

hundimiento de la vida conocida, el surrealismo es la sola isla salvadora capaz de mantener 

a flote a quienes tengan fe y coraje para acercarse a ella.191 

 

[That is the island: a volcano shutter for hot lights to reach beyond their horizons. 

Therefore, island is surrealism, surrounded on all sides—on all sides—by the water from a 

world full of infinite holes impossible to plug. Amidst the dramatic sinking of known life, 

surrealism is the sole life-saving island capable of keeping afloat those who have faith and 

courage to draw near to her.] 

 

The repetition of por todas partes, rendered here as “on all sides,” not only emphasizes the vastness 

of the water but it also portrays a sense of urgency: it is too late; the world is already surrounded 

by the catastrophe. Since salvation from the flood can only be found on an island, and surrealism 

is that saving island, then salvation will only come via the ideal of total liberation espoused by the 

surrealist movement. 

Another example of epizeuxis occurs in the opening paragraph of the chapter “Carga 

Magnética” [Magnetic Charge] when the word húmeda [humid] is repeated consecutively. The 

                                                 

190 Myers, Dictionary, 126. 

191 Granell, Isla, 20. 
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narration’s tone progresses from a slight discomfort to desperation and then is followed by 

impending doom when André Breton and André Masson are in a forest scene on the island of 

Martinique: 

CUANDO André Breton pisó la tierra húmeda—húmeda bajo el sol ardiente—de la 

Martinica, sintió el vértigo que produce la sensación de una catástrofe. En medio de la 

tupida vegetación tropical, al borde del abismo colmado de lianas y plantas gigantescas, de 

variada forma, habiendo dejado caer al precipicio una piedra tras otra, dice a André 

Masson: “Se siente más deseo de arrojarse de este puente que del de la calle de Roma. No 

vuelvo sin tristeza al camino. Una sombre nuestra se habrá desprendido aquí, y habrá sido 

una levísima, fugitiva premonición de muerte, pero mientras tano la muerta ha pasado: 

atención, el suelo está mojado, resbaloso; las hojas, barnizadas.” El suelo todo de toda la 

tierra estaba resbaloso entonces, cuando una leve sombra de la muerte pasó fugitiva por 

entre las plantas chorreantes de sudor tropical de la selva martiniquesa.192 

 

[When André Breton stepped out into the humid Martinique—humid beneath the burning 

sun—a sensation of vertigo overcame him, producing the strong impression of a 

catastrophe. In the thick of the dense tropical vegetation, on the brink of a cliff 

overwhelmed by a vast array of lianas and other gigantic plants, having dropped into the 

abyss below one stone after another, he says to André Masson: “one feels more like 

jumping off this bridge than the one on the rue de Rome. It’s not easy for me to return to 

the road. Our shadow has come free here, it was like a faint, fleeting premonition of death; 

but still death passed on by: be careful, the ground is slippery wet, and the leaves are 

glossy.”193 The entire ground in the entire area was slippery right then, when a faint shadow 

of death passed quickly between the soaked plants dripping with tropical sweat from the 

Martinican forest.]   

 

The sense of discomfort begins with the vehement repetition of húmeda in two of its meanings: 

damp and humid. In the first instance, la tierra húmeda, the reader has a sense that it means “the 

damp ground” since Breton has “stepped” on it. Granell repeats the word and associates it with the 

sun above, thus expanding the semantic landscape of the word húmeda. The successive repetition 

of húmeda intensifies the saturation of the environment; the damp ground under the scorching sun 

                                                 

192 Granell, Isla, 23–24. 

193 Breton, Martinique, 50–51. 
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has produced a steamy and physically uncomfortable situation that is often associated with the 

tropics. 

This passage, as well as the preceding passage from “Prestigio de las Islas,” also illustrates 

one of Granell’s uses of punctuation to evoke an emotional experience in the reader. The dashes 

disrupt the flow of the reading by isolating the information between them. This disruptive use of 

punctuation visually interrupts the previous thought and forces an audible pause between words—

unlike words, the dash is not spoken, it has no sound. In this way, the punctuation discomforts the 

reader’s multiple senses and creates dissonance between the text outside of the dashes and the text 

inside of the dashes. The overall composition produces an absence of equilibrium in the passage 

as the reader moves in and out of textual fragments isolated by dashes, colons, and quotation 

marks. This apparent loss of textual equilibrium mirrors the vertigo that André Breton experiences 

in the story. 

 

TRANSLATING VIOLENT CLASHES OF TEXTUAL JUXTAPOSITIONS 

In the past decades, the concept of “violence” and the act of translation has attracted the 

attention of several translators and critics. In particular, the following translators have written 

extensively about how they have approached the concept of violence and what the challenges are 

for a translator: Said Shiyab, Michael Stuart Lynch, Elizabeth Miller, R. Parthasarathy, and 

Margaret Sayers Peden. 

In comparing Granell’s Isla cofre mítico and Breton’s Martinique charmeuse de serpents, 

I will show the specific passages where violence occurs in Martinique and how Granell 

appropriates and reinterprets those moments within the Spanish-Caribbean context in Isla. In 
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addition, given Isla’s unique relationship to Martinique, I will explore how to translate the violent 

juxtapositions in the intertextual landscape and how Granell exaggerated the violent exchange 

through his mistranslations and decontextualization of the French. I will also discuss the process I 

used in my attempt to reproduce, through the act of translation, these unusual violent juxtapositions 

from Spanish to English. 

In their comparative analysis of multiple translations of The Arabian Nights, Said Shyiab 

and Michael Lynch contend that violence is inherent in the translation process. For them, 

translation from one language to another is a violent transformation that, to the detriment of one 

of the languages, requires compromises. They suggest two options from which a translator must 

choose: “a literal translation that captures more of the features of the language of the original but 

necessarily sounds strange to the reader of the translation, or he can substitute idiomatic and 

grammatical norms of the second language.”194 This polar opposition is often debated in terms of 

fidelity—to the text, to the author’s style, to content, to form, and so on, which inevitably leads to 

the ambiguous faithful/unfaithful paradigm: either a translator’s choice is faithful to the original 

or it is not. Translators become trapped between these two poles as they continue to defend their 

attempts to remain faithful to overall meaning, faithful to word-to-word equivalencies, and even 

faithful to form, all of which provide their own justification for “sacrifices.” With an international 

movement like surrealism, whose goal was to remove the constraints of the intellectual mind, 

verbally and visually unleash the imagination, and allow poetry to be created by all, does a 

                                                 

194 Said Shiyab and Michael Stuart Lynch, “Borgesian Rewriting: Burton’s Arabian Nights,” Translation Review, no. 73 (2007): 

28. 
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translator have to consider the traditional lines of thinking within the “faithful/unfaithful” 

argument?  

R. Parthasarathy, a contemporary translator of Indian literature, contends that the idea of 

fidelity to an original text is an illusion simply because languages are arbitrary. As such, “a 

successful translation recreates, not reproduces, as many aspects or elements of the original as 

possible without doing violence to its sense of wholeness.”195 Parthasarathy redirects the argument 

of fidelity toward that of recreating a work’s wholeness.  

Elizabeth Miller warns of three common approaches that enact violence against the 

wholeness of a text: when translators attempt to “dominate the text, take it over, make it their own 

linguistically and stylistically,” when translators seek to “appropriate the text for its message, 

attaching no importance to the way the message is delivered in the original,” and in cases where 

translators “only wish to explicate the message and assume that the way to do that is to deliver a 

close literal reading.”196 The concept of wholeness shared by these two contemporary translators 

recalls Benjamin’s notion of intention.197 

The translation violence that I wish to examine in moving Granell’s work from Spanish to 

English will focus on recreating the work’s wholeness. The wholeness of Isla must also take into 

consideration its surrealist characteristics, such as obscure metaphors, automatic writing, word 

games, oneiric imagery, and, of course, violence. As Breton writes in his second manifesto, 

                                                 

195 R. Parthasarathy, “Translating India: Enabling Tamil and Sanskrit Poems to Be Heard in English,” Translation Review, no. 66 

(2003): 58–68, 60. 

196 Elizabeth Miller, “Applying Theory to the Practice of Literary Translation: Contemporary Latin American Authors,” Translation 

Review, no. 69 (2005): 43–47, 43. 

197 I discuss Benjamin’s intention at length in the introduction. 
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“surrealism was not afraid to make for itself a tenet of total revolt, complete insubordination, of 

sabotage according to rule, and why it still expects nothing save from violence.”198 Undoubtedly, 

the violent agenda of surrealism is an integral part of Isla’s wholeness on all levels. With that in 

mind, I contend that my translation of Isla into English should consider forms of acceptable 

violence. But what might constitute acceptable violence? 

In thinking about violence and translation, I am reminded of an essay by Margaret Sayers 

Peden in which she proposes a specific method of structural violence as a way of maintaining a 

poem’s architectural wholeness.199 Her method is based on the argument that, “one must do 

violence before one can make beauty; one must destroy before one can create.”200 Peden 

encourages translators to “destroy—de-struct” the architectural whole of a poem before they can 

begin to “re-construct” it. The de-struction she advocates serves to expose the poem’s underlying 

structural frame, without which the poem would collapse.201 In this way, a translator can isolate 

the inalterable material, a concept similar to Popovič’s “invariant core,”202 that requires the 

translator’s utmost care. Though Peden contextualizes her structural frame within the translation 

of form poetry, and more specifically the sonnet, I argue that it can be used on a prose text like 

Isla, especially regarding lyrical or prosodic passages where form and meaning are equally 

important.  

                                                 

198 Breton, Manifestoes, 125. 

199 Margaret Sayers Peden, “Building a Translation, the Reconstruction Business: Poem 145 of Sor Juana Ines de la Cruz,” in The 

Craft of Translation, eds. John Biguenet and Rainer Schulte (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1989), 13–27. 

200 Ibid., 13. Peden attributes this line to El Sueco in Eduardo Pavolvsky’s play La mueca. In Spanish the line reads: “hay que 

violentar para embellecer; hay que destruir para crear.” 

201 Ibid., 14. 

202 Cited in Bassnett, 33. 
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In the following pages, I would like to demonstrate how far Granell’s writing could also 

be an example of how violent structures come to live in his writing and move the text closer to an 

effective myth.      

Martinique charmeuse de serpents by André Breton and Isla cofre mítico by Eugenio 

Fernández Granell are two surrealist texts linked together by violent juxtapositions on multiple 

levels: textually, historically, and personally through their authors’ similar persecution during 

World War II, which led to their chance encounter in the Dominican Republic. Perhaps it was the 

similarity of the authors’ war experiences that solidified a friendship between the two after their 

first meeting. So how did a Frenchman and a Spaniard find themselves on the same Caribbean 

island? 

In 1941, André Breton escaped the violence of Europe’s Second World War only to 

experience violence on the French-Caribbean island of Martinique. He was immediately detained 

for five days as soon as he stepped off of the boat that brought him to the island. When he was able 

to move freely about the island, he visited local markets, explored the island’s nature, and met a 

group of native intellectuals involved in artistic and literary endeavors on the island. Breton 

documented his observations and experiences in his book Martinique. 

Eugenio Fernández Granell, a Galician-Spanish artist and writer, was also forced to seek 

exile in the Americas because of the Spanish Civil War (1936–1939). In February of 1940, Granell 

was able to secure passage out of France on a ship headed to Chile. During this journey he would 

meet his future wife, and as fate would have it, the two found themselves establishing their life 

together in the Dominican Republic after the ship was notified that Chile would not be able to 
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accept its approximately 700 European occupants.203 In spite of initial hardships, Granell was able 

to find employment with a newspaper in Santo Domingo, La Nación, where he published his 1941 

interview with Breton. In 1946, the two met again upon Breton’s return trip to Europe, but this 

time Breton stayed in the city of Santo Domingo for a longer period, which resulted in a long-

lasting friendship between the two. Granell wrote Isla motivated by Breton’s Martinique and in 

honor of their friendship. 

Because of Isla’s textual relationship to Martinique, both texts share the same moments of 

violence and fear caused by the Second World War, as well as residual effects of violence and fear 

from European colonialism in the Caribbean. At times, this violence is, first of all, projected by 

the narrator and then expanded by the perception and actions of the authors. For example, in 

Martinique Breton discusses “the misery of a colonized people, the shameless exploitation by a 

fistful of parasites who defy the very laws of the land that they themselves wrote, and are 

undisturbed at dishonoring it,”204 and Granell reproduces those textual moments in Isla, either by 

paraphrasing the details of those moments or by directly quoting passages. Even though the 

foundation is the violence of the political and historical reality, it is frequently expressed through 

the means of metaphoric language and dreamlike scenarios, especially when they are dealing with 

the authors’ personal war experiences. There are instances where Breton reads about the violent 

history of Martinique in historical archives and records and then reproduces them from his own 

recollections in his writings.  In many of those cases, the violence is softened. An example of this 

                                                 

203 Cañete Quesada, El exilio español, 174–175. Cañete Quesada cites a “shortage of resources” as the Chilean government’s 

official reason for not admitting the exiles despite Granell’s testimony that the ship, after being “pursued by a German submarine, 

changed course for the Dominican Republic.” 

204 Breton, Martinique, 92. 
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softening takes place when Breton gives his third-person account regarding the sugar industry on 

the island. 

While talking to local Martinicans, Breton learns of a man by the name of Aubéry, who 

exerts a powerful economic and political grip over the island. Reading through historical archives, 

Breton learns how Aubéry became the “Master of the island’s largest rum distillery.”205 Breton 

tells the reader that island’s “master” is “commonly seen as the supreme expression of the 

anachronistic feudal system still operating in Martinique,” and that because of his and his family’s 

conniving dealings and violence toward the native Martinicans, the “Negroes who in 1941 earn a 

meager salary of seven francs are still enslaved and continue to cut and bind the sugarcane, with 

no hopes, against a background of an abundantly flourishing natural world.”206 There is no 

description of the violence that occurred on the sugar plantations during the period of slavery or 

violence against the currently “enslaved” people that forces them to work in the modern-day sugar 

fields without hope. In this fashion, Breton only records what he finds in the archives, thereby 

producing passive historical statements of the recollections. I will refer to such textual moments 

in which Breton recounts Martinique’s historical events in Martinique as passive violence—

passive in the sense of being narrated in the text rather than created by the text.  

In Isla, Granell transforms those passive recollections into a dramatic juxtaposition, and 

therefore activates a new tension. Moreover, textual moments of passive violence will evolve into 

scenes of active violence in Isla, active in that characters in Granell’s story commit acts of 

                                                 

205 Breton, Martinique, 77. 

206 Ibid., 78. 
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violence, and violent acts befall the characters. Paradoxically, the same moments of historical 

violence that unite the two texts will also set them apart.  

One such example of Breton’s passive violence in Martinique occurs in the prose poem 

“The Black Queen’s Buttons,” when Breton alludes to a slave revolt that took place in Martinique 

in 1848. In the poem there are no violent actions, nor are there any historical details about the 

violent situation—only suggestions of violence: the violence enacted by Europeans during the 

African slave trade and the violence against the European colonizers when the slaves revolted. All 

of this violence is contained within the last sentence of the poem: 

At the arching quay’s far end, the fish market spreads its feast—ethereal gleam of 

radio tubes, of treasure chests, a whole gamut of paradise fish like glowing jewels, 

sulfurous yellow to ecclesiastical scarlet, including the boldest stripes, the cleverest 

speckling, the craziest glances. What lends this poor porthole in the heavens a 

disturbing nature is that it’s the place where a few precious glimmers of riches and 

fire from the deep sea are brought to perish. In the shadows under this infinitely 

reflecting display, empty red and rose engorged conch shells pile up, just like those 

that sounded the so-very-bloody black revolt of 1848.207 

 

In the poem, commonly found fish in a market lead Breton to associate them with violence. The 

colorful fish resemble “glowing jewels,” with their yellow and ecclesiastical scarlet, 

subconsciously suggesting gold and other “glimmers of riches.” This marvelous quality of the fish 

is juxtaposed with the image of the market as a “poor porthole in the heavens” where those riches 

are “brought to perish.” The atmosphere of the poem recreates the atmosphere of Martinique: the 

financial greed of European powers, the institutionalization of the African slave trade, and the 

violence that characterized the colonization of the Caribbean. However, these associations only 

become apparent when the reader arrives at the last line of the poem, which ends with a reference 

                                                 

207 Breton, Martinique, 56. 
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to the bloody slave rebellion that occurred in Martinique in 1848. There is no other connection to 

the 1848 rebellion in the poem, not even a more precise date: May 20, 1848. On that day, a slave 

revolt broke out around the entire island. Thousands participated, plantations were set on fire, and 

there were 58 deaths.208 The poem’s omission of details forces the reader to look up any details if 

he or she wishes to know more about the actions that led up to the revolt or the atrocities that made 

it “so-very-bloody.” 

Granell translates Breton’s poem “The Black Queen’s Buttons” from the original French 

into Spanish and reproduces his translation of the entire poem in the chapter “Pechos Flotantes” 

[Floating Breasts]. Granell’s translation and publication of Breton’s poem in Isla is a significant 

literary moment because it provides the Spanish-speaking world with the first full publication of 

Breton’s poem. 

Granell reintroduces the line “black revolt of 1948” from Breton’s poem into a later chapter 

in Isla. The repetition of that line interconnects the two works, and the poetic energy of the line is 

conducted, or passed, to the words in Granell’s text. Through the process of conduction, the images 

and ideas present in Breton’s poem pass between the two texts via the link established by the line 

“black revolt of 1948.” In this sense, the words of the line highlight Breton’s concept of conducting 

wires (fils conducteurs) in that they serve as a channel for creative energy to pass from one text to 

another. 

                                                 

208 For studies dealing with slavery and rebellion in Martinique, see Lorelle Semley, To Be Free and French, Cambridge: 

Cambridge University Press, 2017; Ulrike Schmieder, “Histories under Construction: Slavery, Emancipation, and Post-

Emancipation in the French Caribbean,” Review (Fernand Braudel Center), 31.2 (2008), pp. 217–242; David Geggus, “Slave 

Rebellion during the Age of Revolution,” in Curacao in the Age of Revolutions, 1795–1800, edited by Wim Klooster and Gert 

Oostindie, pp. 23–56. 
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The creative energy of Breton’s poem is channeled to Granell’s text in the opening line of 

“Siglo de Islas” [Century of Islands]: “Revuelta negra de 1848. Un siglo justo hasta su recordación 

en este libro isleño.” Granell then repeats the transferal of the visual and verbal energy of Breton’s 

poem to a line of poetry by Aimé Césaire:  

Revuelta negra de 1848. Un siglo justo hasta su recordación en este libro isleño.  
 

    Breton: 

          Rosas rojas y rosas, las conchas de lambís vacías en las cuales sonó la sangrienta 

revuelta negra de 1848. 
 

    Césaire: 

          Dulce como el perfume de una tela roja sobre la ruidosa respiración de una piel 

negra.209 

 

 

[Black revolt of 1848. Exactly one century to its recollection in this island book. 
  
    Breton:  

          Empty red and rose engorged conch shells pile up, just like those that sounded the 

so-very-bloody black revolt of 1848. 
 

    Césaire: 

           Sweet as the fragrance from a red cloth against the loud breathing of a black      

skin.] 

 

Using the phrase “black revolt of 1848” as a conducting wire, Granell continues Breton’s 

associative thinking of red and black, but the colors acquire new associations as they pass through 

the images in Césaire’s lines. The negative associations created by the red and black of Breton’s 

poem become positive: the black of Breton’s revolt becomes sensualized when juxtaposed with 

the word dulce [sweet], followed by the images of a perfumed tela roja [red cloth] and ruidosa 

respiración [loud breathing]. 

                                                 

209 Granell, Isla, 47. 
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In the above passage in Isla, Granell inverts the progression of the images that appear in 

Breton’s prose poem: in Isla, the image starts with a bloody massacre and then moves toward more 

beautiful, non-violent associations of red and black. In this way, the passage foreshadows the 

future moment in Isla, two chapters later in “Senos de Fuego” [Breasts of Fire], in which a black 

queen will rise up from a river of blood and gold: 

Una fila de cabezas humanas, cercenadas. Decapitaciones de rubí y de plata como las 

pintadas por Valdés Leal …. las aguas del río de oro lamen los espesos borbotones de la 

sangre que mana intermitente de los cuellos hirvientes que el machete duplicó. 

Con el oro y la sangre, el río insular se metamorfosea en río de fuego. Ella se 

sumergió desnuda en el agua encendida y aumentó el incendio.210 

 

[A row of heads, severed. Decapitations of ruby and silver like those painted by Valdés 

Leal …. waters from the river of gold will lap up the thick spurts of the blood that gushes 

intermittently from the seething necks that the machete split in two. 

With the gold and the blood, the insular river is transformed into a river of fire. She 

submerged naked into the flaming water and the fire rose up.] 

 

As the chapter progresses, the quantity of quoted words and lines increases. In turn, the objects 

that become associated with the colors red and black multiply, and the range of associations 

expands with the emergence of additional colors. For example, the red and rose colors of the conch 

shells lead to actual roses, and the black skin of the black revolt leads to a Black Eve (Eva Negra):  

Pez Mujer, Serpiente, Colibrí: Eva Negra en la selva de la isla negra. El colibrí verde nuncio 

de la aparición de la Reina Negra, en cuya garganta rutila el “claro crepúsculo de las rosas 

del Senegal” (Breton) y cuya “mano completamente amarilla toca las verjas del palacio” 

(Breton).211 

 

[Fish Woman, Serpent, Hummingbird: Black Eve in the forest of the black island. The 

green hummingbird, harbinger of the Black Queen’s appearance, on whose rutilant throat 

glows the “twinkle in the dusk of Senegal roses” (Breton) and whose “completely yellow 

hand plays along the bars of the palace gate” (Breton).] 

                                                 

210 Granell, Isla, 56. 

211 Ibid., 48. 
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Red becomes associated with black, which then brings in the color yellow when the line describes 

the mano amarilla [yellow hand] of the Reina Negra [Black Queen]. Granell will repeat the colors 

red, black, yellow, and green in juxtaposition with new images, expanding the words’ semantic 

landscape.  

In the above passage, Granell transfers the energy of words from another of Breton’s poems 

in Martinique to compose the text that will bring parts of the Reina Negra [Black Queen] into 

existence. This is a textual act of destruction and creation simultaneously. Breton’s words are 

extracted from their textual environment and lose their original meaning. Those words take on new 

meaning and new life in Isla while, at the same time, giving life to a new being, the Black Queen, 

whose appearance forms part of the myth story in Isla. Additionally, as Granell’s associative 

thinking passes through additional quoted material beyond Martinique (such as lines from Ramón 

de Valle-Inclán’s poem “Vile Garrotte” and lines from Guillaume Apollinaire’s poem “The 

Windows”), the transition gains momentum. This method of composition gives the passage a 

textual and visual aspect that resembles the surrealists’ game of “Exquisite Corpse” in which one 

player writes a phrase, folds the paper so that the next player cannot read the line, who then writes 

a phrase, and then repeats the steps. Once finished, the paper is unfolded and read, leading to 

juxtaposed words that have the potential of creating startling images and meaning.  

Simulating the exquisite corpse “method,” Granell continuously extracts lines and images 

from various texts that expand his ability to create new associations with the colors red, black, 

green, and yellow. Thereby, the landscape of these colors intensifies the overall effect of the work. 

Moreover, the increase of associations attributed to the colors augments the presence of textual 

and interpretive violence. 
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Unlike Breton’s poem, however, Granell begins his chapter with a reference to violence, 

and the images he presents will vacillate between violent and non-violent associations, which he 

uses to build the reader’s anticipation as the narration moves closer and closer to active violence. 

Such is the case with the following passage in which the hummingbird’s yellow color leads to 

images of defeat, then to the Inquisition, and finally death: 

El pájaro símbolo de la libertad nimbado por el color de la esperanza. El rojo de todas las 

revueltas anuncia siempre el verde. El amarillo, al contrario, es color de vencimiento, de 

sumisión, superchería del negro (“Un paño enluta el banquillo—como el paño es catalán—

se está volviendo amarillo.” Valle-Inclán), color con que los inquisidores estigmatizaban a 

sus víctimas, color de la traición, de lo cadavérico y mortecino, como Apollinaire lo 

proclama: 

 

Del rojo al verde todo el amarillo muere 

Cuando cantan los loros en las selvas natales212 

 

[The bird, symbol of freedom nimbused by the color of hope. The red of every revolt 

always heralds the green. Yellow, in contrast, is the color of defeat, of submission, black’s 

fraud (“The rag a black stain on the sentencing chair—but since the rag is Catalan—it’s a 

stain of yellowish tan.” Valle-Inclán),213 the color with which the inquisitors stigmatized 

their victims, the color of betrayal, of death and dying, as Apollinaire proclaims: 

 

From red to green all the yellow dies 

When the parrots sing in their native forests] 

 

Additional quoted lines from a poem by Guillaume Apollinaire appear and explicitly associate 

yellow with death: “all the yellow dies.” Previously, yellow was associated with the hand of the 

Black Queen. Now yellow begins a dialogue between yellow and black by linking the color yellow 

                                                 

212 From Guillaume Apollinaire’s poem “Les fenêtres” (The Windows). The line in French reads: “Du rouge au vert tout le jaune 

se meurt / Quand chantent les aras dans les forêt natales.” 

213 From the poem “Garrote Vil” (Vile Garrotte) by the Spanish poet and dramaturg Valle-Inclán.  “Garrote vil” is a sentence of 

death by garrote, an apparatus used for strangulation.  The lines before and after Granell’s extract read: “Canta en la plaza el 

martillo, / el verdugo gana el pan, / un paño enluta el banquillo. / Como el paño es catalán, / se está volviendo amarillo / al son 

que canta el martillo. / ¡Tan! ¡Tan! ¡Tan!” (Translation mine) 
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back to the idea of death that was initiated in Breton’s poem. Granell continues to include quoted 

material from other sources to create similar associative thinking between colors that would 

otherwise be unrelated. In this way, Granell appropriates the colors mentioned in Breton’s prose 

poem and attributes new meaning to them. Furthermore, the colors will continue to be repeated, 

but within slightly new contexts—sometimes historically factual and other times purely fictional.  

The continual blending of colors within new and old contexts seem to interact in a process 

of amalgamation and transformation that draws the reader closer to the emergence of a mythical 

creature. In part, the blending is possible because the color associations are fluid: yellow is 

intermittently associated with a fish, sulfur, gold, the Black Queen’s hand, and even death; in 

similar fashion, red appears as blood in scenarios of both death and life, red is a rose and a conch 

shell, red is a black revolt and a red Indian revolt; green comes with the moonlight, the floating 

woman, and the green island. A confusion of objects and colors intensifies until all of the colors 

and objects seem to coalesce into a puzzling hybrid being:  

¿Pez Mujer o Serpiente? ¿Serpiente o Colibrí? El enigma parece dar la Mujer Serpiente 

Emplumada, girando sobre sí misma como misteriosa isla humana.214 

 

[Fish Woman or Serpent? Serpent or Hummingbird? The enigma seems to give us the 

Plumed Serpent Woman, spinning around herself like a mysterious human island.] 

 

At this point in the story, the enigma only “seems” to give rise to a creature that is part woman, 

fish, bird, and snake because the real transformation has yet to happen. The blood and gold that 

make their way into the river over the course of a “century of islands” must undergo an alchemical 

                                                 

214 Granell, Isla, 48. 
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change, a transfiguration, that can only come about through “baptism” by fire. Paradoxically, that 

precise moment is delayed by the prolonged repetition of colors within new contexts. 

I previously discussed how Granell isolates Breton’s allusion to the revolt of 1848 and 

amplifies the inherent violence of that moment in his chapter “Siglo de Islas” through violent 

textual juxtapositions. Moreover, the violent moment of the “so-very-bloody black revolt of 1848” 

encapsulated in the last line of Breton’s prose poem continues to evolve across multiple chapters 

in Isla. For example, in “Breasts of Fire” [Senos de Fuego], which occurs two chapters later, all of 

the colors and associations that came out of Breton’s “black revolt of 1848” culminate in a violent 

massacre that is textually fictional, but will seem all too familiar to scholars and experts in the 

history and literature of the Dominican Republic: 

Entre las palmeras y los cocoteros, al lado de aquí—ya que al otro lado se ven enjambres 

de negros de colores subidos a los árboles—, una fila de cabezas humanas, cercenadas. 

Decapitaciones de rubí y de plata como las pintadas por Valdés Leal. Los soldados los 

decapitaron por cuatreros. El general ordenó el respeto de la propiedad privada de todos 

los caballos. Los negros sin cabeza no son cuatreros. El general fue un pequeño lagarto 

color tierra mojada al que cortaron la cola dos ramas al chocar. Si descarga una densa 

tormenta metálica las aguas del río de oro lamen los espesos borbotones de la sangre que 

mana intermitente de los cuellos hirvientes que el machete duplicó.215 

 

[Between the royal palms and the coconut palms, on this side over here—seeing as on the 

other side swarms of colorfully dressed blacks can be seen up in the trees—a row of human 

heads, severed. Decapitations of ruby and silver like those painted by Valdés Leal. The 

soldiers decapitated them for horse thieves. The general ordered respect for private 

property of all horses. A black without a head does not a horse thief make. The general was 

a small lizard the color of tannish mud216 whose tail was cut off by two branches hitting 

against each other. If a heavy storm of metal is discharged, the waters from the river of 

gold will lap up the thick spurts of the blood that gushes intermittently from the seething 

necks that the machete split in two.] 

 

                                                 

215 Granell, Isla, 56. 

216 Spanish original: “tierra mojada” [damp earth]. “Tierra mojada” is descriptive, yet not an actual color designation. It could be a 

cipher for the official last names of the dictator General Trujillo (Rafael Leónidas Trujillo Molina).   
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In Granell’s passage, echoes of Breton’s poem—the glowing jewels, sulfurous yellow, 

ecclesiastical scarlet, boldest stripes, cleverest speckling—show up in the colorful clothing of the 

victimized blacks hiding in the trees, in the ruby color of blood, and in the silver of the machetes. 

Breton’s observation of the piles of empty red and rose conch shells at the fish market in 

Martinique become translated into rows of bloody decapitated heads in Isla. 

In “Siglo de Islas,” Granell transports the reader from the 1848 rebellion in Martinique to 

the fictional scene in Isla that recalls the 1937 Haitian Massacre in the Dominican town of 

Dajabón, located along the Haitian-Dominican border. According to Fernando Infante, a 

Dominican historiographer, Rafael Trujillo (the totalitarian President of the Dominican Republic 

from 1930 to 1961) gave a speech on October 2, 1937, in which he denounced and threatened 

actions against the supposed looting and animal theft by Haitians lurking around the border. On 

the same night of Trujillo’s speech, the military commander in Dajabón gave orders to “eliminate” 

Haitian nationals located within that region. This led to a three-day-long intense and criminal 

persecution of Haitians along the northern border. 217 

Granell arrived in the Dominican Republic less than two years after the 1937 massacre and 

witnessed first-hand the effects of Trujillo’s racial violence. Granell arrived during a time in which 

the Dominican Republic welcomed many European immigrants in order to “whiten” the nation.218 

As part of Trujillo’s national campaign of physical and cultural “blanqueamiento” (whitening), 

many of those immigrants were sent to work in labor camps near the border between the 

                                                 

217 Fernando Infante, Trujillo: Aproximación al hombre y su tiempo, Santo Domingo: Editorial Letra Gráfica, 2002, 77. 

218 Cañete Quesada, El exilio español, 175. 
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Dominican Republic and Haiti in the late 1930s and into the 40s. Grouped among the 500 

passengers of the La Salle who were sent to the Libertador labor camp, Granell and his wife 

Amparo lived in a rustic hut without electricity or potable water.219 This experience places Granell 

in an atmosphere impregnated with fear and violence, offering a possible explanation for the 

intensified violent scenes in Isla. 

Breton interprets the island’s historical violence in two ways: by recounting information 

from history books and local records he reads during his stopover on the island and by highlighting 

the psychological consequences of violence as he contemplates Martinique’s unnatural state of 

colonialism. For example, in the chapter titled “Troubled Waters,” the violent past of European 

colonization in Martinique is suggested through the juxtaposition of the European foreigner and 

the Martinican native. When Breton’s ship first arrives in Martinique, the captain refers to the 

island as “Martinique, the shame of France,” suggesting a European superiority.220 Later on, this 

suggestion is made explicit when a policeman advises Breton to “especially avoid the colored 

element” because “they are big children” that might misinterpret anything Breton tells them.221 

The differences between the foreign French and native Martinican become even more apparent 

through Breton’s subsequent observations:    

In truth, he was a strange policeman, still French, if one believed his uniform, but one so 

imperfect it was easy to imagine him to be the German Gestapo. The square shoulders, the 

demeanor, the incisive speech, the innuendos observed with derisive laughter, one began 

to think how these gentlemen had been here only a short while—so short the natives 

laughed at their zeal.… 

                                                 

 219 Ibid. 

 220 Breton, Martinique, trans. Seaman, 67. 

 221 Ibid., 71. 
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Between that type of man and this land there is a structural incompatibility that emphasizes 

to the highest degree the sense of “foreign body.” The Vichy regime didn’t seem capable 

of enlisting helpers who would fit in. 

[. . .] 

The programs on “Radio-Martinique” wildly underestimated the intelligence, indeed, the 

plain good sense of their listeners….Similarly, the local newspapers, amazingly empty of 

real news, daily printed for their black readers mocking praises in baby talk, of the latest 

deeds of “good ol’ papa Pétain.” But the portrait of Marshal Pétain, which a ubiquitous 

poster of the “National Revolution” reproduced everywhere on the town walls, was 

regularly torn up.222 

 

The French officers remain distinctly foreign in both their demeanor and their appearance, 

rendering them incompatible with the island’s climate and people. This inability to strategically 

adapt to the island undermines the officers’ intelligence and superiority, while their disdain for the 

native Martinicans causes them to underestimate the Martinicans’ intelligence and tenacity. So 

why do the native Martinicans wait passively for their foreign oppressors to “calm down” from 

mosquitoes, liquor, and women if they have the upper hand?   

Soon after this, Breton tells the reader about Martinique’s agricultural development that 

has trapped the country anachronistically in a colonial state, and, although the island has 

transitioned from slave labor to paid labor, the physical and psychological violence of colonialism 

blurs that distinction: “negroes who in 1941 earn a meager salary of seven francs are still enslaved 

and continue to cut and bind the sugarcane, with no hopes, against a background of an abundantly 

flourishing natural world.”223 Granell transfers the foreign images of the French oppressors and 

the atmosphere of the hopeless native laborers into his story in Isla, but with a different outcome. 

                                                 

 222 Ibid., 71–72; 75–76. 

 223 Ibid., 78. 
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In Isla, the oppressor is represented by a fictional lizard general that orders the violent 

extermination of thirty thousand black people. The lizard general first appears in the scene with 

the decapitated heads. Soon after, we read a description of his uniform, which reminds us of the 

strikingly “foreign body” of the policeman in Martinique: 

El general lagarto mutilado con plumas blancas en ángulo sobre su cabeza. Vestido de 

almirante mayor que el tamaño natural, sólo que plano en la gran ampliación fotográfica 

iluminada bajo el cristal maculado por las moscas y enmarcado por pulida labor de 

ebanistería en caoba, no se inmuta por las decapitaciones…El lagarto vestido de almirante 

con su gran bicornio pintado de negro y hombreras con flecos iguales a minúsculos sillones 

rococó, está aplastado entre el vidrio con puntos de moscas y el cartón, inmutable en su 

féretro esperando el destino desde el año de mil novecientos treinta y ocho.224 

 

The mutilated lizard general with white feathers angled atop of his head. Dressed in 

admiral’s attire and bigger than actual size, aside from being flat in the great blown-up 

photograph illuminated beneath the glass pane maculated with fly spots and framed in 

exceptional mahogany woodwork, is not moved by the decapitations…The lizard dressed 

in admiral’s attire, with his grand black-colored bicorne and fringed epaulettes like tiny 

ornately carved Rococo armchairs, is squashed between the glass dotted with fly marks 

and the cardboard backing, unmoved in his coffin on a bier awaiting his fate since the year 

nineteen thirty-eight. 

 

Even though the lizard general is fictional, the photographic images of him in his ostentatious 

admiral’s attire resemble those of Rafael Trujillo, the dictator of the Dominican Republic from 

1930 until his death in 1961.   

Resonances of that massacre create a more violent scene in Granell’s reinterpretation of 

Breton’s poems within the Spanish-Caribbean context of Isla. So in Martinique, the images of red 

and rose conch shells only “recall” a bloody black revolt that took place in the island’s distant past, 

while in Isla, the violence becomes visceral when the lizard general orders the decapitation of 

black workers. The reader finds “una fila de cabezas humanas, cercenadas” [a row of severed 

                                                 

 224 Granell, Isla, 56–57. 
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heads] and blood that is gushing from those “cuellos hirvientes que el machete duplicó” [seething 

necks that the machete split in two].225 

Both texts point toward the hope of a liberating force that will emerge from the violence.  

While this hope is passive in Martinique, the liberating force in Isla emerges from active violence 

and blood. In Martinique, in the chapter titled “A Great Black Poet,” Breton’s hopes for change 

rely on Aimé Césaire, “a black man who, not only for blacks but for all humankind, expresses all 

the questions, all the anguish, all the hopes and all the ecstasy and who becomes more and more 

crucial as the supreme example of dignity.”226 Liberation on the island will be through verbal and 

intellectual change that must come out of the Martinican people. In Isla, the violence transitions 

from suggestion to action with a bloody massacre that takes on the semblance of a religious 

sacrifice which, consequently, initiates a transmogrification of blood, water, and gold into a 

mythical being that will cleanse the island of all oppression.  

Granell begins to distance Isla’s narrative from its roots in Martinique as his text advances 

closer to its own island myth. Nonetheless, the reader is reminded of the important relationship 

between the two texts by the final word in Isla: Breton. Thus, Isla is framed by Breton’s name at 

the end and at the beginning in the dedicatory. (See Figure 6.4.) By linking Isla’s existence to 

Breton and Martinique, Granell inevitably enacts textual violence through translation, from the 

very first chapter of Isla.  

  

                                                 

225 Granell, Isla, 56. 

226 Breton, Martinique, trans. Seaman, 88. 
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The act of translating a text is the closest possible reading of a text as the translator attempts 

to recreate the author’s thought process. In Isla, Granell presents the first Spanish translation of 

Breton’s prose poems found in Martinique, which suggests Granell’s ability to read and understand 

French. Granell also includes a dedicatory note suggesting his close friendship with Breton and 

his intimate knowledge of Breton’s work. In this way, Granell begins to establish his authority as 

author and translator.  

Because of the textual relationship that Granell created between his book and Breton’s 

Martinique, I wanted to create a parallel relationship between my English translation of Granell’s 

Figure 6.4. Dedicatory page of Isla.
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Isla and David W. Seaman’s English translation of Breton’s Martinique. As such, I decided that I 

would not re-translate Granell’s Spanish translations of Breton’s French passages. Rather, I would 

simply incorporate the quotations in English from Seaman’s translation of Martinique, thereby 

linking our two translated works together. I felt reassured in my decision upon reading an interview 

with Breon Mitchell and Uwe Timm about their collaboration while Mitchell translated Timm’s 

novel Morenga,227 a novel that also recalls historical moments of violence. 

Morenga is a fictional novel based on historical events that took place during a 1904–1907 

rebellion in the former German colony of South West Africa. In his German-language novel, Timm 

quotes passages from Morenga’s dairy in German, yet they seemed to Mitchell as though they 

were originally written in English. Here is how Mitchell describes his skepticism, discovery, and 

the outcome during the interview: 

There was a reference to [the diary] as having survived only in photographs in a book 

published in 1910. And I had no idea whether it had been totally invented by Uwe Timm 

or whether it was a real book. So at that point I said, “what is this? Is this real or have 

you made it up?” And Uwe brought out the book and said “here it is,” and skimmed 

through it to find the photos of the diary, with the German below it. And using the 

photographs of this real diary, I was able to transcribe the English precisely, so that the 

translation is a montage of the original English diary of Morenga. And in that sense, a very 

satisfying translation!228 

 

Rather than translate Timm’s German quotations back into English, Mitchell used the real diary 

as the primary source for Morenga’s diary quotations in the novel’s English translation. In their 

case, the quotations only crossed two languages—from English to German to English, whereas in 

Isla there are three languages involved—from French to Spanish to English.  

                                                 

227 Rainer Schulte, “Interview with Breon Mitchell and Uwe Timm: Collaboration between Translator and Author,” Translation 

Review, 66:1, 2003, 1–7. 

228 Ibid., 3. 
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By linking Isla’s existence to Breton and Martinique, Granell inevitably enacts an 

energizing violent textual distortion through the (mis)translation of quotations. The first such 

distortion occurs in the first chapter, “Crisol Mágico” [Magic Crucible]. When Granell relays 

Breton’s arrival on the island of Martinique, the reader encounters a translated quotation from 

Martinique that gives a confusing image of twins on the coast who cover distance in an instant: 

Los gemelos sobre la costa norte de la isla cubren al instante la distancia que separa 

la percepción común del sueño de los poetas (Breton).229 

 

[The twins on the island’s northern coast instantly cover the distance that separates 

common perception from the poets’ dream (Breton).]  

 

Immediate questions arise. First, who are these twins? They could possibly represent André Breton 

and André Masson figuratively, but that wouldn’t explain the preceding statement that reads: “de 

lo que se inauguraba ante su proa” (what was being unveiled before [the ship’s] bow). The setting 

in this passage places all of the characters on a boat, yet the quotation suggests that two people are 

now on the northern coast of an island. To make sense of this quotation, I compared Granell’s 

translation to the original passage in French, along with Rodolfo Alonso’s 2010 Spanish translation 

and Seaman’s 2008 English translation: 

Los gemelos sobre la costa norte de la isla cubren al instante la distancia que separa la 

percepción común del sueño de los poetas (Breton). (Granell)  

 

Les jumelles braquées sur cette côte nord de l’île comblent instantanément la distance qui 

sépare la perception commune du rêve des poètes. (Breton)230 

 

                                                 

229 Granell, Isla, 13. 

230 André Breton, Martinique Charmeuse de serpents (Paris: J.-J. Pauvert), 57. 
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Los binoculares dirigidos hacia esa costa norte de la isla colman instantáneamente la 

distancia que separa la percepción común del sueño de los poetas. (Alonso)231 

 

Binoculars fixed on the north coast of the island leap instantaneously across the distance 

separating common perception from poets’ dream. (Seaman)232 

 

To the translator, it might initially appear that Granell mistook the binoculars (les jumelles) that 

point at, aim toward, or are fixed on the north coast (braquée sur cette côte nord), for the alternative 

meaning of female twins (les jumelles). In the case of les jumelles, however, it would be a gender 

shift from female to male twins (los gemelos), creating translation violence through what Popovič 

classifies as a “negative shift.”233 Granell’s translation would have, therefore, been interpreted as 

a negative shift, whether purposeful or accidental. This negative shift would impose translation 

violence on the original French text. But there is another explanation. 

Oftentimes, Granell uses words in specific contexts that allow for multiple interpretations 

of those words. Such choices expand the semantic field of a word and serve two primary purposes. 

First, the immediate, more common denotation of the word leads the reader in a specific direction. 

One example occurs with the word contacto [contact]. Notice the following four examples and 

their progression: 

1) Breton, poeta vidente, da cuenta en este libro del primer contacto válido con las Antillas, 

cofre del nuevo mito. (P.15, “Crisol Mágico”) 

 

2) Tinieblas que, para dejar de serlo, esperan a que se produzca el contacto con la luz del 

espíritu liberado, del mito alboreado. (P.28, “Triángulo Isleño”) 

 

                                                 

231 André Breton, Martinica encantadora de serpientes, translated by Rodolfo Alonso, Buenos Aires: Editorial Argonauta, 2010, 

54. 

232 Breton, Martinique: Snake Charmer, 66. 

233 Anton Popovič, Dictionary for the Analysis of Literary Translation, Cited in Bassnett, 115. 
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3) El primer contacto antillano de Breton fue con la isla. Luego, con el colibrí, nuncio de 

poético mensaje. Después tomó Breton contacto con las galas del acontecimiento isleño. 

(P.35, “Pechos Flotantes”) 

 

4) Amarillo en el contacto de la mano real con las verjas suntuosas. (P.48, “Siglo de Islas”)   

 

In all of the above examples, “contact” appears in very different contexts, thereby expanding the 

semantic possibility of the word each time. 

The first appearance of the word suggests Breton’s contact with, “arrival on,” an island in 

the Antilles. The use of “contact” in this context gives the line a poetic feel. This is also the case 

when “contact” appears a second time, yet it simultaneously recalls a scientific and religious use 

of the word since darkness will need to come in contact with light in order to not be dark anymore. 

The word “contact” continues to appear in new contexts, especially regarding Breton, and each 

use of the word allows for a re-interpretation of its previous use. This leads to the second purpose 

for Granell’s word choices: to create moments of ambiguity.   

When a word has two valid interpretations within a single context, it creates a moment of 

ambiguity. Such is the case with Granell’s use of gemelos. The term is most commonly used to 

denote twins. However, it is also a synonym for binoculars, though it is not widely used in that 

sense of the word. The quote is followed by and introduction of André Breton and Andre Masson, 

along with the dual role of language in Martinique: simple language of facts and poetic language. 

Thus, the word gemelos conjures the idea of mirroring images: the two barrels of a pair of 

binoculars, the two Andrés, and the two uses of language. But this does not explain instances in 

which a word in Granell’s translated quotation neither creates ambiguity nor coincides with the 

corresponding word in the original.   
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It would be easy to attribute Granell’s translation distortion to his limited proficiency in 

French. In a letter to Breton, dated January 4, 1959 (eight years after the publication of Isla), 

Granell apologizes for writing in Spanish, rather than in French, giving the excuse that his wife is 

not there to help make his “monstrous” French intelligible, even on the most elementary level.234 

If that wais truly the case, then it would be reasonable to assume that Granell simply misread the 

French word les jumelles (binoculars/twins). But that explanation It would also explain a similar 

incident in which, by all appearances, Granell misread the French adjective jeune (young) in the 

following lines from Breton’s poem “Anciennement rue de la Liberté” (Formerly Known as 

Liberty Street):  

En cuya garganta rutila el “claro crepúsculo de las rosas del Senegal” 

Y cuya “mano completamente amarilla toca las verjas del palacio” (Granell)235 
 

Sa gorge du crépuscule clair des roses du Sénégal 

Sa main toute jeune joue le long des grilles du palais. (Breton)236 
 

Su cuello de crepúsculo claro de rosas de Senegal 

Su mano muy joven juega a lo largo de las rejas del palacio. (Alonso)237 
 

Her breasts of twilight in the dusk of Senegal roses 

Her hand so young plays along the bars of the palace gate. (Seaman)238 
 

In the side-by-side comparison of the original French lines and those of each translation, there is 

no doubt about Breton’s use of the French word jeune. Perhaps it was because of Granell’s 

“monstrous French” that he “mistranslated” jeune into Spanish as the adjective for yellow: 

                                                 

234 In Spanish: “hacer inteligible en el grado más elemental mi monstruoso francés.” Cited in María Lopo, “Juego de islas. La 

correspondencia de André Breton y Eugenio Granell,” Je(ux) et langages, 6 (2010), 57–68. 

235 Granell, Isla, 48. Emphasis added. 

236 Breton, Martinique charmeuse,117. Emphasis added. 

237 Breton, Martinica encantadora de serpientes, 102. Emphasis added. 

238 Breton, Martinique: Snake Charmer, 98. Emphasis added. 
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Pez Mujer, Serpiente, Colibrí: Eva Negra en la selva de la isla negra. El colibrí verde nuncio 

de la aparición de la Reina Negra, en cuya garganta rutila el “claro crepúsculo de las rosas 

del Senegal” (Breton) y cuya “mano completamente amarilla toca las verjas del palacio” 

(Breton).239 

 

[Woman Fish, Serpent, Hummingbird: Black Eve in the forest of the black island. The 

green hummingbird harbinger of the Black Queen’s appearance, on whose throat glitters 

the “bright twilight of Senegal roses” (Breton) and whose “completely yellow hand plays 

the bars of the palace gate” (Breton).] 

 

Coincidentally, or not, the yellow hand (mano completamente amarilla) maintains the association 

between yellow and death established throughout the chapter, causing translation uncertainty—

was Granell’s “mistranslation” an innocent error or was it on purpose? 

How does a translator approach the translation of translated quotations that are part of the 

text’s narration and that also create an important intertextual relationship between the text and 

other works? As the translator, should I continue to quote the English translation of Martinique, 

as I have previously done in order to create a parallel intertextual relationship between the English 

texts, thereby rendering the line as “whose ‘hand so young plays the bars of the palace gate’”? 

This would correct Granell’s translation violence on the original French line. On the other hand, 

this solution would place the quoted line outside of its context in Isla, thereby enacting a double 

violence in my English translation. Having access to the French original affords me the ability to 

compare both versions, but perhaps that is a mistake. Perhaps the best solution in this case would 

be to maintain Granell’s change and add a footnote for the English reader. Of course, in both 

scenarios I inevitably enact violence on Granell’s text. 

                                                 

239 Granell, Isla, 48. 
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Aside from Granell’s “mistranslation” of young (jeune) to yellow (jaune), there is 

additional violence in this passage. Granell commits violence by decontextualizing the quoted 

material. First, the quotations are fragments taken from the last two lines of the free-verse poem 

“Formerly Known as Liberty Street,” which appears at the end of Martinique. Second, Granell 

embeds them into a completely new and fictional context as part of his myth creation. Considering 

that Granell recontextualizes these lines within Isla to serve his own authorial agenda, the 

argument that his “mistranslation” of “young” was not accidental but, in fact, purposefully changed 

as part of his text’s broader treatment of fragments and transformation. Finding this to be the case 

frustrates the intertextual relationship that I initially intended between English translations.  

Further translation violence occurs with Granell’s lack or inconsistent use of citations in 

Isla. The absence of citations makes finding the source of the quotations he uses difficult. For 

example, the following statement refers to a “heart of the forest” and appears in the first chapter 

of Isla: 

En el corazón de la selva, ¡cómo amo esta frase! (Masson).240 

 

Masson’s name appears in parentheses, suggesting to the reader that Masson is the source of the 

line. Such formatting would typically be used to cite a work by Masson, yet the line is a quotation 

of dialogue from Breton’s Martinique. Upon making this discovery, I began to doubt the accuracy 

of this translation, just as I had with the previously mentioned instances of Granell’s translated 

quotations. 

                                                 

240 Granell, Isla, 14. 
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To assuage my doubt, I decided to compare Granell’s translation of that line to the French 

original and the other Spanish and English translations of Martinique as I had done before. I found 

close similarities between the original French and the translations: 

En el corazón de la selva, ¡cómo amo esta frase! (Granell)241 

 

Au cœur de la forêt, que j’aime cette expression! (Breton)242 

    

En el corazón de la selva, ¡cómo amo esa expresión! (Alonso)243 

 

In the heart of the forest, how I love that expression! (Seaman)244 

 

In this instance, Granell renders the French expression [expression] as frase [phrase] in his 

translation. His decision to use frase instead of the Spanish expresión does not diminish his 

translation nor alter the meaning. Seaman’s English translation follows the French quote more 

closely by using “expression,” and proves itself to be a reliable source for the English quotations. 

So did Granell purposefully alter his translation to end the quote on the shorter grave word frase 

rather than the longer acute expresión? While pondering the line above, I remembered Suzanne 

Jill Levine’s discussion on this topic in her book The Subversive Scribe.  

Levine describes a number of situations in which she was also faced with translating 

author-translated source “quotations.” In one instance, she recounts her experience translating 

Guillermo Cabrera Infante’s View of Dawn in the Tropics, highlighting in detail passages 

containing quotations from sources including Columbus and Hemingway. She highlights changes 

                                                 

241 Granell, Isla, 14. 

242 Breton, Martinique charmeuse, 28. 

243 Breton, Martinica encantadora, 33. 

244 Breton, Martinique: Snake Charmer, 49–50. 
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Cabrera Infante made when he translated a passage from Hemingway’s elegy to the Gulf Stream 

in The Green Hills of Africa. She states, however, that Cabrera Infante “quotes and paraphrases 

Hemingway, paying homage, but also subtly switching emphasis, marking a difference by using, 

or abusing, Hemingway’s words.”245 As such, she retranslates the quotes based on Cabrera 

Infante’s “subvision” explaining that “Cabrera Infante has taken from Hemingway’s version both 

what effective writing in Spanish permits, and what he interprets, from his view, as the more 

insightful version.”246 It occurred to me that Granell’s “mistranslations” might not be due to mere 

deficiencies in French. This realization forced me to revisit my goal of simply inserting the 

corresponding quotations in English from Seaman’s translation of Martinique, Mary Ann Caws’ 

translation of Mad Love, and Richard Howard’s translation of Nadja. As much as possible, I aimed 

to recreate the intertextual relationship of Granell’s and Breton’s original texts between my English 

translation of Isla and Seaman’s translation of Martinique. Additionally, I opted to cite the sources 

in footnotes so that the reader can easily locate them, which I also applied to direct quotations from 

other sources mentioned throughout the text. 

If there were direct quotations from sources outside of Breton’s oeuvre, then I searched for 

English translations of those sources in order to maintain the intertextual relationship. If those 

didn’t exist, then I considered the relationship of the original quotation to Granell’s text. In cases 

that appeared to contain “inaccuracies,” I returned to my two questions: did Granell misunderstand 

the text in question, or did he purposefully alter the text through translation? 

                                                 

245 Suzanne Jill Levine, The Subversive Scribe: Translating Latin American Fiction, Saint Paul, MN: Graywolf Press, 1991, 110. 

246 Ibid., 111. 
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In the section titled “Prestigio de las islas,” Granell translates a direct quotation from a 

journal article in Tropiques.   

En la reseña que en la revista Tropiques, de Aimé Césaire, se hace del paso por la Martinica 

de Breton y sus amigos, resalta la importancia del acontecimiento: “El encuentro de Breton 

y las Antillas tiene una significación singular … Breton no vio la Martinica como un turista, 

sino como un soñador que a la vuelta del camino descubre una región de su sueño.”247 

 

[In Aimé Césaire’s review, Tropiques, the summary of Breton and his friends’ travels 

around Martinique highlights the importance of the occasion: “Breton’s encounter with the 

Antilles is of particular importance … Breton did not experience Martinique as a tourist, 

but rather as a dreamer who discovers a region of his dream at every turn.”] 

 

Granell does not provide any direct citation for this quote, just that it is from a reseña [overview] 

in Aimé Césaire’s review Tropiques.248 I was only able to locate the second part of the quote in 

the original French, which I compared to Granell’s Spanish translation: 

Ce n’est pas en touriste qu’ André Breton a vu la Martinique, mais en rêveur qui rencontre 

au détour du chemin une región de son rêve. (Césaire) 

 

Breton no vio la Martinica como un turista, sino como un soñador que a la vuelta del 

camino descubre una región de su sueño. (Granell) 

 

The original quotation in French uses the verb rencontre [encounters] where Granell uses descubre 

[discovers]. As such, I had to wonder if this was an error in the translation or one of Granell’s 

purposeful alterations. 

Keeping in mind Granell’s use of quotations as “conducting wires,” I noticed that he is 

purposefully, yet subtly, connecting passages by using the word “discovers.” Through that lexical 

change, he connects his translated quotation to a previous quotation from Mad Love: “I regret 

                                                 

247 Granell, Isla, 20. 

248 Tropiques, number 3, July 1941. 
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having discovered so late these ultrasensitive parts of the earth.”249 This becomes even more 

apparent in the subsequent paragraph in Isla when Granell uses the noun descubrimiento 

[discovery]: 

Breton descubre las islas. El mismo recordará, en selvático diálogo con Masson, que 

Gauguin hizo idéntico descubrimiento … 

En L’Amour fou, Breton había disparado hacia adelante una nostálgica queja 

profética: “Lamento haber descubierto tan tarde estas zonas ultrasensibles de la tierra.” … 

[…] 

… “El encuentro de Breton y las Antillas tiene una significación singular … Breton 

no vio la Martinica como un turista, sino como un soñador que a la vuelta del camino 

descubre una región de su sueño.” 

No es tardío el descubrimiento que efectúa Breton de estas “zonas ultrasensibles 

de la tierra.” No lo es, porque no hay pronto ni tarde, sino sólo aquí y allá, siendo el tiempo 

una dimensión desconocida del espacio.250 

 

[Breton discovers the islands. It is he who will recall, during his sylvan dialog with 

Masson, that Gauguin had made an identical discovery … 

In L’Amour fou, Breton had proclaimed a nostalgic and prophetic lament: “I regret 

having discovered so late these ultrasensitive parts of the earth.” … 

[…] 

… “Breton’s encounter with the Antilles is of particular importance … Breton did 

not experience Martinique as a tourist, but rather as a dreamer who discovers a region of 

his dream at every turn.” 

It isn’t too late for Breton’s discovery of these “ultrasensitive parts of the earth.”] 

 

Over the course of three pages, Granell’s violent textual exchanges energize the semantic 

relationship between Breton and the words “discover” and “island.” From the original French 

quote in Mad Love, Breton’s “discovery” of the “ultrasensitive parts” of the island of Tenerife is 

transferred to his discovery of Martinique’s enchanting beauty in Granell’s Isla. Granell uses 

                                                 

249 Breton, Mad Love, 73. Here Breton is referring to his visit to Mount Teide, a volcano on the island of Tenerife in the Canary 

Islands. 

250 Granell, Isla, 18–20. Emphasis added. 
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translation to strengthen that relationship, and “discover” becomes the textual conducting wire 

invigorating his island myth.  

As I continued to translate passages in Granell’s text, I decided to view all direct quotations 

as “conducting wires” and question their purpose. How did they connect Granell’s Isla to the 

various texts from Breton’s oeuvre? How did they cultivate the island myth? If I could answer 

those two questions then I felt that I was able to determine whether there was a mistranslation or 

alteration, and therefore be better equipped to make my decision on how to render the quotation 

into English. 

 

DE-STRUCTING AND RE-CONSTRUCTING THE TEXT 

Now that I have discussed Granell’s translation violence within the text, I would like to 

look at my own translation as an act of violence upon the text. The translation violence that I refer 

to here harkens back to my initial comments about Peden’s “de-struct/re-construct” method of 

structural violence to a poem’s architectural whole.251 Though Isla is not a poem, the meaning of 

words in certain passages, especially the more lyrical passages, is equally as important as structure. 

The first example that I would like to walk through comes from a paragraph in the chapter 

titled “The Islands’ Prestige” [Prestigio de las Islas]. The paragraph begins with a sentence 

composed of a short dependent clause: “El estimulante de las islas” [The stimulating force of the 

islands]. The noun “el estimulante” appears in the initial position, suggesting that it is the subject 

                                                 

251 Peden, “Building a Translation,” 14. 
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of the clause and, subsequently, that it will be the topic of the paragraph. Moreover, there is an 

immediate visual aspect to the paragraph, which I have emphasized below: 

El estimulante de las islas. Su potencia evocadora volverá a 

actuar durante  siglo y medio en torno  a la de Pascua, descu- 

bierta por el holandés Roggeven, a la cual llegó después el es- 

pañol González Haedo; la que buscó, sin hallarla, el comodoro 

Byron, abuelo del poeta; la que visitó el Capitán Cook durante 

uno de sus viajes alrededor del mundo  (fantásticos viajes que 

dejan los mares cubiertos de inéditas constelaciones isleñas); 

la que obsesionó apasionadamente a franceses, belgas, españo- 

les,  ingleses, rusos, norte e  hispanoamericanos; la que animó 

incluso a Pierre Loti a pintar en ella a la acuarela.Tierra insula- 

na ésta de Rapa-Nui, que el capitán chileno Toro –de cabeza 

de toro es la forma de la ínsula—incorporó a Chile en 1888.252 

 

Immediately, the reader is struck by the fragmented nature of the opening sentence, which only 

suggests that the subject of the paragraph will be ‘the stimulating force of the islands” (el 

estimulante de las islas). Moreover, the placement of punctuation within the sentences draws the 

reader’s eyes to specific areas of the paragraph. The passage takes on a poetic feel as the repetition 

of words and syntactical structures builds up. Midway through, Granell inserts a parenthetical aside 

that shifts in tone and disrupts the past tense verbal atmospheres of the lines before and after it.  

In my first rendition of the passage, I placed more focus on the meaning of the words and 

on creating a syntactical order that would avoid all possible confusion. In doing so, the sound 

quality of the words and the rhythmic flow of the passage fell flat: 

The stimulating force of the islands. Their evocative power will come 

back into play for a century and a half concerning Easter Island, first 

discovered by the Dutchman Roggeveen, and afterward came the 

Spaniard González Haedo; the one that Commodore Byron, the 

                                                 

252 Granell, Isla, 19. Original line structure maintained. Emphasis added. 
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grandfather of the poet, sought without finding it; the one that Captain 

Cook visited during one of his journeys around the world (fantastic 

voyages that left the seas covered with uncharted island 

constellations); the one that passionately obsessed Frenchmen, 

Belgians, Spaniards, Englishmen, Russians, North and South 

Americans; the one that even inspired Pierre Loti to paint its 

landscapes in watercolors. This island land of Rapa-Nui that the 

Chilean captain Toro—head of a bull is the shape of the insult—

incorporated into Chile in 1888.253 

 

My first concern centered on the length and clarity of the second sentence, so I decided to split it 

into two sentences. This resulted in the new problem of how to begin the sequence of island 

explorers with Roggeveen.   

Using Peden’s method to de-struct the paragraph, I found a structural frame that included 

three main parts: 

El estimulante de las islas.  

      Su potencia evocadora volverá a actuar durante siglo y medio en torno a la de Pascua, 

      descubierta por el holandés Roggeven, 

  

a la cual llegó después el español González Haedo;   

la que buscó, sin hallarla, el comodoro Byron, 

      abuelo del poeta; 

la que visitó el Capitán Cook 

      durante uno de sus viajes alrededor del mundo 

      (fantásticos viajes que dejan los mares cubiertos de inéditas constelaciones isleñas);  

la que obsesionó apasionadamente  

      a franceses, belgas, españoles, ingleses, rusos, norte e hispanoamericanos;  

la que animó incluso a Pierre Loti 

      a pintar en ella a la acuarela. 

 

Tierra insulana ésta de Rapa-Nui, 

      que el capitán chileno Toro–de cabeza de toro es la forma de la ínsula— 

      incorporó a Chile en 1888. 

 

                                                 

253 In reproducing the passage here, I have attempted to maintain its structural form as closely as possible. 
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The de-structed paragraph takes on the visual aspect of a free-verse poem when arranged in vertical 

lines—based on punctuation and function, and its tripartite structural framework is made apparent. 

A linguistic pattern also appears in which la que followed by a verb in the third person singular 

past tense is repeated at the beginning of each new idea. 

In the first part, the “stimulating force” is the subject. In the middle, there is a subtle 

transformation in which the island-object that Byron sought out (la que buscó) and Captain Cook 

visited (la que visitó) becomes the island-subject with agency. This transformation is not 

immediately perceptible, in part because the rhythmic pattern of the repeated phrases “tricks” the 

reader into anticipating upcoming information, albeit incorrectly, based on a perceived pattern, 

and also because the pronoun and third-person verbal form remain the same—la que visitó, la que 

obsesionó. After the parenthesis, however, it is now the island-subject that acts upon people as 

indicated by the personal a in Spanish that is required when the direct object is a person—a 

franceses, a Pierre Loti. The listed people did not become obsessed with the island, rather the 

island made them obsessed. Finally, the last part of the paragraph mirrors the structure of the first 

by opening with a fragment that consists solely of the new subject, Rapa-Nui (the indigenous name 

for Easter Island): 

The stimulating force of the islands. 

     Their rousing potency will take effect, time and again, for a century and a half 

concerning that of Easter Island, discovered by the Dutchman Roggeveen. 

   

Later came the Spaniard González Haedo to that island;  

the island sought out by Commodore Byron,  

     the grandfather of the poet, without success;  

the island visited by Captain Cook  

     during one of his journeys around the world  

     (fantastic voyages that left the seas riddled with uncharted island constellations);  

the island that passionately obsessed  

     Frenchmen, Belgians, Spaniards, Englishmen, Russians, North and South Americans; 
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the island that even inspired Pierre Loti  

     to paint its landscapes in watercolor.   

 

This island region of Rapa-Nui  

     that the Chilean captain Toro—irony shaped the island into a bull’s head— 

     incorporated into Chile in 1888. 

 

Granell bolsters his myth of an invisible island force by manipulating language and punctuation in 

a way that imperceptibly transfers agency to the mythical force within Easter Island as suggested 

by evoking its indigenous name. Using Peden’s de-structive violence, I am able to re-construct 

that subtle transformation, echo Granell’s syntactical rhythm, and maintain the paragraph’s 

wholeness in the English translation.  

As previously mentioned, translating Isla’s wholeness includes maintaining its surrealist 

characteristics. In the chapter titled “Magnetic Charge” (Carga Magnética), there is a passage about 

Napoleon and islands that introduces the reader to automatic thinking as Granell moves the ideas 

from one association to another. The passage reveals the process in which a subconscious thought 

of Napoleon emerges from spelling out the word Martinique and evolves through associations. 

The word “Napoleon,” which soon becomes the longest within a series of short words, appears 

within and between “la idea,” and suddenly the idea of Napoleon circles back to thoughts about an 

island: 

En lo primero que se piensa al deletrear Mar-ti-ni-ca es en Josefina. Esta idea conduce a la 

de Napoleón. Pero ya en la idea de Napoleón está la idea de la isla. Nacido en una isla, la 

isla preside su destino. Córcega - Elba - Santa Elena, triángulo del cabal itinerario.254 

 

[The first thing that is thought of when spelling Mar-ti-ni-que is of Josephine. This idea 

leads to that of Napoleon. But already in the idea of Napoleon is the idea of the island. 

                                                 

254 Granell, Isla, 24. 
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Born on an island, the island presides over his destiny: Corsica – Elba – Saint Helena, 

triangle of complete itinerary.]255 

 

In order to understand the internal workings of the passage, I started by identifying sounds 

that repeated. I then noticed a thematic and structural division that placed Napoleon between 

islands. Here is the passage with words that I have underlined to point out those specific areas of 

consideration:     

En lo primero que se piensa al deletrear Mar-ti-ni-ca es en Josefina. || Esta idea conduce a 

la de Napoleón. Pero ya en la idea de Napoleón está la idea de la isla. Nacido en una isla, 

la isla preside su destino. || Córcega - Elba - Santa Elena, triángulo del cabal itinerario.256 

 

Not only does the passage create meaning through word associations, but I also noticed smaller 

units of meaning through sound associations.  

Using the de-struct/re-construction method, I found a hidden tripartite structure that 

separates associations based on the natural flow of sound and ideas between punctuated sentences. 

Not only that, the moderate tempo of the first and last parts is represented visually using hyphens 

and dashes. Here is an illustration of that progression:  

 

En lo primero que se piensa al deletrear Mar-ti-ni-ca es en Josefina. Esta idea 

conduce a la de Napoleón.  

          

Pero ya en la idea de Napoleón está  la idea de la isla.  

         Napoleon  Nacido en una isla,  la isla preside su destino.  

           

     Córcega - Elba - Santa Elena, 

 triángulo del cabal itinerario.   

 

 

                                                 

255 This English translation recreates the repetition of the Spanish original, along with verbal moments and word order. It is for 

demonstration purposes only. 

256 Emphasis mine. 
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Sounds play an important role in transitioning between associations. From the open /a/ at the end 

of Josefina, the mouth slightly closes to form the beginning /e/ of Esta. Because of those sound 

combinations, the line does not force the mouth to close, nor is there a full stop as the period 

indicates. On the other hand, the occlusive /p/ blocks the flow of air, noticeably so because of its 

proximity to the nasal /ŋ/. It also forces a momentary pause inside each iteration of “Napoleon,” 

as well as a pause between “Napoleon” and “pero” at the end of the second sentence and the 

beginning of the third. The third sentence ends with the open /a/ of “isla,” which naturally drags 

out the sound and leads into the word “nacido.” So even though the period creates the illusion of 

a pause, there is no stop in the flow of air and no stop in the idea. The last line begins with an 

occlusive /k/ in “Córcega,” forcing a disruption in flow between “destino” and “Córcega.”   

The middle part of this passage creates a double mise-en-abyme in which Napoleon and la 

isla are one within the other. So how can I translate the idea of islands automatically associated 

with the idea of Napoleon? Interestingly, the vertical alignment of the sentences allows me to 

imagine a mirroring of adjacent clauses within the sentences where, if they are overlapped, “island” 

would be inside of “Napoleon.” This alignment also reveals a correspondence between the parallel 

clauses of each sentence: the Napoleon from the first sentence is born on an island in the second 

sentence, and the island from the first sentence is the island in the second that presides over, or 

holds sway over, his destiny. With that in mind, I would like to return to the repetition of la idea. 

In English, one usually imagines or thinks of physical objects or people, whereas the word 

idea typically represents a concept. In the current passage, the “idea of the island” is within the 

image or thought of Napoleon. The repetition of idea with Josephine and Napoleon brings the 

reader closer to the idea/concept of a mythical island (lower-case), an image that will recur 
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throughout the text until the appearance of Island (upper-case). Differentiating the possible 

connotations of the Spanish word idea opened up more possibilities to approach the translation of 

the first two occurrences of idea. The opening two lines had to transport the reader’s thoughts 

seamlessly from Josephine to the thought or image of Napoleon. With that in mind, I walked 

through some possible considerations:       

The first thing that comes to mind when spelling Mar-ti-ni-ca is Josephine, which leads to 

the idea of Napoleon. But already in the idea of Napoleon is the idea of the island.  Born 

on an island, the island presides over his destiny: Corsica – Elba – Saint Helena, triangle 

of the complete itinerary. 

 

The thought that first comes to mind when spelling Mar-ti-ni-que is Josephine, which then 

brings up thoughts of Napoleon. Once we are onto thoughts of Napoleon, thoughts of 

islands appear. Born on an island, the island will hold sway over his destiny: Corsica – 

Elba – Saint Helena, triangle of divine itinerary. 

 

The first thought that comes to mind when spelling Mar-ti-ni-que is Josephine, this 

thought leads to thoughts of Napoleon. Thoughts of Napoleon are thoughts of islands. 

Born on an island, the island will hold sway over his destiny: Corsica – Elba – Saint Helena, 

triangle of divine itinerary. 

 

These drafts introduce the “thought” (la idea) toward the beginning and experiment with the 

position of the word “first.” To say “the first thought” sounds natural, but perhaps there is another 

way this could be stated. Minor changes from “when” to “in” and “brings/leads us to” to “leading 

to” or “bringing up” create stronger associations between the words, due to their shared /i/ sounds, 

without altering syllables or connotations. If I place “first” in front of “comes to” then I can create 

a close repetition of /st/ that echoes the flowing rhythm of the original. These are the types of 

translation considerations that work toward the wholeness.  

The difficulty is getting beyond clunky words that disrupt a smooth or natural flow of word 

and sound associations that resemble automatic thinking. The next draft I came up with kept in 

mind that the passage consists of mental images that are created through word and sound 
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associations. In order to create sounds that blended more naturally between “Josephine” and “the 

idea/image,” I decided to use “her image.” The sound produced by the letter combination /he/ 

flowed much more smoothly than the /th/ of “the.” Likewise, what other slight changes could I 

make based on sound to move between sentences while maintaining the intention of the passage? 

After more experimentation, the following is the passage I came up with: 

The first image we picture when writing Mar-ti-ni-que is of Josephine. Her image carries 

us on to Napoleon. And once we imagine Napoleon we are in the idea of the island. 

Napoleon born on an island, the island holds sway over his destiny: Corsica – Elba – Saint 

Helena, triangle of divine itinerary. 

 

The sentences read naturally, and the sound combinations between sentences smooth the vocal 

transition. The first-person plural “we” takes the place of the impersonal Spanish verb, which helps 

draw the reader into the associative thinking process. 

I was satisfied with the new version of my translation, so then I wanted to overlap the 

English words with the underlying structural frame that I mapped out in the Spanish original: 

 

The first image we picture when writing Mar-ti-ni-que is of Josephine. Her image 

carries us on to Napoleon. And once we imagine Napoleon we are in the idea of            

the island. Napoleon born on an island, the island holds sway over his destiny: Corsica 

– Elba – Saint Helena, triangle of divine itinerary.  

 

Overall, the current English translation fits within the framework when put to the “de-structed” 

test. The English words “image” and “imagine” represent the Spanish idea, and visual-verbal 

associations are strengthened by rendering se piensa as the reader can “picture.” In addition, the 

English translation adds an extra repetition of “Napoleon,” which avoids a dangling modifier and 

maintains the original parallel structure of the middle two sentences.  
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In part, Peden’s unique approach to “de-structing” and “re-constructing” a sonnet revealed 

the complex framework of the passage in question. Granell’s thought process and the paragraph’s 

circular structure intertwine to create a mental and textual complexity in which Napoleon doubles 

as a thought and a person, emerges from an island by thought (idea) and by birth (nacido), becomes 

island (ya en la idea de Napoleón está la idea de la isla), and ends in island—textually with la isla 

and literally in Santa Elena, where Napoleon is buried.  

The final translation of the passage captures Benjamin’s intention, producing an echo of 

the original through meaning, repetition of key words, rhythm of word flow, and the author’s 

punctuation style. At the end of the passage, the final word “itinerary” continues the free 

associative flow toward the “divine itinerary” that unfolds to liberate the world from violence. 

Paul Valéry writes that “the poet is a peculiar type of translator, who translates ordinary 

speech, modified by emotion, into ‘language of the gods,’ and his inner labor consists less of 

seeking words for his ideas than of seeking ideas for his words and paramount rhythms.”257 I have 

attempted to show how Granell, the writer, poet, and translator, has, through the specific 

innovative, stylistic and visionary confidence, reenergized the entire landscape of the art and craft 

of translation. The intricacies of his stylistic innovations have opened new avenues of how the 

clash of words and images brings a new excitement to the literary text through translation. In Isla, 

Granell liberates translation. He seeks words for his ideas, and through those words, he translates 

texts and text into the “language of the gods” in hopes that his book leads mankind to liberation. 

  

                                                 

257 Paul Valéry, “Variations on the Eclogues,” translated by Denise Folliot, in Theories of Translation, pp. 113–126, 122. 
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CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSION 

My dissertation presents the translation of Isla cofre mítico by Eugenio Fernández Granell, 

a prominent Spanish writer, poet, and artist. This will be the first English translation of this novel. 

Interestingly enough, in the first printing of Isla cofre mítico, Granell illustrated each chapter with 

drawings of mythical creatures that reflect his marvelous view of the tropical Caribbean landscape, 

while at the same time reinforcing the narrative atmosphere of the text.   

Prior to writing Isla, Granell had established himself as a successful painter, which then is 

reflected in his unique ability to combine the visual imagination with the textual elaboration in his 

work. Within the context of the surrealist tradition, Granell is especially noteworthy because he 

has developed a specific style that is built on the vital juxtaposition of words, images, and 

geographical landscapes. The implementation of these internal violent juxtapositions allowed 

Granell to create an aesthetic atmosphere that warrants greater recognition. 

Even though there are quite a few insightful, critical approaches and interpretations of his 

work in Spanish, I have written one of the first extensive critical analyses of Isla cofre mítico in 

English. I have placed Granell into the context of Spanish writing in the 20th century and shown 

the wide range of his novelistic and artistic achievements. In particular, Granell’s specific stylistic 

and novelistic inventions have been highlighted, as well as how his idiosyncratic and creative 

writing can be brought to life in English. The specific contribution of my dissertation is the 

reconstruction of the decision-making process that lead to the final version of my translation. 
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TRANSLATION: ISLAND MYTHICAL COFFER258 
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258 Acknowledgement: The first two chapters of this translation were previously published in Translation Review, 2018 copyright 

The Center for Translation Studies at The University of Texas at Dallas, available online: 

http://www.tandfonline.com/10.1080/07374836.2018.1508177. See Joseph Brockway, “Translating the Re-Imagined Island in 

Granell’s Isla cofre mítico,” Translation Review, 102, no. 1 (2018), 22–26. 
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  ISLAND 
      mythical  

      coffer 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

e. f. granell 
 

 
translated by  

j. e. brockway 
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To Elisa an André Breton, 

in memory of having met 

them on an island. 
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J’ai vu des archipels sidéraux, et des iles 

Dont les cieux délirants sont ouverts au voguer: 

Est-ce en ces nuits sans fond que tu dors et t’exiles, 

Millions d’oiseaux d’or, o future Vigueur? 

A. RIMBAUD 
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This is the book about an island.*  

This is the book about an island, located in the middle of the route that links an ancient 

myth, nearly forgotten, and the emergence of a new myth that has already begun to take shape. 

This book is the anticipatory book of that new myth. 

 

 

* André Breton, Martinique: Snake Charmer, with text and illustrations by André Masson. 

Translated by David W. Seaman. Austin: University of Texas Press, 2008. 
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Magic Crucible  

 

 

 

The same ship that transported Breton from Europe to America, in 1941, also carried André 

Masson, Wifredo Lam, Victor Serge, Pierre Mabille; in short, Germans, Austrians, Czechs, 

Spaniards, French, Belgians, Cubans. The story of that ship and the island where it docked, the 

story of what was left behind in the ship’s wake and what was being unveiled before its bow—

“binoculars fixed on the north coast of the island leap instantaneously across the distance 

separating common perception from poets’ dream” (Breton 66)—is this book. 

Its author, André Breton, felt induced to devote a part of this book to lyrical language and 

the other part to the simple language of mere facts. The painter André Masson collaborates on the 
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work as poet and illustrator. The painter and the poet sustain an intense dialogue in the heart of the 

island—elevated to the category of redeeming oasis. 

 

In the heart of the forest, how I love that expression! —Masson.259  

 

Lam had illustrated Fata Morgana, an unedited manuscript that Breton brought with him, 

prohibited by the Nazi-complaisant Vichy censorship. Victor Serge, who formed part of the group 

but didn’t belong to it, was saved from perishing in one of Stalin’s remote polar camps. He made 

it to the Antillean waters and was able to write a tragic poem amidst the lead-gray sky of the 

Caribbean, as well as various books before his recent death in Mexico. Months before, in France, 

Pierre Mabille and André Breton had returned to their medical professions. During the war, Breton 

served in the French army as the head of a military medical corps on the front lines of combat; 

Mabille was carrying out a surgical operation in a hospital during the first Nazi air bombardments 

on Paris.  

From Martinique, except for Masson,260 the friends moved on to Santo Domingo; Lam 

would continue on to Cuba, his place of birth. The others, to Haiti, Guadeloupe, Mexico, the United 

States, and Canada. Just as more than four centuries ago, the compass rose distributed the recently 

arrived foreigners on the island of Hispaniola throughout America. 

I will not forget—I did not forget—that in Santo Domingo Mabille told me the following: 

                                                 

259 Breton, Martinique, 49–50. 

260 According to Granell’s 1941 interview with Breton, Masson had to stay behind while he waited for his transit visa. See Los 

Granell de André Breton, p.37. 
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“The matter of the Antilles began to interest me while still in France, in an abstract way, 

really, because the theoretical study on the play element of culture and society261 had led me to 

think that Europe’s sickly state ought to, as a consequence, give way to a new resurgence in Central 

America. There lies the first point of emigration from the east to the west. The area where European 

blood mixes with African blood, along with the Indian blood from earlier times. Caribbean Sea, 

magic crucible, consecrated place.” 

And: 

“In that regard, the Antilles might be compared to the colonies of Magna Graecia. We are 

witnessing the painful birth of a new civilization in which the Atlantic will play the role of the 

ancient ‘Greek and Latin sea.’ These days, as much in science as in sociology, contemporary 

thinkers are leading us astray. The ‘visionary’ poets, able to look far off into time and space with 

a prophetic gaze, are the only credible guides.”*   

Breton, the visionary poet, gives an account in this book of the first truly valid contact with 

the Antilles: coffer of the new myth.  

 

 

 

 

*El Doctor Pierre Mabille, (Entrevista con). La Nación, 26 de junio de 1941. Santo Domingo, 

República Dominicana. 

 

 

                                                 

261 Mabille may be referring to Homo Ludens. 
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The Islands’ Prestige 

 

 

 

Magical clouds envelop the penumbra of the historical origins, made resplendent by the 

Islands’ prestige. Black glowworms crystallized by the caress of saltpeter and iodine. 

Constellations nailed to the moving sky of the sea, wandering stars that, as soon as they show their 

nose, light up the imaginations of endless generations with their brilliant twinkle.  

The islands! The islands! For centuries, this was a call to the war for spiritual peace. 

Mysterious islands, distant, inaccessible, call out to the ardent mind, shock the brain, ignite sparks 

from the dulled state to which it has been reduced by the fight for life and the burden of work. 

After sparks ignite, a grievous lever will try to obstruct the slightest filtering of light through any 
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cerebral convolution; rationalist lever, wedged with clumsy cruelty between daily labor’s sweaty 

wall and the cold wall of collective society. 

The islands signal the unseen, though sensed, horizon of the imagination. Heading out for 

the islands is every idea of fantasy, tales, happiness, harmony, calmness, idleness, liberation: 

 

In the hidden agenda of Surrealism is its true name: Liberation. (Julien Gracq. André 

Breton). 
 

Island, liberty, surrealism: three sides that make up the same triangle—geometrification of 

the utmost island precision. An island becomes a sort of end. An end point on the expansive sheet 

of blue sky and sea of fantastical adventures of man. 

Breton discovers the islands. It is he who will recall, during his sylvan dialog with Masson, 

that Gauguin had made an identical discovery: “It is striking to realize that Gauguin, among others, 

passed through Martinique and thought about remaining here.”262 Gauguin, in his youth, was a 

seafarer who ended his days on a different island. 

In L’Amour fou, Breton had proclaimed a nostalgic and prophetic lament: “I regret having 

discovered so late these ultrasensitive parts of the earth.”263 Julien Gracq takes up this lament, but 

it’s strange that after he lists all the things that stirred medieval enthusiasm—“flying carpets and 

horses, fairies, giants, charmers, magic weapons”—and closes the era of the vague and diffuse 

adventure, like “that of the tales of the Round Table or like that of Robinson Crusoe,”264 he omits 

                                                 

262 Breton, Martinique, 44.  

263 André Breton, Mad Love, trans. Mary Ann Caws (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1987), 73. Here Breton is referring to 

his visit to Mount Teide, a volcano on the island of Tenerife in the Canary Islands.  

264 From André Breton (1948) by Julien Gracq. French original: “C’était l’attirail des tapis et des chevaux volants, des fées, des 

geánts, des enchanteurs, des armes magiques […] s’est terminée l’ère de l’aventure diffuse et vaguante: celle des romans de la 

Table Ronde comme celle de Robinson Crusoé” (104–105). Coincidentally, Claude Herzfeld will quote an extended version of 

this same passage, beginning with a portion of the text that Granell only paraphrases: “Ce qui pour le Moyen Age était source 
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the stimulating force of the islands, already in effect in the old Hispanic precedent, long before the 

Robinson that Gracq alludes to.*  

 

 

* “Toward the middle of the XIII century, Ibn Tufail of Guadix wrote a small short novel 

titled Philosophus Autodidactus, translated into English as The History of Hayy Ibn Yaqzan, 

about a feral child who grows up on a deserted island without parents and without an 

education, suckled by a doe. As time progresses, the boy independently arrives at the 

essential truths of the Koran through his own observations, reflections, and internal 

examination.” Karl Vossler, Algunos caracteres de la cultura española, página 92–93. 

Colección Austral, Espasa-Calpe. Buenos Aires, Argentina. 

 

 

 

 

 

The stimulating force of the islands. Their rousing potency will take effect, time and again, 

for a century and a half concerning that of Easter Island, discovered by the Dutchman Roggeveen. 

Later came the Spaniard González Haedo to that island; the island sought out by Commodore 

Byron, the grandfather of the poet, without success; the island visited by Captain Cook during one 

of his journeys around the world (fantastic voyages that left the seas riddled with uncharted island 

constellations); the island that passionately obsessed Frenchmen, Belgians, Spaniards, 

Englishmen, Russians, North and South Americans; the island that even inspired Pierre Loti to 

paint its landscapes in watercolor. This island region of Rapa-Nui that the Chilean captain Toro—

irony shaped the island into a bull’s head—incorporated into Chile in 1888.    

                                                 

d’enthousiasme, sentiment de l’obstacle mieux que vaincu” in Julien Gracq: préférences médievales (Paris: L’Harmattan, 2008), 

17. 
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The islands, powerful stimulating forces of universality, are the strong mallets that will 

smash every diamond adulterated with chauvinism, however slight it may be. 

It seems strange that Julien Gracq would omit islands from the admirable book265 he 

devoted to André Breton. For Breton and his friends’ trip to the Antillean islands, along with the 

preponderant role that Pierre Mabille ascribes to the Antilles, show that the myth of the islands, 

nearly forgotten, flourishes in full force once again. In Aimé Césaire’s review Tropiques, the 

summary of Breton and his friends’ travels around Martinique highlights the importance of the 

occasion: “Breton’s encounter with the Antilles is of particular importance … Breton did not 

experience Martinique as a tourist, but rather as a dreamer who discovers a region of his dream at 

every turn.”266  

It isn’t too late for Breton’s discovery of these “ultrasensitive parts of the earth.” It isn’t 

so, for there is no sooner or later, only here and there, being that time is an unknown dimension of 

space.  

This book had to be the book about an island. 

The island, in between the continents, causes impulsive yearnings to vibrate and inspires 

confidence in he who wishes to leap out into the abyss that rises to the highest peaks. The peg that 

tempers the sounding poetic strings. The island’s ground quivers because of the tremors in its 

bowels—“the human heart, beautiful as a seismograph”267—which occurred in Martinique when 

                                                 

265 Granell is referring to Gracq’s work André Breton (1948). 

266 French original: “Ce n’est pas en touriste qu’ André Breton a vu la Martinique, mais en rêveur qui rencontre au détour du chemin 

une región de son rêve.” (Tropiques, number 3, July 1941). 

267 André Breton, Nadja, trans. Richard Howard (New York: Grove Press, 1960), 160. 
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Mt. Pelée began erupting in 1902, to the incandescent rhythm of the flame that destroyed the city 

of San Pedro.  

I assure myself that a light formerly of Saint-Pierre still works (Breton).268 
 

 

That is the island: a volcano shutter for hot lights to reach beyond their horizons. Therefore, 

island is surrealism, surrounded on all sides—on all sides—by the water from a world full of 

infinite holes impossible to plug. Amidst the dramatic sinking of known life, surrealism is the sole 

life-saving island capable of keeping afloat those who have faith and courage to draw near to her. 

The island, lying between the coasts of the unstable terra firma, feels secure as firm ground when 

everything else begins the slow, but unremitting immersion that long ago carried Atlantis to the 

farthest depths of the seas.  

At the turn of the century, Unamuno called attention to the island: “Robinsons filled with 

faith, hope, and love, let us leave behind the old solid rock that hardens our heart, carrying around 

the old concentrated world (emphasis added)269 with its fervently cultured civilization, and let us 

seek after the virgin and deserted islands, impregnated with futurity and chaste with the silent 

chastity of History, islands of freedom, radicant in the sacred creationary energy, energy always 

turned toward the future, the only realm of the ideal.”*   

Creationary energy in the islands, for Unamuno. Future island vitality presaged by 

Rimbaud. 

* Miguel de Unamuno, Civilización y cultura, Obr. Compl. página 310. Editorial Aguilar, 

Madrid.270  

                                                 

268 Breton, Martinique, 97. 

269 The “(emphasis added)” is Granell’s note. 

270 There is currently no English translation of this essay. 
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Magnetic Charge271
 

 

 

 

When André Breton stepped out into the humid Martinique—humid beneath the burning 

sun—a sensation of vertigo overcame him, producing the strong impression of a catastrophe. In 

the thick of the dense tropical vegetation, on the brink of a cliff overwhelmed by a vast array of 

                                                 

271 While discussing various faces in Leonardo’s sketches, Pater writes: “They are the clairvoyants, through whom, as through 

delicate instruments, one becomes aware of the subtler forces of nature, and the modes of their action, all that is magnetic in it, 

all those finer conditions wherein material things rise to that subtlety of operation which constitutes them spiritual, where only 

the finer nerve and the keener touch can follow. It is as if in certain significant examples we actually saw those forces at their 

work on human flesh. Nervous, electric, faint always with some inexplicable faintness, these people seem to be subject to 

exceptional conditions, to feel powers at work in the common air unfelt by others, to become, as it were, the receptacle of them, 

and pass them on to us in a chain of secret influences.” From Walter Pater, “Leonardo da Vinci: Homo Minister et Interpres 

Natural,” in Selected Works, edited by Richard Aldington, New York: Duell, Sloan, and Pearce, 1948, pp. 253–268, 262. 
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lianas and other gigantic plants, having dropped into the abyss below, one stone after another, he 

says to André Masson: “one feels more like jumping off this bridge than the one on the rue de 

Rome. It’s not easy for me to return to the road. Our shadow has come free here, it was like a faint, 

fleeting premonition of death; but still death passed on by: be careful, the ground is slippery wet, 

and the leaves are glossy.”272 The entire ground in the entire area was slippery right then, when a 

faint shadow of death passed quickly between the soaked plants dripping with tropical sweat from 

the Martinican forest.   

The forest, where “life loves and kills, passionately caresses everything that—with a 

murdering hand—it adores,”273 for in every forest it so happens, as Péret warns us in “La nature 

dévore le progrès et le dépasse.”* 

The first image we picture when writing Mar-ti-ni-que is of Josephine. Her image carries 

us on to Napoleon. And once we imagine Napoleon we are in the idea of the island. Napoleon born 

on an island, the island holds sway over his destiny: Corsica – Elba – Saint Helena, triangle of 

divine itinerary. As a child, one day the future emperor wrote on a blank sheet of paper in a school 

notebook, inspired by who knows what, the name of his future tomb: “Saint Helena, small island 

….” This time, the almost imperceptible premonition of death scratched on a smooth leaf of paper, 

rather than the leaf of the glossy tropical plant.  

                                                 

272 Breton, Martinique, 50–51. 

273 French original: “La vie aime et tue, caresse passionnément d’une main assassine ce qu’ell adore.” Benjamin Péret, “La nature 

dévore le progrès et le dépasse,” Minotaure, N.10, troisième série, quatrième année, hiver 1937. 
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Merezhkovsky, citing Bourrienne, senses in this fascinating prophecy a kind of magnetic 

double vision—as if memory were made up of analogies274 with the future. Double sight that 

Leonardo de Vinci avidly sought to possess, as Walter Pater observes with an unerring, clinical 

eye in his analysis of Renaissance artists. Double vision, a latent state of full clairvoyance in all of 

Breton’s poetry, which he never ceases to proclaim as the supreme objective of surrealism. 

A dense magnetic charge becomes stored up in the islands. And from that, the islands exert 

an irresistible attraction even when you do not see them or know where they are—or if they are 

even there. Just as a hidden magnet pulls at steel shavings that do not see it or know it. How startling 

it is to read at the beginning of Gracián’s El Criticón,275 published in 1650, the definition of that 

island, referring to the very one that Bonaparte glimpsed in his adolescence, as a trampoline 

between continents, a symbol of its destiny: “This isle of St. Helena (for so it is called) serves, in 

the passage from one world to the other, as a place of rest for the transportable Europe.”276 

Napoleon’s school notebook is a distant prologue to his Memorial,277 just as this unexpected island 

definition ends up being a prologue to Gracián’s aforementioned work. Memory, weaving 

                                                 

274 Granell uses the term analogy in the surrealist sense of a “connection established under certain conditions between two things 

whose conjunction would not be permitted by common sense,” as defined by Breton in “Ascendant Sign.”  See Mary Ann Caws, 

Surrealist Painters and Poets: An Anthology, 134. 

275 Baltasar Gracián, El Criticón, Madrid: Pedro Marin, 1773. The only English version of El Criticón (The Critick) was translated 

by Sir Paul Rycaut in 1681. I consulted a copy of the 1967 revised edition that includes all three books, digitized by the University 

of Michigan. 

276 The 1681 Rycaut translation uses the antiquated word cargason for the Spanish portátil. I have opted to use “transport” in order 

to make the idea more accessible to the modern-day English speaker. The First Crisis, p.1. I altered the translation so that the 

next paragraph would maintain an echo of the quote. 

277 This refers to Napoleon’s The Memorial of Saint Helena, first published in 1822. 
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analogies278 with the future, comes fully alive in the image that Gracián wove into his own work’s 

plot as the introducer of History: the double-faced nymph, one face wrinkled and old, fresh and 

young the other.279 Memory and History become as one in the other. But, above all, each face must 

be seen, though together they make one doubled, as one vision: double vision, therefore. 

The island serving as a resting place for Europe. It was foretold, so far in advance of the 

European rest that the English sought on it! Anticipating the rest that Europe seems to once again 

look for on islands. Which is why today, that island rest that the transportable Europe longs for 

(Oh, the horrors of Pearl Harbor and Bikini Atoll!), shows that, on the backs of the islands—Crete 

reduced to a Minotaur—Europe will travel, carried irresistibly toward the Antilles, where—

according to Pierre Mabille—we are witnessing the painful birth of a new civilization. In which 

case, the surrealist group’s expedition that stopped first at Martinique with Breton and then right 

away continued on to other islands—Haiti, Dominican Republic, Guadeloupe, Cuba, even 

Buenaventura—is the equivalent of the epic feat of the pioneers of the prophesied civilization. 

These new visionaries, like those who accompanied Columbus, believed, saw, and touched—quite 

the opposite of the rationalist process of touching, seeing, and then believing. 

The island’s magnetic charge is what gives all islands such tremendous charm, such 

inescapable enchantment. That is why Martinique: Snake Charmer is the most diaphanous vision 

of the island in an island. 

  

                                                 

278 This passage enforces the surrealist idea and use of “analogy” and demonstrates Breton’s belief that “nothing exists gratuitously, 

that quite to the contrary there is not a single being or natural phenomenon that does not carry a message to be deciphered by 

us.” See Caws, Surrealist Painters, 134.    

279The scene about memory (la memoria) and History (la Historia) takes place in Segunda Parte, Crisis IV, El Museo del Discreto. 

There are three parts to El Criticón, only the first of which was translated by Rycaut. 
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Island Triangle 

 

 

 

As if in a dream, our thoughts are drawn to the Greek Islands that burnished myths. As if 

in a dream,280 our thoughts are drawn to the imaginary islands before Columbus. Similarly, the 

dreamy seafarer felt the magnetic attraction and knew, because of it, that the islands would appear 

there. Where? In India he claimed, ending up in the Caribbean waters of the Antilles—the waters 

of Martinique. 

                                                 

280 The repetition of “as if in a dream” (como en un sueño) links this passage to Breton’s Communicating Vessels when he states, 

“The author seemed to be telling us something about his life, but he speaks as if in a dream! As if in a dream.” See André 

Breton, Communicating Vessels, trans. Mary Ann Caws and Geoffrey T. Harris, Lincoln and London: University of Nebraska 

Press, 1990.  
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Only the existence of that fluid that operates upon certain rarely gifted sensibilities281 so as 

to link them together, can explain Columbus’ voyage, effectuated in the triangle transport made 

up of caravels—islands fabricated by the hands of man. 

It’s comfortable to attribute Columbus’ discovery to the conjunction of science and reason, 

ignoring Gracián’s words that “whatsoever human industry has invented, has been unfortunately 

turned back to its own destruction.”282 But comfort does not imply certainty, and what is certain—

Columbus insisted on this point—is that in order to carry out the enterprise of the Indies he was 

not aided by reason—not aided by reason!—nor mathematics, nor world atlases, but rather, simply, 

the words of Isaiah were fully accomplished.283 Setting aside reason and science, Isaiah-like 

intuition linking up with Columbus’ supersensibility, was what aided the discovery of the Indies. 

“Isolated experiences are as fragments,” according to Novalis.284 Or as Breton specifies, “the 

sympathy existing between two or several beings seems to lead them toward solutions they would 

have never found on their own.”285 Madariaga explains that “everybody in Columbus’ days 

                                                 

281 This is an allusion to the “fluid of human sensibility” that was widely studied during the late eighteenth century. “The Viennese 

polymath Franz Anton Mesmer captured the imagination of Paris society in the early 1780s with his claim to have harnessed the 

imponderable fluid of human sensibility. He said he could channel this fluid using implements such as wands, tubs filled with 

water and metal, and his own fingers. His assertions were borne out by dramatic results: he could provoke powerful sensations, 

emotional agitation, and dramatic convulsions in his patients.” From Jessica Riskin, Science in the Age of Sensibility: The 

Sentimental Empiricists of the French Enlightenment, University of Chicago Press, 2002, 13. 

282 From The Critick, First Part, The First Crisis, p. 3. I have changed hath in the Rycaut translation to has, and the archaic use of 

retorted has been changed to turned back. (Primera parte, Crisis primera, p.2.) 

283 From Salvador de Madariaga, Christopher Columbus: Being the Life of the Very Magnificent Lord Don Cristobal Colon. New 

York: Macmillan, 1940, 100. Madariaga cites Columbus’ journal, which Granell translates into English without attributing the 

source. The English text reads: “‘I have said,’ he wrote to the King and Queen in 1502, ‘that in the carrying out of this enterprise 

of the Indies neither reason nor mathematics nor maps were any use to me: fully accomplished were the words of Isaiah.’”  

284 Source unknown. Translation mine. 

285 Breton, Mad Love, 34. 
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believed in islands.”286 It was widespread, yet, that collective allure which, in all of its might and 

without dissipating amongst the mounting chaos of credulous masses, passed right through those 

masses, skipping from Isaiah to Columbus, in whom Breton exalts his haughty endeavor when he 

proclaims that “it is not the fear of madness which will oblige us to leave the flag of imagination 

furled … Columbus should have set out to discover America with a boatload of madmen. And 

note how this madness has taken shape and endured.”287 

André Breton, privileged sensibility like that of Isaiah and Columbus, like that of 

Bonaparte, sees his visionary pupil get hurt from the gleam of the new myth. Undefined still, the 

new myth flickers from behind the foretokening dark line of the Tenebrous Sea, highlighting it. A 

darkness that, to cease being dark, awaits the moment in which the dawning myth will come into 

contact with the light of a liberated spirit. 

The island’s coffer will inevitably be opened. I don’t know if he realized it or not, but 

Breton brought forth his books from America, Arcane 17 and Martinique charmeuse de serpents, 

on two islands: the former on the Canadian island of Bonaventure, the latter on the Antillean island 

of Martinique. 

Keep in mind that one of the first surrealist groups appeared in the Canary Islands 

(Fortunate Isles), and recall that Miró, whom Breton deemed to be the most brilliant of the 

surrealist painters, produced a great part of his work on the island of Mallorca. The names of 

remarkable islanders abound in archipelagos aplenty, both native and adopted islanders, such as 

                                                 

286 Madariaga, Columbus, 106. Granell’s translated quotation is really a paraphrase of the text: “Everybody, of course, in Colón’s 

days and in Portugal, believed in islands.” 

287 Breton, Manifestoes, 5–6. 
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El Greco, Napoleon, Pissarro,288 Chassériau,289 Venus on the shell where Botticelli put her,290 Paul 

Lafargue,291 Josephine, Toussaint Louverture,292 Aristarchus and Pythagoras,293 Raymond Lull,294 

Galdós, Wifredo Lam, Héctor Hippolyte, Xenophanes,295 Aimé Césaire, Robinson Crusoe, José 

Martí, Alfonso the Wise296 captivated by the island of Alycuat where the stone of sleep is said to 

be located, Napoleon, again, amazed by the news of a Chinese island where weapons and war are 

equally unknown; Captain Del Riego297 inciting the Spanish Revolution on an island, Hegel 

yearning for the islands between America and Asia (“the greater part of the islands are so 

constituted, that they are, as it were, only a superficial deposit of earth over rocks, which shoot up 

from the fathomless deep”),298 and Hostos, Vollard, Pirandello, Dominguez, the Minotaur and 

Ariadne, Saint John on Patmos, Archermus. Captain Alonso de Contreras sailing out from the 

island of Cyprus to that of Puerto Rico, King Arthur on the magical island of Avalon, Alexander 

conquering an island as revealed in a dream, Apelles and Protogenes contending  over art on the 

                                                 

288 The Danish-French Impressionist painter, Camille Pissarro, born on the island of St. Thomas. 

289 The French Romantic painter Théodore Chassériau, born in the Dominican Republic, which shares the island of Hispaniola with 

Haiti. 

290 The name of Boticelli’s painting is Nascita di Venere (Birth of Venus).   

291 LaFargue was a journalist, literary critic, writer, and Karl Marx’s son-in-law. He was born on the island of Cuba. 

292 Toussaint Louverture, born in 1743 in Saint-Domingue (modern-day Haiti), which shares the island of Hispaniola with the 

Dominican Republic. Louverture is famously known for his leadership role during the Haitian Revolution.  

293 Aristarchus and Pythagoras were both born in Samos, Greece.  Aristarchus (c. 310 – c. 230 BC) was an astronomer and 

mathematician. Pythagoras (c. 570 – c. 495 BC) was a Greek philosopher and mathematician. 

294 Raymond Lull, Ramon Llull in Catalonian, was a philosopher, logician, Franciscan tertiary, and writer. In 1847 he was beatified 

by Pope Pius IX. Lull was born on the island of Mallorca. 

295 Xenophanes (c. 570 – c. 475 BC) was a Greek philosopher, theologian, and poet. 

296 In Alfonso X (the Wise)’s Lapidario, there is a scene about a dream rock, “De la piedra del sueño.” 

297 Rafael del Riego was a Spanish liberal. 

298 Hegel, The Philosophy of History, 81. 
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island of Rhodes as retold by Apollinaire,299 Villalón raising green-eyed bulls on an island, Breton 

traveling from the island of Martinique to that of Bonaventure, after having made it to the island 

of Tenerife, and entering and exiting America through that of Santo Domingo as well; and 

Apollinaire recounted how “the islanders took him to their orchards so that he might pick fruit like 

women.” 300  

The surrealist magazine Minotaure was a fantastic ship, a moving island for all navigators 

of that great adventure without national interests—like the refuge that was Easter Island, further 

actualizing in our century that age-old myth from the Cretan island. Island of Crete, on which 

another grand visionary appeared, El Greco,301 only to leap across the open sea en route to a 

Toledan isolation of his own volition—“Toledo, almost an island,” so said Waldo Frank about the 

city.302 

Three of Breton’s greatest discoveries are three islanders: Aimé Césaire, the poet from 

Martinique; Wifredo Lam, the painter from Cuba; Héctor Hippolyte, the painter-priest from Haiti. 

Three discoveries on three islands, three like the number of Columbus’ caravels, three like the 

                                                 

299 Guillaume Apollinaire, “On the Subject of Modern Painting,” originally published in Les Soirées de Paris, February 1912. 

300 From Apollinaire’s prose poem “Onirocritique” (1908). In French the line reads, “Les insulaires m'emmenèrent dans leurs 

vergers pour que je cueillisse des fruits semblables à des femmes.” Granell uses quotation marks to indicate that the line is a 

direct quote from Apollinaire, yet he substitutes the third-person direct object pronoun (lo, him) for the first-person of the original 

without proper indicators: “los isleños [lo] llevaron ….” In Spanish, the past-subjunctive form of the verb recogiese is the same 

in first and third person, thus only requiring the change in object pronoun since the subject pronoun in Spanish may be omitted, 

which makes the change less obvious in Spanish than it is in English. (See the Mary Ann Caws Selected Writings of Surrealism 

anthology.) 

301 El Greco was born in Heraklion, Crete, Greece in 1541. He traveled all around Europe studying art and moved to Toledo in 

1577. El Greco is known for his elongated figures and often fantastic or phantasmagorical pigmentation. 

302 Frank, Waldo David. Virgin Spain: Scenes from the Spiritual Drama of a Great People. Spain: Boni & Liveright, 1926, 122. 
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number of Napoleon’s islands, like “the huge enigmatic canna flower,” which Breton encountered 

in the heart of the Martinican forest, is a “triple heart gasping on the tip of a lance.”303 

I notice now, as I change the carbon paper for the copy of this text, that its black filigree is 

a drawing of islands. 

The next International Surrealist Exhibition will have to take place on an island. There is 

no eluding their magnetic call. 

  

                                                 

303 Breton, Martinique, 88. 
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Dream Bird 

 

 

 

When André Breton is released from the concentration camp at Fort-de-France304 and 

blends into the flocks of people in the bustling streets, he perceives the flutter of “hummingbirds 

in voices”305 of the people. One of Breton’s first visions, upon entering the island, was a vision of 

the hummingbird, this instance rendered by André Masson, who says at the beginning of 

Martinique charmeuse de serpents: 

                                                 

304 The camp was more of a prison or internment camp than a concentration camp. Although Granell places the camp in Fort-de-

France, it was actually across the bay from Fort-de-France at Point Rouge.   

305 Breton, Martinique, 85. 
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    My wild mountain head, crested with bamboo groves, bumps against a dreaming cloud 

and spies a hummingbird, hovering, suspended in flight, plunging through a whirlwind of 

foliage.306 

 

The hummingbird, able to seduce countless travelers to America, opens this book with its 

pitiful flapping, this logbook that is sure to become as important as Columbus’ travel diaries. 

And when Benjamín Péret refers to Aimé Césaire, he does so analogically307 by linking 

Césaire’s poetic expression to the hummingbird, referring to it as “the dazzling language of the 

darting hummingbirds celebrating in a sky of mercury,”308 which can be read in Péret’s preface to 

the Spanish edition, published in Mexico, of Return to My Native Land.309  

It dazzled me so to witness the fugitive light of the hummingbird in the first incandescent 

flash from Breton’s book, because I had just read in another book, Norte y Sur by Alfonso Reyes, 

the article “Maximilian Discovers the Hummingbird.” Reyes explains how Maximilian, having 

left his young wife on Madera Island, arrives in Brazil in the company of a botany professor, a 

painter, and a doctor, from among the other people in his retinue. One day he advances deep into 

the forest and soon after discovers the hummingbird. “I took it as an omen of good fortune to have 

happened upon it during my first contact with Brazil,”310 writes Mexico’s future emperor. His 

description of this encounter expresses a most tender and subtle poetic quality. “As with images 

                                                 

306 Ibid., 41. 

307 Stuart Inman states that “analogy is always a demand that we should be able to see things, not just as reason or power demands 

that it is, but as desire demands that it should or could be.” See Stuart Inman, “Analogy,” in The Overflowing Milkmaid with 

Curved Feet by the London Surrealist Group, Lulu.com, 2012, n.p. 

308 Reference to the Mayan legend of the hummingbird’s origins. https://comoeneltianguis.com.mx/2012/07/14/la-leyenda-maya-

del-colibri/ 

309 Retorno al país natal in Spanish. 

310 Translation mine. 
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in a dream, it appears when least expected and flees once it lures us in.” “One might take it for a 

jewel from Paradise …” “It is practically a quintessence of the three kingdoms.” “It is animal life 

in the shape and hues of a fantastic flower and with the intense shimmer of a precious stone that 

shines with a light of its own and full of mystery.” 

Maximilian was mistaken to consider his sudden encounter with the hummingbird as good 

fortune. Maximilian was anachronistically destined to ascend the rungs of an imaginary empire, 

formed from the ruins of fateful castles built in the air, without noticing that the stairways were 

nothing more than forgotten history and dust, and all that remained of them was the obscured stain 

of blood upon blood of ancient sacrifices. The eagle, imperial emblem, would end up inflicting its 

avarice upon the poet prince, shattering the dream. The bird of prey nightmare instead of the 

anticipated magical ablution from the dream bird. The careless explorer, blinded poet not a 

visionary, would fall full of holes for having wanted to reign over the ancient island that was 

Mexico City. 

 The imperial sundial has already played out. That is what Maximilian should have foreseen 

in the hummingbird’s sudden presence (“flees once it lures us in”) having only barely stepped onto 

the American continent. Changes are in the air again, whose message must be deciphered. 

Maximilian’s empire tragically vanished into thin air, like the hummingbird, “as with images in a 

dream,” except this dream changed into his no return to waking land. The hummingbird reemerges 

in Breton’s presence; but now the conquest is not in the service of any imperial bird decoy. Instead 
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of lofty castle dreams, this poet goes in pursuit of the cloud dream that Masson alludes to,311 

captivating will-o’-the-wisp312 that alone ought to be a sign of poetic plenitude. 

 (In “The White-Haired Revolver,” Breton had already alluded to Maximilian’s execution.) 

If the hummingbird opens Breton’s book, and is yet nestled in its pages, it also closes it, its 

presence embellishing the island itinerary: 

  

Intermittent life is the crackling of a green hummingbird.313 

  

                                                 

311 The alludes to the “dreaming cloud” that Masson mentions in his prose poem “Antille,” which is the opening section in Breton, 

Martinique charmeuse de serpents, 41. 

312 Will-o’-the-wisp; ignis fatuus; ghost-light; orb; ghostly orbs of light. In literature, will-o’-the-wisp sometimes has a metaphorical 

meaning, describing a hope or goal that leads one on but is impossible to reach, or something one finds sinister and confounding. 

Wikipedia reference from The American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language. Houghton Mifflin. 2007 

313 Breton, Martinique, 97. From “Formerly Known as Liberty Street,” the poem that closes out the book. 
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Floating Breasts 

 

 

Breton’s first Antillean contact was with the island. Then with the hummingbird, herald of 

poetic message. Afterward, Breton came in contact with the coveted extravagance of the island 

occasion. His short poem The Breakwater: 

Hazy light bathes the savannah where lost amidst tall trunks of coconut palms, 

the blue-stained statue of Joséphine de Beauharnais casts a feminine and tender 

spell over the city. Her breasts gush from a high-waisted Empire dress; speech of 

the Directorate lingers on, rolling some African stones to mix the voluptuous nolo 

contendere potion of Creole Talk. A Royal Palace lies buried in the ruins of old 

Fort Royal (pronounce it Fô-yal), the roar of great world battles—Marengo, 

Austerlitz, here retold heroically in three lines—don’t bore the ladies—yielding to 

charming, spread knees under the tittering roof tiles of La Pagerie plantation.314 

 

                                                 

314 Breton, Martinique, 54. 
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Josephine on the island (Napoleon far away, from island to island, and to island), her 

breasts bobbing like the floating breasts of a woman drowned to death, the most discreet of breasts. 

So Father Antonio Arbiol reports in his book The Ravages of Lust (1726),315 dedicated to the 

(black) Virgin of the Pillar, and which I found at the foot of the San Francisco ruins in Antigua, 

Guatemala, that the “naturals tell stories about a type of fish found in the Philippine Sea called 

Muger, or Woman fish, which has breasts like those of a woman, but upon taking it out of the 

water the first thing it does is cover its breasts with two large scales; it would sooner die before 

allowing its breasts to be seen.”316 As on Josephine’s statue, her breasts are concealed, though they 

strive to bust out, under the undulating pleats of her algae dress. The good Father Antonio Arbiol—

who knew oh so much about all of this—adds that dead women possess more propriety than living 

ones, for “Aristotle states that women who die drowned in water, all float facing downward.”317 

But Josephine, tinged blue as the sea, from the cold, from nostalgia and from the miasma of beds 

and battles, is in the breakwater, her bobbing breasts facing upward—Josephine is not a dead 

woman, but alive, once again on her hot island—barely covered by her Directory dress, like one 

large artificial scale, high-waisted resplendent in “the light that bathes the savannah.” 

The Philippine fish called Muger-Woman Fish shall also appear there, in the blue-tinged 

pages of Martinique charmeuse de serpents. But one will have to search for it in another short 

poem titled The Black Queen’s Buttons: 

                                                 

315 Antonio Arbiol, Estragos de la luxuria, y sus remedios conforme a las divinas escrituras, y santos padres de la iglesia, 

Barcelona, 1736) (1726, I used reprinted edition). All English translations of Estragos are mine. 

316 Ibid., 28. 

317 Ibid., 29. 
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At the arching quay’s far end, the fish market spreads its feast—ethereal gleam of 

radio tubes, of treasure chests, a whole gamut of paradise fish like glowing jewels, 

sulfurous yellow to ecclesiastical scarlet, including the boldest stripes, the cleverest 

speckling, the craziest glazes. What lends this poor porthole in the heavens a 

disturbing nature is that it’s the place where a few precious glimmers of riches and fire 

from the deep sea are brought to perish. In the shadows under this infinitely reflecting 

display, empty red and rose engorged conch shells pile up, just like those that sounded 

the so-very-bloody black revolt of 1848.318 

 

The Paradise-Fish in the fish market at Fort-de-France recalls the jewel of paradise that 

Maximilian glimpsed in the hummingbird. From burning lusts that have accumulated on the 

ocean’s floor emerges the Woman Fish, black queen of the black depths, donning the sumptuous 

attire already described. If in Brazil Maximilian had discovered the emerald hummingbird, 

viewing its essence as a fusion of the three kingdoms—bird, flower, and precious stone, André 

Breton beheld an identical essence in Martinique, where the green hummingbird emerges in his 

presence and, while amidst the glowing and the glimmering of the fish market, it shows its triple 

appearance of flower, gem, and paradise animal. Just like Maximilian, so did Breton live in 

Mexico. Except that for the former, it was after having seen the hummingbird. For Breton, it was 

before: he is immune. The good messenger, now, will bring a good message. 

The Hummingbird-Paradise-Fish signals the Black Queen’s presence on the Island. The 

signs on the cards are falling into place. Pierre Mabille recounted, upon his return to Paris from 

America, how the first thing the Spanish conquistadores did on the island of Santo Domingo was 

pull various leaves off of a tree and, using special symbols, turn them into playing cards. “That’s 

                                                 

318 Breton, Martinique, 56. 
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how we—concludes Mabille—in a particularly distressing time, kept our heads high and made the 

best of the hand we were dealt.”*319 

Already in motion, the charms of the ancient grottos have come up to float in the freest 

waves that caress the islands that remain, breasts in the air, cards face up. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

*Pierre Mabille, Le jeu de cartes surrealist. Vrille, 25 de julio de 1945. Paris. 

  

                                                 

319 Translation mine. 
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From Norte to Eon 

 

 

 

 

 

So now let’s turn the cards face up.  

If we first take apart the letters in the name BRETON and then, using only those letters, 

arrange them into different words, they will form a long series of objects and ideas that (leaving 

them in the exact order in which they appeared in the game) coincide, in an uncanny way, in the 

announcement of something good, universal, precisely what surrealism has been announcing with 

unrelenting conviction since its very beginning. 
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First, take a look at the series of words linked to Breton’s name: 

 

Norte   North 

Brote   Sprout 

Orbe  Globe; a type of fish 

Bote   Boat; a bound, bounce 

Reno   Reindeer 

Ron   Rum 

Ben   Good; well 

Bon   Good; also well 

Tor   Thor 

Treno   Threnody320 

Treo   Trysail321 

Bore   Breaker 

Tren   Train 

Reo  Convict; also a type of fish 

Neto  Nitid: also clear and neat 

Neo  Neon; also new   

Noé  Noah 

Reto  Rhoecus; also a challenge or dare 

Betón  Brand of cement, also colostrum322 

Eón  Eon; also Éon de l’Étoile 

 

The first of the words in this series, north, clearly indicates a diaphanous sense of 

orientation, at the outset, as confirmed by the second word to spring forth, sprout. In effect, the 

surrealist movement sprouted up only a quarter of a century ago and already, in such short time, 

has made its way around the whole earth, the entire globe—an orb, and orbe, a fish native to the 

Antilles—and even to the sea, underlined by the bound boat below it. But bound also expresses a 

broad idea of a spring or a leap, referring as much to the action a living being can take as to the 

                                                 

320 Threnody, n., a song of lamentation; spec. a lament for the dead, a dirge. OED Online, Oxford University Press, June 2017, 

www.oed.com/view/Entry/201224. Accessed 3 November 2017. 

321 Trysail, n., a small fore-and-aft sail, set with a gaff, and sometimes with a boom, on the fore- or mainmast, or on a small 

supplementary mast abaft either of these. OED Online, Oxford University Press, June 2017, www.oed.com/view/Entry/207064. 

Accessed 3 November 2017. See also Mediterranean Sketches by Francis Egerton Earl of Ellesmere, 33. 

322 Colloquially, colostrum is called “bisnings” or “first milk.” 
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action a thing can cause; admirable allusion to the admirable leap that surrealism extols.323 The 

world is overloaded with problems, but then you also have its existence loaded full of surrealist 

content; in both cases, it could be said that the world and existence were bound to end up in the 

same boat: both full to capacity. And just like that, bound and boat reveal to us the broad scope of 

surrealism to cover immense distances, to fill immense voids, just as much in time as in space. 

This idea becomes more apparent in the following words: reindeer and rum, the first alluding to 

frigid Nordic lands, the second to sweltering tropical latitudes. The extensive and rapid expansion 

reached by surrealism is headed well on its way out, in a good way, just as ben and bon both 

confirm. 

The universal significance of what is being announced persists in the name of the god of 

thunder, Thor, thunder being a common phenomenon to the entire globe. But thunder often 

portends bad luck, misfortune, tragedy, calamity. And adding to that, the word threnody 

presupposes the presence of some sort of catastrophe. No doubt it has to do with the present sinking 

of our world. However, the term that comes next, trysail, gives the series of words back its nautical 

feel; at the same time, being as it is the name of a type of sail used by ships in the Mediterranean 

to sail at full speed, it alludes to the maritime journey, from continent to continent, from island to 

island, that Breton and surrealism undertook while the war consumed the earlier part of the 

inevitable immersion to which the old order of things appears to be condemned. Breaker denotes 

a crashing sea wave. But once more, the nature of a universal bearing appears; after the insistent 

reiteration of marine imagery emerges the word train, with a grounded, continental, very concrete 

                                                 

323 Here Granell alludes to Breton’s praise of Columbus in the Manifesto of Surrealism, which Granell previously cited in the 

chapter “Island Triangle,” Isla, 28. 
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sense. The next two words seem to contradict each other. While the first, convict, implies 

culpability and, as such, alludes to something associated with evil—also, convict is a cichlid fish 

native to Central America—the second word, nitid, suggests the exact opposite: honesty, 

cleanliness, purity, clarity. In either case, Breton and surrealism appear as though accused of 

something. But they have been! They are still! They are accused precisely of what they proclaim: 

first, of existing; second, of aspiring to a kind of freedom and justice, to an order of things that, in 

order for it to exist, first requires the annihilation of the existing order. The next word is neo, the 

prefix for new, from the Greek neon, which is also the title of the magazine that serves as the new 

vessel of expression for the surrealist group in Paris. 

Noah appears at the exact moment in which the world, which by all appearances is doomed 

to sink, has caused us to start worrying. Noah, who, on his ark—his island—saved the animal 

species from their extinction by flood. Like that, Noah shows up in our series, perhaps calling on 

us to think of him and to take into account—would he be willing to save the animals, in light of 

current human indolence, to avoid confusion? That’s the challenge, which we also find in the name 

Rhoecus, the mythical centaur that Atalanta killed to free herself from his hunt; in other words, 

challenge points to the attitude that surrealism ostensibly adopted as its own, declaring open war 

on all things conventional, trite, worn out, used already. And indeed, adopting Eon as a pseudonym 

brought celebrity to the visionary from Brittany—the Breton (Breton!)—Éon de l’Étoile (“the 

Star”), whom Pope Eugene III condemned for heresy. 

But Surrealism never claimed to be after any type of divine beyond. What it’s searching 

for is here, and here is where it’s searching for it, on this earth. Breton insisted repeatedly on 

surrealism’s refusal to delve at all into the supernatural world. The heretic Éon died in 1148, 
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exactly seven centuries before the black revolt that Breton recalls in Martinique charmeuse de 

serpents, and another century before the appearance of this very same book. But there is no reason 

why Eon should signal only imposture and punishment. After all, that was the name the 

Phoenicians used to refer to the mother of humankind; among the Gnostics, the same word 

designates the creationary spirits. That our series of words formed from the letters that make up 

Breton’s name should conclude with this sign indicating the creationary origin is disquieting. In 

any event, surrealism is headed out toward a new life, a new civilization, as Pierre Mabille 

proclaims. Aimed toward that north is every surrealist bow, including the great bow of Martinique 

charmeuse de serpents, off the coast of an Antillean island. 

One final word closes out our series: beton, the name of a cement used in hydraulic works 

and the term denoting colostrum, a mother’s first milk, the first nourishment that springs from the 

maternal breast. 

Cards in full view. 

Breasts out in the open. 
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Enchanted Island 

 

 

 

Also for Columbus, so prone to view islands as female breasts, the world—life—began 

and ended on an island. His world ended there, clearly, a new one beginning. History long had but 

only one face; now two, Gracián said it: one with the wrinkled skin of an old lady, and the other 

with glowing and supple new skin. 
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Nor for Columbus was the world as it was said to have been, but rather, as he observed 

upon exiting out of the Dragon’s Mouth in the Gulf of Paria (Madariaga),324 as “pear-shaped, round 

except where it has a nipple … or if one had a round ball and, on one side, it should be like a 

maiden’s breast”;325 according to him, the aim of all solid land and islands was fixed on that point. 

The island materializes reveries. Reviving point of the familiar, dead horizon. From one 

island to the next the flight is inescapable. Invisible lightning rod on top of the geological cathedral 

submerged by the first universal sinking. Sensitive nipple to the prophesy’s tickle. Rebelled cloud. 

Sunken angel, the motionless pupil, fixed on the singular wave that will come, like unto itself, its 

own mirror. Spearhead cast this way, untiring index pointing toward the sky. Sister of the volcano, 

fingernail of space, eyelash of the sea—the island. 

The island, living form of the unexplored face of the world, of the original world that poetry 

announces—and remembers. “Poetry worthy of the name is measured by the degree of withdrawal, 

of refusal that it posits. This negating side of its nature must be considered fundamental: poetry 

revolts against tolerating everything that has already been seen, heard, agreed to, or by making use 

of what has already been used, unless of course it is sidetracked from its previous usage.”326 Words 

that the author of Martinique: Snake Charmer uses to refer to Aimé Césaire, whose poem Cahier 

de retour is just that, a magic return of poetry to the endurance of his poetic and native island: 

enchanted island. The island enchantment unfolding, which Breton receives enthusiastically: 

                                                 

324 Granell’s parenthetical note refers to Salvador Madariaga. Granell is quoting from Madariaga’s work, Christopher Columbus: 

Being the Life of the Very Magnificent Lord Don Cristóbal Colón, The Macmillan Co., 1940, 327. 

325 Ibid., p. 325. Granell’s use of quotations in this passage is to distinguish Columbus’ comparison. I have included an extended 

quotation of the passage from Madariaga’s work since Granell translated the lines closely from English to Spanish. 

326 Breton, Martinique, 90. 
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hence the appearance of Malcolm de Chazal’s work, Sens-Plastique, edited on Mauritius Island, 

and which he considers a great development within the poetic landscape. 
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Century of Islands 

 

 

  Black revolt of 1848. Exactly one century to its recollection in this island book. 

    Breton: 

Empty red and rose engorged conch shells pile up, just like those that sounded the 

so-very-bloody black revolt of 1848.327 

 

    Césaire: 

Sweet as the fragrance from a red cloth against the loud breathing of a black 

skin.328 

 

                                                 

327 Breton, Martinique, 56. 

328 From Césaire’s poem “Couteax midi.” The original line in French reads: doux comme le parfum d'une étoffe rouge sur la 

respiration / bruyante d'une peau noire. 
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So too a red Indies revolt stained black the faulty good luck of Maximilian, whose demise 

Manet329 painted from memory and from afar just as from memory and from afar Rousseau painted 

in his iconic painting The Snake Charmer the island on which Breton wrote the pages that leave 

us feeling troubled.330 

Fish Woman or Serpent? Serpent or Hummingbird? The enigma seems to give us the 

Plumed Serpent Woman, spinning around herself like a mysterious human island. Breton recalls, 

while dialoguing331 with Masson, a passage from The Voyages of Captain Cook, a book that is 

“apparently (says Masson) a classic in the history of discovery of distant islands—poetically 

distant ones.”332 Breton has retained, particularly, the “story of the romance of a sailor and a 

beautiful island girl.333 Lacking a common language, the two lovers managed to express 

everything334 to each other in an invented language made solely of caresses. (…) In a setting like 

this where one’s endless glances trace a serpentine line, it is hard to resist conjuring up the image 

of blossom-crowned girls swimming out to great ships.”335 The serpentine line that appears in the 

conjuring of this passage, winds up focusing clearly on the white star of the liana flower, whose 

fruit is like “an apple for an Eve who would be a serpent” (Breton).336 

                                                 

329 Édouard Manet (1832–1883) was a French painter whose style influenced many of the impressionist painters.  Manet painted 

three versions of Maximilian’s execution titled The Execution of Emperor Maximilian (1868). 

330 This is an allusion to the section of Martinique titled “Troubled Waters.” 

331 Spanish original reads: “dialogando.” This is a reference to Breton and Masson’s “Creole Dialogue.” The use of the present 

progressive here gives the impression of an ongoing conversation. 

332 Breton, Martinique, 46. 

333 The lovers’ invented language in this story recalls Bataille’s contention that “poetry gives expression to what exceeds the 

possibilities of common language. See “From the Stone Age to Jacques Prevert” in George Bataille, The Absence of Myth, 138. 

334 Emphasis Granell’s; not in the original French. 

335 Breton, Martinique, 46–47. 

336 Ibid., 47. 
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Fish Woman, Serpent, Hummingbird: Black Eve in the forest of the black island. The green 

hummingbird, harbinger of the Black Queen’s appearance, and on whose rutilant throat glows the 

“twinkle in the dusk of Senegal roses” (Breton) and whose “completely yellow337 hand plays along 

the bars of the palace gate” (Breton).338 

Three colors endure in the flag of discovery. Green, red, and yellow. Four—black as well. 

Green in the hummingbird, red in the human revolt, yellow in the contact of the royal hand with 

the sumptuous bars. Black: the Queen. The hummingbird cannot be locked up in captivity—said 

Maximilian. After gaining his own freedom, with the Martinican concentration camp behind him, 

and even farther behind the immense camp that became of Nazis-occupied France, Breton found 

the hummingbird so free and green in the voices that fluttered about him on his stroll through the 

dazzling streets of Fort-de-France. 

The bird, symbol of freedom, nimbused by the color of hope. The red of every revolt always 

heralds the green. Yellow, in contrast, is the color of defeat, of submission, black’s fraud (“The 

rag a black stain on the sentencing chair—but since the rag is Catalan—it’s a stain of yellowish 

tan.” Valle-Inclán),339 the color with which the inquisitors stigmatized their victims, the color of 

betrayal, of death and dying, as Apollinaire proclaims: 

From red to green all the yellow dies 

                                                 

337 Granell misinterprets the poem; he mistakes the French word jeune [young] for jaune [yellow]. Or he changes the word on 

purpose. In French the lines read: “Sa gorge du crepuscule clair des roses du Sénegal / Sa main toute jeune joue le long des 

grilles du palais.” From “Anciennement rue de la Liberté” in Breton, Martinique, . 

338 Breton, Martinique, 98. Granell quotes the last two lines of the poem “Formerly Known as Liberty Street.” 

339 From the poem “Garrote Vil” (Vile Garrotte) by the Spanish poet and dramaturg Valle-Inclán. “Garrote vil” is a sentence of 

death by garrote, an apparatus used for strangulation. The lines before and after Granell’s extract read: “Canta en la plaza el 

martillo, / el verdugo gana el pan, / un paño enluta el banquillo. / Como el paño es catalán, / se está volviendo amarillo / al son 

que canta el martillo. / ¡Tan! ¡Tan! ¡Tan!” Translation mine. 
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When the parrots sing in their native forests340 

 

In other words, from revolt to liberation, the livid resplendence of mortality is obfuscated. 

In that same poem by Apollinaire, significantly titled “The Windows,” the image repeats at the 

end like at the beginning: 

From red to green all the yellow dies 

Paris, Vancouver, Hyeres, Maintenon, New York, and the Antilles 

   

As if Apollinaire had foreseen Breton and his friends’ trip to Martinique. In passing from 

revolt to freedom, the persistent threat of betrayal is lost—dead in the dead yellow. “The window 

opens like an orange,” concludes Apollinaire. But Breton, nearer to the occasion, not in Paris, 

rather in those very Antilles mentioned in Apollinaire’s poem, is able to identify it more closely. 

It’s not an orange, rather something tainted with rancid symbolism, and it’s “an apple for an Eve 

who would be a serpent.”341 

The mirroring effect of the Antillean islands is the only mirror that adequately reflects the 

image of freedom that Césaire illuminates: 

Against the wreckage’s scattered remains 

Dog cadavers burst into hummingbirds342  

 

From mortifying rot to explosive liberty. Everything coincides in the belief expressed by 

Mabille, according to which there should come about a new resurgence of Central America. 

Resurgence of what? Undoubtedly, of liberty and poetry: of life. And not only Césaire’s Antillean 

                                                 

340 From Guillaume Apollinaire’s poem “Les fenêtres” (The Windows). The line in French reads: “Du rouge au vert tout le jaune 

se meurt / Quand chantent les aras dans les forêt natales.” Translation mine. 

341 Breton, Martinique, 47. 

342 From Césaire’s poem, “Couteaux midi” (Noon Knives) from his collection of poems titled Soleil cou coupé (Solar Throat 

Slashed). The original French reads: “debout dans mes blessures où mon sang bat contre les fûts du naufrage des cadavres de 

chiens crevés d'où fusent des colibris.” 
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testimony, along with those of Apollinaire and Breton, attest to it; a Central American poet, the 

Costa Rican Eunice Odio, signals in her poem “Genesis,” tellingly titled and published on green-

colored paper, that 

A great silence opens 

Ordering the fruit and the islands343 

 

It’s the great heralding silence of the coming occasion. In the open window of the island 

like a magic vault, safeguarded by the paradise bird that partakes of the three realms, is the 

maturing apple destined for a Serpent Eve whom the serpent shall torment no more.  

 

 

  

                                                 

343 Publication information unknown. Translation mine. 
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Bibliomancy 

 

 

 

I grabbed at random books, magazines, and newspaper clippings that I had on hand. 

Through this process, which one might term bibliomancy, it is possible to start off—only start 

off—on the course that should lead to the point at which past and future cease to be 

contradictory.344 Randomly, I gave myself over to the quest for islands, knowing they were there. 

But where? 

                                                 

344 In the Second Manifesto of Surrealism, Breton writes that the surrealists’ hope has always been to find that “certain point of the 

mind at which life and death, the real and the imagined, past and future, the communicable and the incommunicable, high and 

low, cease to be perceived as contradictions.” Breton, Manifestoes, 123. 
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The appearance of the first island took a while. Soon, intuition, becoming stimulated, more 

easily located, one after another, the islands lost in the chaotic sea of so many pages. The last one 

appeared on the first glance. I simply opened the book, there it was. It leapt up at my eyes, 

imprinted on them. On that last island ceases my exploration, which resulted in—without altering 

the order—the following dialogue:   

JACQUES HEROLD.— The primitive peoples (Easter Island) had already created, in their 

ideograms, the objects depicted by Ernst, Miró, Arp, and Tanguy. 

GRACIAN.—Brilliant circle, within whose crystalline center lies enameled a small isle, or 

pearl of the sea, or emerald of the land.345 

GAUGUIN.— The buyer who exports painting for the Guano Islands.346 

HENRY MILLER.— The world around me is dissolving leaving here and there islands of 

time.347  

AIMÉ CÉSAIRE.— My unenclosed island, its clear audacity standing up.348 

NOVALIS.—Every Englishman is an island.349 

NERVAL.—Here are the poplars of the island and the empty tomb of Rousseau.350 

                                                 

345 The Critick, First Part, The First Crisis, 1. 

346 From one of Gauguin’s journals. Translation mine. 

347 From Tropic of Cancer, Obelisk Press, Paris 1934. Granell alters the original quotation in English from “spots of time” to “islas 

[islands] de tiempo.” 

348 From Cahier d’un retour au pays natal. The original quotation in French reads: “Et mon île non-clôture, sa claire audace debout 

à l'arrière de cette polynésie.” In the 2013 Wesleyan UP translation of Notebook of a Return to the Native Land the quotation 

reads: “And my non-closure island, its brave audacity standing at the stern of this Polynesia.”  

349 From Fragments (1799). 

350 Daughters of Fire, Sylvie: Souvenirs du valois, IX. Hermenoville. Trans. Lucie Page, Portland, Maine: Thomas B. Mosher, 

1896. 
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MARX.—On September 24, 1810, the Extraordinary Cortes assembled on the Island of 

Leon.351 

ALFONSO X.— When those traveling that sea close to the island of which we spoke see 

that light, they will know that it comes from this stone.352 

ORTEGA Y GASSET.— Pure reason … It is only a tiny island floating on the sea of 

primary vitality.353 

JOURNALIST.— Santorini, a small volcanic island located in the Aegean Sea, began to 

vent steam today, sending a plume of ash high into the atmosphere.354 

BRETON.—Suddenly the curtain fell on the bird colony which extends across only one 

part of the northeast shore of the island.355 

DIDEROT.—Those who are carried off to islands by their fury over natural history, 

unexpectedly lose their enthusiasm and fall into inaction and laziness.356 

JUAN RAMON JIMENEZ.— The last island, practically music, totality of the illusion, 

sticks out like a prow of crystalized light … 357 

                                                 

351 Revolutionary Spain: Section VI. First published in New-York Daily Tribune, November 20, 1854. 

352 Ingrid Bahler and Katherine Gyékényesi Gatto, eds. The Lapidary of King Alfonso X The Learned, University Press of the South, 

1997, 73. This comes from the section about the sleep stone. 

353 From Razón vital. Translation by Víctor Ouimette. Jose Ortega y Gasset, Twayne Publishers, 1982, 82. 

354 Unknown source. Translation mine. The first explosion on Santorini occurred on January 10, 1950. 

355 André Breton, Arcanum 17, Apertures Grafted to the End, Trans. by Zack Rogow, Los Angeles: Sun & Moon Press, 1994, 28. 

356 From Diderot’s Refutation of Helvetius. Translation mine. Original French: “Ceux que la fureur de l’histoire naturelle conduit 

aux îles, y perdent subitement leur enthousiasme et tombent dans l’inaction et la paresse.” 

357 From Juan Ramón Jimenez’s poem, “Diario de un poeta recién casado,” 1916. 
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JOURNALIST.— A new island has been discovered in the Arctic; it will belong to 

Canada.358 

ALFRED JARRY.— Isle of Lace, Fragrant Isle, Isle of Ptyx … 359 

KANT.— The Sugar Islands—the Antilles—this place of the cruelest and most calculated 

slavery, yield no true profit …360 

APOLLINAIRE.— And the island, adrift, went to fill in a gulf where red trees immediately 

sprouted out of the sand.361 

JOURNALIST.—Chiang Kai-shek says in Formosa that he will commit suicide if he 

doesn’t recapture Shanghai.362  

PLATO.— While others again live on islands encompassed by air near the mainland.363 

LYCOPHRON OF CHALCIS.— But having satisfied your desire on Dragon’s Isle—

whose scepter is held by the androgynous one born of the earth, you shall know not love a second 

time.364 

                                                 

358 Unknown source. Translation mine. The “new island” refers to Mackenzie King Island. In 1915, V. Stefansson led a Canadian 

Arctic exploration in which he mistook a strait for a bay when he recorded his initial discovery of Brock, Borden, Meighen, and 

Lougheed Islands. (See http://www.thecanadianencyclopedia.ca/en/article/mackenzie-king-island/.) In 1947 an aerial survey by 

the Royal Canadian Air Force showed that Borden Island was, in fact, two islands split by the Wilkins Strait. Thomson, Don W., 

Skyview Canada: A Story of Aerial Photography in Canada, R.B.W. Ltd: Ottawa, Canada, 1975, 130. 

359 From Exploits and Opinions of Doctor Faustroll. 

360 From Immanuel Kant’s 1795 lecture Toward Perpetual Peace. This English translation is cited in Pauline Kleingeld, “Kant’s 

Second Thoughts on Colonialism,” (pp. 43–67) in Kant and Colonialism: Historical and Critical Perspectives, edited by K. 

Flikschuh and L. Ypi, Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2014, 52. 

361 From Apollinaire’s prose poem “Onirocritique” (1908). In French, the line reads: “Et l’île, à la dérive, alla combler un golfe où 

du sable aussitôt poussèrent des arbres rouges.” Translation mine. 

362 Chiang Kai-shek was a militant leader of the Republic of China between 1928 and 1975. In 1950, Chiang Kai-shek relocated 

the Republic of China’s government to Taipei on the island of Taiwan, which was formerly known as Formosa. 

363 R. S. Bluck, Plato’s Phaedo: A Translation of Plato’s Phaedo, Routledge, 1955, 2014, 133. 

364 From Fragments du seul poème connu de Lycophron de Chalcis, dit l'Obscur (111e siècle avant notre ère), traduits et adaptés 

par Gérard LeGRand.(p.61) The French reads: “Mais ayant épanché son désir dans l'île du dragon dont l'androgyne né de la terre 
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SURREALIST ALMANAC.— Alfred Kubin believed himself to be a prince of the House 

of Bourbon in exile on the island of Borneo.365 

APOLLINAIRE.—This prince (Leon Dierx) who came from the islands has given way to 

another prince of poets …366 

MALCOLM DE CHAZAL.—In this quagmire that is the island of Mauritius.367 

JOURNALIST.— The artists reconstruct paintings on the island of Malta. Marshal Petain 

is sick on the island of Yeu. An earthquake shakes up the island of Tenerife.368 

CAPTAIN ALONSO DE CONTRERAS.— … the island of Puerto Rico …369 

JOURNALIST.— Revolution on the island of Saint-Domingue/Hispaniola.370 

NIETZSCHE.— “O Dionysus, divine one, why do you pull on my ears?” Ariadne once 

asked her philosophical lover in one of those famous dialogues on Naxos.371 

BRETON.—It is a commonplace saying that the heart of Paris beats in the île de la Cité.372 

                                                 

tient le sceptre, il ne connaîtra pas deux fois l'amour.” (p.57 of Surrealist Almanac) From Lycophron of Chalcis’s Alexandra. 

Translation mine. 

365 Alfred Kubin’s work, L’homme (1901) was included in the 1950 Surrealist Almanac, P.79. The quote comes from part of 

Kubin’s third-person “artist bio” that accompanies his piece. 

366 From “La cave de M. Vollard” in Le flâneur des deux rives (1918). The French reads: “Ce prince qui venait des îles a fait place 

à un autre prince des poètes, Paul Fort, à peine notre aîné.” Translation mine. 

367 From a letter to Breton [published in Almanach Surrealiste du demi-siecle, p.110] “Seul, je ne puis lutter contre tous, surtout en 

ce bourbier qu'est l'Ile Maurice.” Translation mine. 

368 Source unknown. Translation mine. 

369 Source unknown. Translation mine. 

370 Source unknown. Translation mine. 

371 Friedrich Nietzsche, The Anti-Christ, Ecce Homo, Twilight of the Idols, and Other Writings, edited by Aaron Ridley and Judith 

Norman, Cambridge University Press, 2005, 201. The quotation comes from Twilight of the Idols, “Skirmishes of an Untimely 

Man,” no. 19, Beautiful and ugly. 

372 Source unknown. Translation mine. 
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PÉRET.— …one of those hybrids whose future generations die out with themselves. –

Senga Island, August 1949.373   

SURREALIST ALMANAC.—Mayonnaise was brought to France by the soldiers that 

occupied Mahon (Balearic Islands), in 1758.374 The mannequin was brought by Francisco Lazeano, 

around 1860, from the Caroline Islands where the indigenous people worshipped it, calling it by 

the name tino. The revolving door was built at the behest of the owner of the Café Anglais who, 

in order to honor Evans upon his return from the island of Crete, reduced the labyrinth to its 

simplest expression. 

JOURNALIST.— In 1912 the world’s largest living lizard was discovered on one of the 

Malaysian islands.375 

ISAIAH.—Listen, O isles, unto me; and hearken, ye people, from far! Be still, ye 

inhabitants of the isle! Howl, ye inhabitants of the isle!376 

BRETON.—The curve of the Philippine sponge.377 

RUBEN DARIO.—Caliban reigns on the island of Manhattan.378 

                                                 

373 Source unknown. Translation mine. Senga Island might refer to Swains Island in the Tokelau chain in the Pacific Ocean. In the 

island’s native Tokelau language, it was called Osenga. 

374 Granell has changed the date from 1756 in the French publication to 1758 in his translation. 

375 Source unknown. This report refers to the Komodo dragon detailed by Peter Ouwens in 1912.  

376 Book of Isaiah, chapter 49, verses 1a; 23:2a; 23:6b, KJV. 

377 From “On the Road to San Romano” (1948), http://www.surrealists.co.uk/bretongallery.php. 

378 From Los raros (1896). Translation mine. 
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PIERRE MABILLE.—(The Marvelous) is, at a specific moment, the troubling instant 

when the world is in agreement with us; the island of Saint-Domingue/Hispaniola, appearing at 

dawn after Columbus’ delusive voyage.379 

LUIS DE GRANADA.—(The isle of Saint Helena) is in the middle of the great ocean, 

abounding with fresh water, fish, game, and fruits that the very earth produces effortlessly.380 

AZORIN.—We have journeyed with Cervantes through the glacial waters, amidst the 

islands of great mystery.381 

REYNES MONLAUR.—During days lost at sea, those people (the Celts) would discover 

roaming phantasms around the distant islands thereabouts.382 

PÉRET.— My flying island.383 

BLAKE.—An Island in the Moon.384  

This green moon (caused by the green atmospheric dust from a volcano in Africa, 

according to the newspapers) casts shadows of moving green islands on the lawn and against the 

green wall of my house.385 While ascending the stairs formed by the four louvers of my bedroom 

                                                 

379 From Pierre Mabille, Le Merveilleux, Quatre Vents, Paris, 1946. This is the published text of a lecture that Mabille gave in 

Mexico on 3 August 1944. The original French reads: “Il est, à un moment précis, l’instant troublant où le monde nous donne 

son accord. […] l’île de Saint-Domingue, apparaissant à l’aube, après le décevant voyage de Colomb.” 

380 From TOMO XIII. Símbolo de la fé, parte primera (1711). See de Granada, Luis. Obras del V.P. Maestro Fr. Luís de Granada, 

del Orden de Santo Domingo. Ed. Luis Muñoz. Madrid: Antonio Goncalez de Reyes, 1711. 152. Translation mine. 

381 From Azorín’s essay, “Una nota al Persiles.” Translation mine. 

382 From Reynes Monlaur, Ames celtes (1906). Granell quotes from the Spanish translation: Almas celtas, Traducida por Miguel 

Costa y Llobera, Barcelona: Gustavo Gili, 1913, 5. Translation mine. 

383 From Benjamin Péret, “Allo,” in Je Sublime (1936). Translation mine. 

384 This is the name assigned to Blake’s untitled and unfinished prose satire written in late 1784. 

385 Granell refers to his actual house while in Puerto Rico. In a letter to Breton, Granell writes: “Mi casa, próxima a la Universidad, 

da a un campo tropical cubierto de bambúes y palmeras y de millones de insectos. El viento bate continuamente contra las 

persianas de mi pequeño estudio. Esto me produce la impresión, mientras trabajo, de hallarme en plena y extraña navegación 

aérea. Como si surcarse un espacio en el cual se agitasen remolinos de seres que fuesen ya de un mundo desconocido, 
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window, I saw the shadow islands transform into feminine silhouettes. Alternating in the 

undulation, those women islands sink and rise. The islands continue to rise. Never has the moon 

traveled faster. The islands are one island. The night becomes a glowing green day by the black 

rays386 of the shadow. The shadow island against the wall above my window is a woman ascending. 

In the middle of their nighttime walk between the earth and the moon, the shadow woman and the 

shadow island blend. The celestial island casts down onto the earth its future memory. The shadow 

is an island. The island is a woman. A woman, green and floating.387 

  

                                                 

participando a la vez de las propiedades de cada reino. Como si se tratase de avespiedras, o de hojas insectos, o de raros 

instrumentos vegetales animados. A veces, la sensación de soledad es excesiva, casi agobiante, y se siente verdadera angustia de 

diálogo. (Los Granell de André Breton, 123). 

386 The space-time pressure of the mental globes produces the potential super-radiant light, also called black rays. 

387 This passage illustrates Granell’s experimentation with what Pater defines as the pictorial gift: the “inventive or creative 

handling of pure line and colour.” Pater describes drawing as “the design projected from the peculiar pictorial temperament or 

constitution...all ideas however abstract or obscure, float up as visible scene or image,” and colouring as “the magic conditions 

of light and hue in the atmosphere...these essential pictorial qualities must first of all delight the sense,...and through this delight 

alone become the vehicle of whatever poetry or science may lie beyond them in the intention of the composer. In its primary 

aspect, a great picture has no more definite message for us than an accidental play of sunlight and shadow for a few moments on 

the wall or floor.” See Pater, Selected Works, 270. 
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Breasts of Fire 

 

 

 

Flying woman. 

Her breasts sprouted on the island. At the center of the island, which is a river of blood and 

of gold. At Bordeaux Station388 she didn’t have breasts yet. A grey armor of ash covered her. The 

                                                 

388 In 1939, Granell fled Spain to Southern France where he remained in a refugee camp until 1940. With the threat of Nazi 

occupation, Granell escaped on the last train of refugees that was able to depart for Bordeaux Station. Granell’s future wife, 

Amparo Segarra, was also on the train. (See p. 58 of María Lopo, “Juego de islas. La correspondencia de André Breton y Eugenio 

Granell,” Je(ux) et langages,6 (2010), 57–68. See also Los Granell de André Breton, 93.  
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rumbling clouds of herons move beneath the still sky of a forest eternally suspended389 between 

the volatile waters of the river and the gusts of rain scorched by millions of lightning bolts. The 

herons form a great spiraling dart that perforates the forest in a repetitive action that gives life to 

the saturated humid air. Her breasts are a mirror image of the sea enveloped up in a delicate act of 

crocheting. 

Either she figures in the island or the island is her figure. The river is not born, nor does it 

empty into the sea. It exists for her breasts. Transparent island towers with crests of feathers. 

Between the royal palms and the coconut palms, on this side over here—seeing as on the other 

side swarms of colorfully dressed blacks can be seen up in the trees—a row of human heads, 

severed. Decapitations of ruby and silver like those painted by Valdés Leal. The soldiers 

decapitated them for horse thieves. The general ordered respect for private property of all horses. 

A black without a head does not a horse thief make. The general was a small lizard the color of 

tannish mud390 whose tail was cut off by two branches hitting against each other. If a heavy storm 

of metal is discharged, the waters from the river of gold will lap up the thick spurts of the blood 

that gushes intermittently from the seething necks that the machete split in two. 

With the gold and the blood, the insular river metamorphoses into a river of fire. She 

submersed her naked self into the flaming water and the fire rose up. Her breasts illuminate the 

aquatic darkness in all directions. Her breasts burn hot, and from her nipples long flares shoot out, 

                                                 

389 Granell uses “suspended” here in a scientific sense: suspended as (of solid particles) dispersed through the bulk of a fluid: 

“suspended sediments inhibit the sun’s energy from being used for reef building” or “the paste contains collagen suspended in a 

salt solution.” There is a double play on suspended-hanging in air and suspended-solids dispersed through a liquid. 

390 Spanish original: “tierra mojada” [damp earth]. “Tierra mojada” is descriptive, yet not an actual color designation. It could be a 

cipher for the official last names of the dictator General Trujillo (Rafael Leónidas Trujillo Molina).   
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bound to spark the incandescent flight of the lead herons. Sharp wound of the forest are the herons. 

Just as the intangible surface of the river is the trigonometric projection391 of her breasts. 

The mutilated lizard general with white feathers angled atop of his head. Dressed in 

admiral’s attire and bigger than actual size, aside from being flat in the great blown-up photograph 

illuminated beneath the glass pane maculated392 with fly spots and framed in exceptional 

mahogany woodwork, is not moved by the decapitations, nor by the river of fire, nor by the duties 

imposed on the machetes, and, some years after which, he ordered—also without being moved—

the extermination of thirty thousand blacks393 like the ones that eat coconuts and bananas in their 

colorful rags among the branches of the trees on the other side of the split wooden bridge. The 

lizard dressed in admiral’s attire, with his grand black-colored bicorne and fringed epaulettes like 

tiny ornately carved394 Rococo armchairs, is squashed between the glass dotted with fly marks and 

the cardboard backing, unmoved in his coffin on a bier395 awaiting his fate since the year nineteen 

thirty-eight. 

                                                 

391 This passage plays with trigonometric-based topics, including Projective Geometry and Map Projection, which allows for the 

transformation of latitude and longitude lines of a sphere to be projected on a plane surface. This inevitably leads to some sort 

of distortion.   

392 Maculated (adj.) spotted or stained. According to Merriam-Webster, maculated means 1) marked with spots: blotched; 2) 

impure; besmirched. Here the glass is stained by the flies, but “maculated” also implies the blemished or impure character of the 

general and relates back to “mutilated.” 

393 This is a reference to the “Parsley Massacre” that occurred in October 1937, in which General Trujillo ordered the killing of 

Haitian men, women, and children in the Dajabon region of the DR that bordered Haiti. 

394 Ornately carved = added words [stealth glosses] to help English readers visualize the chair since Rococo may not be familiar to 

non–architecture savvy readers. 

395 Coffin on a bier = added words [stealth glosses]. The Spanish word ferétro: Caja o andas en que se lleva a enterrar a los difuntos. 

RAE Accessed 6/22/19. Bier: movable frame on which a coffin or a corpse is placed before burial or cremation or on which it is 

carried to the grave. Google Accessed 6/22/19 
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Either the river is a mirror image of the herons or the herons are the river’s reflection. She 

sways in the hammock formed by the herons and the river receiving into her breasts the glowing 

light of the cocuyo fire beetles into her breasts.396 On the eleventh of May of nineteen forty, the 

naked body of the woman child was not wet when she came out of the river, but rather her skin 

had transformed into a fragile transparent scale of pure gold. For several hours, we gathered up 

thousands of tiny gold flakes that had protected the pores of her skin, on her back, on her thighs, 

on her hips, on her stomach and on her breasts, and with all of them combined in a cellophane 

sleeve from a pack of cigarettes, we still only had enough to form the scant volume of a tiny leaf 

of a sensitive mimosa plant.397 A functionary passed by and saw that we loved each other—midway 

between the water of gold and the sand of blood. The doctor hunting butterflies passed by with his 

little daughter, but in the distance. And there also passed by, now that I remember, playing a 

clumsy game of heron and river, the rumbling wave of a never-ending bovine herd—or playing 

around in the spurts of blood from the decapitated.  

Only love erased, for a moment, the mamey fruit’s reminder of the decapitations. On the 

island, one remembers and forgets with regular rhythm.398 Between a head and its own body half 

a meter away, was the corroded, split blade of an old machete, and shriveling in the sun was an 

avocado that someone had started to eat. With the seed of this fruit one can make indelible red 

inscriptions on the skin. On the spirit too. The avocado from back then, on whose flesh were still 

                                                 

396 Cocuyo (pyrophorus) is not a firefly (lampyridae). Whereas the firefly flashes, the fire beetle remains in a constant glow.  

397 Spanish original: moriviví. This is a common name for the mimosa pudica plant that closes when touched. In English, common 

names are sensitive plant, shy plant, and touch-me-not. 

398 Regular rhythm is a form of visual repetition characterized by a repetitive pattern of elements occurring at regular intervals. 
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fresh the teeth marks left by the black man with no head, has germinated by now. When the 

enforcer dares to eat an avocado from that tree the glass and everything else will come shattering 

down. 

Her trembling breasts, breasts of a woman child, unalterable, anti-time, vibrated in the 

middle of the island just like the plumage of the only white heron standing exactly on the 

oscillating line of the river and the sand. The woman’s immersion in the water of fire from the 

center of the island gave her breasts eternal youth. 

They are of fire like the island; her naked breasts are of gold like the river. Her breasts of 

heron fly like the forest and in the quartz sand she slithers by undulation just like the serpent 

making the unmistakable sign of love. The river is the presage written by her breasts. Lunar breasts, 

gem breasts, flower breasts. Breasts of birds arising from an incandescent vision. In the middle of 

the highway with and without horses and royal palms a coppery iron fist came crashing down with 

fury on the windshield of the automobile.399 Ice burst into stars. Later, covered by the nuptial lofty 

tapered chiffon adorned with silk ribbons and silver wasps, we felt the island quake. The river, 

womb of the island, had followed us. Breast of the island the river and the other the herons, both 

protected us with their good fortune. Even when the checkered hunter400 loaded with suitcases shot 

out of the ship’s chimney.  

Her breasts of sugar are each one the mirror image of the other. They spin around bursting 

into fragrances because they are the island wheel of fortune.  

                                                 

399 Trujillo’s gang of thugs known as La 42 drove a huge red Packard, which was often referred to as the Carro de la Muerte, the 

Car of Death. See Germán E. Ornes, Trujillo: Little Caesar of the Caribbean, New York: Thomas, Nelson & Sons, 1958, 56.   

400 “Cazador a cuadros” sounds like Coordinador de Empleados, a high official who conducts frequent investigations and “keeps 

a stern watch over the morals, politics and, sometimes, the efficiency of the Government labor force.” See Ornes, Trujillo, 106. 
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Mythical Coffer 

 

 

 

The woman child dwells on a fortunate isle.401 

The story goes, as Gracián retells it, that according to the ancients, “when God created 

Man, he imprisoned the licentious nature of Evils in a profound Abyss, which some say was in the 

Fortunate Islands ….”402 The island was closed shut with “a Gate of solid Diamond, which he shut 

with a Padlock of Steel.” The key was “delivered to Man’s Free-Will,”403 being warned that so 

                                                 

401 Fortunate Isle refers back to the chapter “Triángulo Isleño.” 

402 Gracián, The Critick, First Part, The Thirteenth Crisis, 231. 

403 Ibid. 
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long as he didn’t open the island, he would be safe from his enemies.404 All other good things, 

meanwhile, wandered freely about the world. Mankind was extremely happy. But the woman 

“moved out of her own curious fancy,”405 claimed as such by Gracián, one day hugged man and 

took his heart … taking with it the key. And she opened the island. The prison of evils was emptied. 

The turning of the key played out, “the Universe trembled.” Evil took over “the whole 

circumference of the World.”406 

Egenio is who recounts such a story to his friends in The Thirteenth Crisis of El Criticón. 

But Egenio, speaking as a mouthpiece for Gracián, errs by using the Jesuitical casuistry: 

concluding that because every evil came into contact with the woman before anyone else, they 

“made her their first Prey, and from head to foot swelled her with the Venom of Malice.”407 It is 

thus said so that man will flee from woman as if fleeing from the worst evil. 

Woman, motivated by her curiosity, imagined and put to practice her great audacity. On 

earth, one place at the least was prison, and at the least there good was unknown. Even that one 

last place had to be liberated. That is what woman did, acting, like Alice, under the magic spell of 

the imagination. From that moment it so begins, indeed, the widespread feat of liberty in broad 

daylight. 

Woman is far or near, we do not know. All we do know is that she is on her island, purified 

island, flying island. Island that is now the only and first redoubt on the earth devoid of evil, the 

                                                 

404 This is reminiscent of the myth of Pandora’s Box. 

405 Gracián, Critick, 232. 

406 Ibid. 

407 Ibid., 234. 
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island from which all fled. What was once an island incarceration turned into the island mythical 

coffer of the woman child: of good—the highest good, the sum of all that is good, liberty. 

Thus is the island the only refuge. The one to which, according to Breton, only a “spiritual” 

path can lead. Liberty and beauty combine as one: “Beauty is ( . . . ) the great refuge” (Breton).408 

Isle refuge, the island that Breton points to, and so that we might know the way to get there, he 

mapped the navigation chart that is “Flagrant Délit,”409 a chart that will be deciphered only by 

those who, possessing the faith required to unlock its deep secret, like Columbus, like Breton, 

know that the island is there. Beauty … “Island where all possible enticements use their powers of 

fascination, but a devilishly floating island, indeed, whose course has not been plotted on any map. 

Most of those who talk about it only know it by hearsay.” (Flagrant Délit).410 

 

 

  

                                                 

408 André Breton, “Caught in the Act” in Free Rein, translated by Michel Parmentier and Jacqueline D’Amboise, University of 

Nebraska Press, 1996, p. 127. 

409 Granell leaves the title “Flagrant Délit” [Caught in the Act] in French. 

410 Breton, “Caught in the Act,” 127. 
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EVA points to AVE points to VEA points to B.A. points to A.B.411 

The coordinate system412 of the ancient and modern archipelagos composes an intricate 

lineal labyrinth, a tangle of lines that obscures the vision of the eternally young Eve, the Eve of 

love. Mankind, becoming blinded, buried Atlantis deep within himself, that enormous island. 

Another convulsion of the world will change the route of our blind destiny, clarifying the course. 

The Island exists. America existed, did it not? Encountering anew his authenticity, mankind will 

find that within himself lies the clue, the key that will allow him to open up the archway to the 

island of liberty, the throne of the woman child announced by Breton. 

                                                 

411 The Spanish line is a play on words that reads: “EVA igual a AVE igual a VEA igual a B.A. igual a A.B.” AVE is EVA written 

backward. “Ave” means bird in English. VEA contains the same letters as EVA and AVE. “Vea” means look and is pronounced 

“bay-ah,” which also produces the sounds for the letters B and A in Spanish. B.A. reversed is A.B., the initials of André Breton. 

Thus, the name Eve eventually leads Granell to André Breton. 

412 Geographical coordinate = either of the two lines of latitude and longitude whose intersection determines the geographical point 

of a place. Latitude and longitude belong to a spherical coordinate system because they indicate points on a globe or sphere. 
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